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CHAPTERR 1 

INTRODUCTIONN AND OVERVIEW 

Introduction n 

Thee largest part of advertising budgets is spent buying advertising space 

inn mass media. It is estimated that in the year 2002 alone, Dutch advertisers 

spentt more than 4 billion Euro placing their advertisements in media vehicles 

(BBCC De Media en Reclamebank, 2002). Of course, advertisers spend their 

mediaa budgets consciously, trying to be as efficient and selective as possible in 

choosingg where to place their messages. Media placement decisions are 

predominantlyy based on three parameters: the number of people that will be 

reached,, the composition of the audience, and the costs of placing an ad. 

Informationn on reach, audience characteristics, and placement costs for a large 

varietyy of medium outlets are incorporated in advanced media planning models, 

whichh help media planners calculate the optimal balance between expenditures 

andd the size of the target group that will be reached. 

Thee size and composition of the audience attracted by a medium vehicle 

aree usually referred to as the quantitative impact of the medium context of the 

advertisement.. It is, however, generally agreed that this quantitative impact is 

onlyy part of the story. Medium vehicles allow an audience of a certain 

compositionn and size to see the advertisement, but may also influence how the 

advertisementt will affect the audience. In the words of Norris and Colman 

(1992)) "the same source delivering the same message to the same audience on 

separatee occasions might produce different effects depending on the differing 

programmingg or editorial contexts in which the message appears" (p. 38). A 

commerciall may thus have a different effect when, for example, broadcast in 

programm A compared to program B. The influence that the medium context can 

havee on the effects of the embedded advertisements is usually referred to as the 

qualitativee impact (Lynch & Stipp, 1999). Although it is widely agreed that the 

contextt in which an advertisement is placed can have a quantitative as well as a 
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qualitativee impact, the latter is less well understood and accounted for in media 

placementt decisions. To date, there is no clear answer to the question how 

contextt influences advertising effects. 

Thee lack of knowledge concerning the qualitative impact of the medium 

contextt may be explained by three shortcomings in the research to date. The 

firstt is that it is not clear which concepts are central to the relation between the 

contextt and the ad. Studies have concentrated on a mixture of context 

characteristics,, varying from objective aspects such as genre and content, to 

subjectivee responses such as involvement, arousal, and mood. Furthermore, 

studiess have investigated the influence of context on various advertising effects, 

rangingg from short term ones such as attention and recall, to long term ones 

suchh as attitude toward the brand and purchase intention. To date, no integrated 

overvieww of findings has been provided, and therefore it is not clear which 

predictorr variables and effects are the most important, and what the relation 

betweenn them is. 

Thee second problem is the lack of findings for media other than television. 

Thee vast majority of studies have concentrated on context effects in a television 

setting,, and it is by no means clear that results from these studies also apply to 

otherr media types, especially non-broadcast media such as print. An important 

differencee between broadcast and print media is the pacing of information. 

Broadcastt media are display media, in which the medium paces the speed and 

momentt of information transfer whereas print media are search media in which 

thee receivers control the speed and moment of information transfer themselves. 

Pacingg may have an important influence on how the audience processes medium 

content,, and consequently, how this affects the advertisements carried by the 

medium. . 

Thee third problem stems from the methodology applied in most studies. 

Sincee almost all studies use an experimental design to investigate the influence 

off context on advertising effects, questions arise regarding the validity of the 

results.. Although well-designed experiments are best suited to make causal 

inferences,, findings may differ greatly from effects in the real world. There are 

threee important distinctions between the use of media and advertising in 

artificiall experimental settings compared to real-life ones. 

First,, in an experiment people do not have the opportunity to make their 

ownn selection of what to watch, read, or listen to. Researchers may, for 
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example,, expose people to very boring or unpleasant television programs, to 

investigatee the influence of various levels of program-induced involvement or 

programm liking. It is questionable, however, if these effects occur in real life, 

sincee people will probably not choose to watch programs they find dull or 

dislikable. . 

Second,, in real life people are frequently not interested in advertising and 

oftenn try to avoid it. However, in experiments avoidance is not an option. 

Exposuree to both editorial and commercial material is almost always forced, 

meaningg that people do not have the ability to zap or tune out. Audience sizes 

aree artificially kept constant, which may seriously distort experimental findings. 

AA third and final difference is that experiments control external factors in 

orderr to rule out alternative explanations for the effects. In real life, medium use 

iss often combined with other activities (e.g., eating, talking, doing household 

work,, using other media) and thus has to compete for attention. Controlling all 

externall factors may create a situation that can not be compared to the way 

advertisingg is received in the real world. Experimental results may therefore be 

uninformativee about how context influences advertising in reality. 

Purposee a n d S t r u c t u r e 

Thee aim of this dissertation is to identify how context influences 

advertisingg effects. The three shortcomings in present knowledge about context 

effectss on advertising impact mentioned above are addressed in the following 

chapters.. Chapter Two addresses the first problem, giving an overview of the 

literaturee to date. Chapter Three addresses the second gap, by discussing the 

findingss of a context study on print advertisements instead of television 

commercials.. Finally, Chapters Four and Five concentrate on the third problem, 

discussingg the results of two television studies conducted in a real-life setting 

insteadd of an experimental one. 

Thee four following chapters have either been published as individual 

articless or have been submitted for publication. Hence, each chapter is self-

containedd with its own abstract, introduction, discussion and reference list. The 

subjectt matter of each of the chapters is discussed in the following section. 
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O v e r v i e ww of t h e C h a p t e r s 

ChapterChapter 2: Literature Review 

Thee second chapter presents an extensive review of the existing empirical 

l iteraturee on the relation between context characteristics and advertising effects 

(Moorman,, Neijens, & Smit, 2003a). By systematically reviewing all the research 

too date, we wanted to assess the understanding of the context characteristics 

thatt have the strongest influence on ad effects, of the advertising effects which 

aree most affected by the context, and, finally, of the direction of the influence. 

Afterr defining context as the editorial medium environment of an advertisement, 

aa distinction is made between objective and subjective context characteristics. 

Objectivee characteristics include contextual aspects such as genre, content and 

style,, characteristics that can easily be recognized by every receiver and are not 

dependentt on interpretation. Subjective characteristics, in contrast, are not 

experiencedd uniformly, but comprise the individual mental reactions that people 

experiencee when confronted with an editorial message. A whole range of 

subjectivee characteristics has been studied, and we categorize them according to 

intensityy and valence. Intensity refers to the relative strength of the responses, 

includingg such responses as involvement and arousal. Valence indicates the 

evaluativee direction of the response (positive or negative), and includes feelings, 

mood,, and liking. 

Ourr literature review indicates that the way the context influences an 

advertisement,, depends more on the perception of the context than the 

characteristicss of the context per se. The findings for objective characteristics 

aree inconsistent and often not significant, while the pattern of effects for 

subjectivee characteristics is much clearer. With regard to advertising effects, the 

revieww shows that effects are predominantly established on processing 

measures,, especially commercial recall and attitude toward the ad (Aad). 

Twoo important relationships between context and advertising effects 

emerged.. First, the valence of the context-induced subjective responses was 

seenn to be positively related to Aad. This finding supports the notion of mood 

congruency,, which states that affects induced by a stimulus spill over to other 

stimulii presented in the surroundings of this stimulus. Second, intensity of the 

responsee was seen to have a negative effect on ad recall. This finding supports 
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thee idea of the limitations of cognitive capacity, which assumes that people have 

limitedd mental resources available for processing information. Editorial content 

thatt is experienced more intensely will be processed more elaborately. 

Consequently,, there will be less mental storage room for ads presented within 

thiss editorial context, which will result in diminished advertising recall. This latter 

conclusionn is questioned, however, because the negative effect is predominantly 

foundd in experimental settings, while some survey studies report positive 

effects.. As previously mentioned, experiments have some pitfalls that may 

influenceinfluence findings. A more detailed elaboration on this issue will be given in 

Chapterr Four. 

ChapterChapter 3: Magazines 

Thee third chapter deals with the effect of context on print advertisements. 

Thee study presented in this chapter investigates the influence of intensity and 

valencee dimensions of context-induced psychological responses on recall of and 

attitudee toward magazine advertisements (Moorman, Neijens, & Smit, 2002a). 

Inn addition to the effect of these two dimensions of context responses on ad 

processing,, the influence of thematic congruence between magazines and 

advertisementss is studied. Media agencies often place advertisements in titles 

thatt match the product advertised, but whether this fit actually induces better 

advertisingg effects has seldom been investigated. 

Inn order to investigate the effects of context-induced psychological 

responsess and thematic congruence on the processing of magazine 

advertisements,, three test ads, either congruent or incongruent with the 

magazine,, were placed in the regular circulation of three different titles. 

Psychologicall context responses as well as advertising effects were assessed by 

face-to-facee interviews with a representative sample of subscribers. As an 

indicatorr of context-induced intensity, a multiple-item seven-point scale was 

usedd to measure respondents' involvement. As an indicator of context-induced 

valence,, a seven-point scale comprised of several feeling and liking items was 

used. . 

Inn line with previous research focusing on television, results showed that 

thee valence of magazine-induced psychological responses had a positive effect 

onn Aad. In contrast to most television studies, the level of intensity of magazine-
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inducedd psychological responses did not have an effect on recall. Two possible 

explanationss for the dissimilarity in findings are discussed: First, this study was 

conductedd in a real-life situation instead of an experimental setting; and, 

second,, there is a difference in pacing between print and broadcast media. 

Unlikee when watching television, people can decide the speed and moment of 

informationn transfer when reading a magazine. This may have an important 

impactt on how context-induced psychological responses spill over to the ads. In 

particular,, the intensity of responses may influence ad effects differently in a 

printt setting, because people can stop reading for a moment when experiencing 

strongg feelings and continue when the intensity of the responses has diminished. 

Finally,, it was observed that ads in a congruent environment were recalled 

significantlyy better than ads in an incongruent environment. This supports the 

notionn of priming, which states that congruent information attracts more 

attentionn and is processed better, because the reader is already thinking about 

thee subject. 

ChapterChapter 4: Program Involvement 

Ass mentioned there are questions whether results from context 

experimentss are valid in real life. In particular, findings on the relation between 

intensityy and recall may be different in experiments than in situations outside 

thee laboratory. In real life, it is unlikely that people select or pay much attention 

too medium content they are not interested in, and external factors can easily 

distractt them. When people get more involved with the medium content, this 

encouragess them to pay more attention. However, in experiments, the amount 

off attention paid toward medium content that induces a high level of 

involvementt will not differ from that paid to content inducing lower levels of 

involvement,, because of the constraints with regard to selection, exposure, and 

controll of external factors in the artificial setting. These biasing effects may be 

especiallyy strong for television experiments, because this medium is generally 

consideredd to be a low-involvement medium, indicating that people usually do 

nott make a great effort to process information from television. 

Thee study presented in Chapter Four investigates the relation between the 

levell of program-induced involvement and recall in a real-life setting (Moorman, 

Neijens,, & Smit, 2002b). This study was conducted during the 2000 European 
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soccerr championship. This event was chosen, because it could be expected that 

levelss of involvement would naturally vary between the different matches. 

Peoplee would experience higher levels of involvement with the matches in which 

thee Dutch national team competed than with other matches. Four matches of the 

20000 European soccer championship were selected based on expected varying 

levelss of involvement. A day after, computer-assisted telephone interviews were 

conductedd with a large sample of people who had watched the match. 

Contraryy to the outcomes of most experimental studies, results of this 

real-lifee study showed that measures of attention toward the ads and advertising 

recalll were better when the commercials were embedded in a high-involvement 

matchh compared to one with a lower level of involvement. 

ChapterChapter 5 ; General Television Programming 

Thee results of the Euro 2000 study show that real-life effects of program-

inducedd intensity may differ from those observed in experimental studies. 

However,, these findings may not be generalizable to regular television 

programmingg because they were obtained during a special event. The main aim 

off the study described in the fifth chapter is to investigate whether the positive 

effectss of intensity on attention and recall also apply to general programming in 

everydayy life (Moorman, Neijens, & Smit, 2003b). In addition to intensity, we 

wantedd to study the effect of valence of program responses on Aaci. Finally, we 

wantedd to investigate whether context effects are different for commercials 

placedd at various positions. 

Resultss of the study are based on secondary analyses of data from a large 

telephonee survey. This database contains measures of attention to a large 

varietyy of programs broadcast during a one month period, evaluation of these 

program,, as well as measures of attention, recall, and evaluation of commercials 

broadcastt during program breaks. In line with the formulated hypothesis with 

regardd to intensity, analyses showed that attention toward the program had a 

positivee effect on measures of commercial attention and recall. In line with the 

valencee hypothesis, we found that program evaluation had a positive effect on 

evaluationn of the commercial. The position of the commercial within the block 

didd not moderate the influence of either intensity or valence, which means that 

commercialss placed at the beginning, middle, or end of the block were influenced 
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equally.. With regard to the position of the commercial block, however, we 

observedd that carry-over effects of valence and intensity indicators were 

strongerr for commercial blocks interrupting a program, compared to blocks 

betweenn two programs. The apparent explanation for this moderating effect of 

blockk position is that psychological responses are more prominent when people 

aree still Mn' the program, and therefore have a stronger effect on advertising 

processing. . 

M a i nn Conclusions 

Centrall to this dissertation is the question how context influences 

advertisingg effects. Three shortcomings in previous research on context effects 

aree identified and have been addressed in the four studies presented in this 

dissertation.. The literature review in Chapter Two identifies which characteristics 

off the environment are the most important predictors of context effects, which 

advertisingg effects are influenced by context, and in which direction these effects 

aree influenced. The magazine study described in Chapter Three gives insight into 

contextt effects in a medium other than television. Finally, the two real-life 

televisionn studies discussed in Chapters Four and Five show the effects of 

contextt outside an artificial experimental setting. 

Eightt main conclusions can be drawn from this research. First, all four 

studiess show that the context in which an advertisement is placed can and does 

affectt its impact. This correlation is found for magazine advertisements as well 

ass television commercials. 

Second,, the literature review shows that psychological responses induced 

byy the context, such as involvement, feelings, and liking, are the most important 

predictorss of context effects. The psychological responses can be classified by 

twoo dimensions, intensity and valence. 

Third,, the literature review shows that context has its most pronounced 

directt effect on advertising processing measures. Advertising processing involves 

thee immediate reactions of the audience to the advertisements, and comprises 

effectss such as attention, recall and Aad. 

Fourth,, the valence of context-induced psychological responses has a 

positivee effect on Aad. The literature review discussed in Chapter Two, the 
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magazinee study discussed in Chapter Three, and the television study described 

inn Chapter Five all report such a positive effect. 

Thee fifth conclusion is that the strength of program responses affects 

attentionn toward and recall of television advertisements. This conclusion is based 

onn the significant effects found in the literature as well as the two television 

studies. . 

Thee sixth conclusion is that effects of program-induced intensity observed 

inn experimental settings may not be valid in real life. This conclusion is based on 

thee dissimilarity in findings in the literature, which are predominantly based on 

experimentall studies and show a negative effect of intensity on commercial 

recall,, compared with our own empirical television studies, which applied a real-

lifee approach and which show a positive effect of intensity on recall. 

Seventh,, context effects may vary between different types of media. This 

iss concluded on the basis of the magazine study, which, in contrast to the 

televisionn studies, did not show a significant relation between intensity of 

context-inducedd responses and recall. 

Thee final conclusion deals with the placement of the advertisement in 

relationn to its surroundings. Chapter Two shows that when advertisements are 

placedd in magazines that are thematically congruent with the ad, they are 

recalledd better than when placed in an incongruent environment. Results 

reportedd in Chapter Five indicate that intensity and valence effects on attention, 

recalll and Aad are stronger for commercial blocks interrupting a program than for 

thosee in between programs. This leads us to the eighth conclusion: context 

effectss are dependent on the position of the advertisement in relation to its 

surroundings. . 

Discussion n 

Ass mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, it is a commonly held belief 

thatt context influences the effects of embedded advertisements. Consequently, 

thee first conclusion, which states that the impact of an ad is influenced by its 

context,, will not come as a surprise. The other seven conclusions are probably 

moree interesting to the reader, because they give an answer to the more 

frequentlyy debated question what effects context has on embedded 
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advertisements.. Although the studies presented in this dissertation provide 

usefull insight with regard to several lacunae in previous knowledge, some 

questionss remain. Each of the chapters finishes with a separate discussion in 

whichh the specific limitations of the study are discussed and suggestions for 

futuree research are given. Here, three interesting issues for future research 

appear. . 

Thee first subject on which future research might elaborate is the positive 

relationn between intensity and ad attention and recall found in the studies 

describedd in Chapters Four and Five. This finding may have an important 

implicationn since past research has predominantly yielded negative effects of 

intensityy on recall, which is generally attributed to cognitive capacity limitation. 

Thee present positive findings, on the other hand, indicate that this theoretical 

explicationn may not apply to real-life situations. Instead, it seems that the 

attentionn developed by the context prevents people from turning away when 

commercialss are aired. A plausible theoretical explanation for this positive effect 

wouldd be attentional inertia, which holds that the longer a viewer stays 

continuouslyy focused on the television screen, the more likely it is that he or she 

willl continue to pay attention when the content is interrupted, for example by a 

commercial.. The findings from the studies in this dissertation support this theory 

indirectly,, but the survey data are not sufficient to investigate the underlying 

mechanism.. Future research, for example with the use of observations, is 

neededd to determine whether attentional inertia is what causes the positive 

effects. . 

Another,, potentially interesting subject for future research is the 

moderatingg influence of ad characteristics. The effects of context-induced 

psychologicall responses reported in this dissertation have been generalized over 

advertisements,, without taking specific characteristics of the ads into account. I t 

iss important to recognize, however, that advertisements vary largely in style, 

content,, and subject and may therefore induce very different effects. Hence, the 

effectt of context may be different for different types. 

Finally,, context effects on advertisements in media other than television 

needd to be clarified. The study discussed in Chapter Two shows that context 

effectss on magazine advertisements vary from those on television commercials. 

AA plausible explanation for this dissimilarity in effects is the difference in pacing 

betweenn broadcast and print. However, as we did not directly compare the two 
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typess of media in a single research design, attributing the dissimilar effects to 

pacingg remains somewhat tentative. Further research is necessary to explain the 

differencess in context effects between broadcast and print. Future studies also 

needd to consider other types of media, for example, the Internet. 

Too conclude, this dissertation bears some important implications for media 

planning.. To date, quantitative information about the size and composition of the 

audiencee has served as the basic currency in negotiations between buyers and 

sellerss of advertising space: the higher the reach, the higher the selling price. 

Forr example, the broadcast of the Super Bowl is traditionally the most important 

crowdd puller in the United States, which makes advertisers willing to pay 2.2 

millionn dollars for 30-seconds of airtime. Of course, one can never be sure that 

peoplee will actually pay attention to the commercials. The advertisers are only 

payingg for the possibility that their target audience will see the commercials. 

Thee results from this dissertation go beyond this, showing that the context 

off an advertisement is not merely a potential generator of an audience for the 

commercial,, but is also a predictor of the effects that the ad will have. The same 

add scheduled in a context to which the target audience responds more intensely 

andd more favorably, can produce a greater effect. This means that media 

plannerss should consider the impact of context more systematically, by 

collectingg information not only about media vehicles used by a certain target 

group,, but also how these vehicles are used by these audiences. When measures 

off intensity and valence of context-induced responses are, for example, 

incorporatedd in media planning models, a more efficient and sophisticated way of 

mediaa selection may emerge, in which not only the quantitative, but also the 

qualitativee impact of context is considered. 
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CHAPTERR 2 

THEE EFFECTS OF CONTEXT ON THE IMPACT OF 

THEE ADVERTISEMENT: A LITERATURE REVIEW1 

Abstract t 

ThisThis article provides the results of an extensive and structured 

synthesissynthesis of the existing empirical literature on the influence of context 

characteristicscharacteristics on the effectiveness of embedded advertisements. To 

date,date, most studies investigating this relationship have been 

experiments,experiments, making use of a homogeneous (generally student) sample, 

andand focussing on television. In order to assess the general findings 

acrossacross studies, a formal vote-count analysis was conducted on 173 

uniqueunique relationships found in the literature. Results show that with 

regardregard to the influence of objective characteristics of the context, most 

studiesstudies either report non-significant findings, or report contrasting 

effects.effects. With regard to the influence of subjective psychological 

responsesresponses induced by the context, a clearer pattern of results emerges. 

StudiesStudies predominantly report a negative relationship between intensity 

ofof the response on advertising recall, while significant findings for the 

relationshiprelationship between valence of the response and attitude toward the ad 

(A(Aadad)) are exclusively positive. In the discussion, gaps in the present 

bodybody of research are revealed and possible directions for future 

researchresearch are proposed. 

11 Manuscript submitted for publication as: Moorman, M, Neijens, P. C, & Smit, E. 
G... The effects of context on the impact of the advertisement: A literature review. 
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Introduction n 

Studiess on the effects of advertising predominantly focus on the intrinsic 

characteristicss of the ad. Researchers study such things as the effect of humor in 

thee ad (e.g. Weinberger & Gulas, 1992), appeals to fear (e.g. LaTour, Snipes, & 

Bliss,, 1996; Van der Lee, 1998), or the type of endorser (e.g. Till & Shimp, 

1998;; Van der Lee & Van den Putte, 2001). I t is, however, generally agreed that 

advertisingg effects are not just a function of the ad itself, because ads are not 

receivedd in a vacuum by a passive audience. Basing their work on the uses and 

gratificationss paradigm of media use (e.g. Palmgreen, Wenner, & Rosengren, 

1985),, several advertising researchers have shown that audience characteristics 

playy an important role in understanding advertising effectiveness (e.g. Smit, 

1999).. Likewise, the environment in which the ad is embedded may play an 

importantt role in explaining its success (O'Guinn & Faber, 1991; Stewart, 

Pavlou,, & Ward, 2002). 

Thee influence of context on advertising effects has been a topic of 

researchh since the early sixties and a significant number of studies have 

investigatedd this relationship. However, this body of research has not yet led to 

ann unequivocal understanding regarding context effects, since different context 

characteristicss have been studied, differed effect measures have been taken, 

andd since there is no agreement about the direction of the relationships found. A 

systematicc and integrated synthesis of existing research findings might provide a 

solutionn to this problem. 

Too date, two narrative reviews of literature (Schumann & Thorson, 1990; 

Singhh & Churchill, 1987) and one quantitative meta-analysis (Mattenklott, 1998) 

havee been published, but these do not provide a general overview. The narrative 

reviewss explore a restricted number of relationships between context 

characteristicss and advertising effects. Furthermore, the two studies come to 

contradictoryy conclusions. Singh and Churchill (1987) contend that a commercial 

appearingg in a program inducing high arousal generates better processing and 

thereforee greater commercial recall and recognition. Schumann and Thorson 

(1990),, on the other hand, propose a negative relationship between the intensity 

off a response to a program and memory for embedded commercials. The 

reviewss base their conclusions on different studies, which indicates an 
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unsystematicc literature search and therefore biased conclusions. Mattenklott's 

(1998)) quantitative meta-analysis was based on a systematic literature search, 

butt this study only discusses experimental research in a television setting and is 

restrictedd to the relationships between just two contextual variables and two 

advertisingg effects. 

Thee aim of this study is to provide a structured and integrated review of 

alll the empirical literature on the relationship between context characteristics 

andd advertising effects. By systematically comparing studies, we want to 

determinee which aspects of the context play the most important role in 

determiningg ad effects, which specific ad effects are affected by the context, and 

inn what ways. Finally, we want to identify gaps in present research on 

advertisingg in order to give direction to future research. 

Def in i t ionn of Adver t i s ing C o n t e x t 

Advertisingg context is a multifarious concept, consisting of many aspects 

thatt may influence advertising effectiveness. A division can be made between 

contextt characteristics related to the receiver of the advertisement and those 

relatedd to the vehicle carrying the advertisement: the medium context. The 

receiverr context can be described as the situational circumstances in which a 

personn is exposed to an advertisement (Pieters & Van Raaij, 1992). This includes 

thee person's physical environment (e.g. 'at home, at the kitchen table'), the 

sociall environment (e.g. 'in the company of three family members'), the t ime 

framee (e.g. 'during breakfast'), and the mental state a person is in prior to 

exposuree to the medium content (e.g. 'an early morning mood'). 

Thee medium context, which is considered in this review, concerns the 

environmentt of the ad provided by the vehicle carrying it, such as a television 

program,, an issue of a magazine or an Internet site. A distinction can be made 

heree between editorial context and commercial context. Studies on commercial 

contextt have predominantly concentrated on the effect of the amount and 

naturee of other commercial messages in the environment of an ad, referred to as 

clutterr and competitive clutter. I t has been shown that as the number of other 

adss in the environment of the target ad increases the effectiveness of the target 

add decreases, especially when the other ads are directly competitive (Kent, 
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1993,, 1995). 

Thee present review is restricted to editorial medium context and will not 

considerr commercial medium context. The primary reason for this limitation is 

thatt the role of editorial context in explaining advertising effectiveness is 

consideredd more complex andthere is more disagreement about its effects. An 

additionall reason for selectively focusing on editorial context is that knowledge 

aboutt the effect of editorial context is more valuable for media planners since 

theyy are only provided with information about the editorial context, while 

informationn about the commercial context is not given in advance. This makes it 

difficultt to take the effect of other advertisements into account when making 

mediaa planning decisions. 

Literaturee Search 

Wee restricted our literature search on the influence of editorial medium 

contextt on advertising effects in two ways. First, to avoid duplication, studies 

hadd to offer new empirical findings to be included. Results from other literature 

reviewss (Schumann & Thorson, 1990; Singh & Churchill, 1987) and meta-

analysess (Mattenklott, 1998) were not included in the review. Furthermore, in 

orderr to have some guarantee about the quality of the research, we only 

includedd published, peer-reviewed studies. 

Empiricall studies published in the past 40 years, from 1963 to December 

2002,, were collected, using the following procedure. First, we identified all 

relevantt academic references in the computer-searchable databases that are 

mostt relevant to the field of advertising research (Psyclnfo, Sociological 

Abstracts,, Business Source Premier, and Social Science Citation Index) using the 

keywordss 'context', 'environment', 'program', or 'article' in combination with the 

keywordss 'advertising', 'ad(vertisement)' or 'commercial'. Second, in order to 

identifyy relevant studies not published in the regular academic outlets, and 

thereforee not recorded in these databases, we searched the database of the 

Worldd Advertising Research Centre2 using the same keywords. Finally, we 

examinedd the reference lists of all the collected studies in order to ensure that 

22 WARC is a database containing over 15,000 articles, case studies and 
conferencee papers, mainly from field practitioners. 
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ourr review was complete. 

Inn total, we collected 66 articles, describing 72 empirical studies. The 

majorityy of these studies (80%) were published in academic journals, especially 

thee Journal of Advertising (23%) and the Journal of Advertising Research (23%). 

Otherr journals which published studies on advertising context effects were the 

JournalJournal of Consumer Research, Journal of Current Issues and Research in 

Advertising,Advertising, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Human Communication Research, 

AppliedApplied Cognitive Psychology, Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media, 

JournalJournal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Psychology and Marketing, Social 

BehaviorBehavior and Personality, Journal of experimental psychology: Applied, Journal 

ofof Social Psychology, Journal of Psychology, Psychology Reports, Journal of 

ConsumerConsumer Marketing, Applied Cognitive Psychology, Journal of Communication, 

andand Journal of Studies on Alcohol. The remaining 20% of the collected studies 

weree found in conference proceedings of the Association for Consumer Research, 

Esomarr (World Association of Opinion and Marketing Research Professionals), 

andd the Society for Consumer Psychology. 

Inn the following section we will discuss the relationships that that we 

foundd between context characteristics and advertising effects by means of a 

formall vote counting analysis (Bushman, 1994; Cooper & Hedges, 1994). For 

eachh relationship between a certain context characteristic and a measure of 

advertisingg effects, we systematically counted the number of studies that 

reportedd a significant3 (a = .05) positive or a significant negative relationship or 

didd not show a significant relation. Although our literature synthesis has a 

formallyy structured design, we chose not to conduct a quantitative meta-analysis 

becausee we wanted to give a complete overview of all context characteristics 

studiedd and all the measures of effectiveness taken. Some of these relationships 

havee only been studied once or twice, which would leave us with too few 

observationss for a meta-analysis. Furthermore, relationships reported more 

frequentlyy (e.g. the effect of the intensity of context-induced psychological 

responsess on advertising recall) often lack necessary statistical information 

(e.g... means, standard deviations, test values) to calculate effect sizes. 

33 Not all studies included in the review used the critical value of a = .05 as 
significancee level. Aaker and Brown (1972), for example, considered p-values up to .25 
statisticallyy significant. We decided to consider results with a p-value greater than .05 as 
nott significant. 
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Results s 

AA database was created in which each relationship between a certain 

contextt characteristic and an advertising effect was recorded. This resulted in a 

totall of 173 unique relationships. For each, the following information was 

recorded:: the medium studied, the research method, the sample size and 

composition,, the type of context characteristic studied, the measures of 

advertisingg effects taken, and finally the significance of the relationship between 

thee context characteristic and each advertising effect and its direction. 

Byy far the largest part of the studies (79%) examined the effect of context 

inn a television setting. Twelve studies investigated context effect on print 

advertisements,, three studied radio, and one recent study (Shamdasani, 

Stanaland,, & Tan, 2001) investigated context effects on Internet banners. 

Mostt studies (82%) used an experimental method to study context 

effects.. In the typical context experiment, the same ad was tested in various 

editoriall environments, which were manipulated to differ as much as possible on 

aa specific context characteristic (e.g. humor). Respondents' exposure to the test 

add in one of the manipulated environments took place in a laboratory setting, set 

upp by the researcher to control all other possible factors that could possibly 

influencee the results. 

Inn addition to experiments, three other methods were used to assess the 

effectt of context on ad effects: field experiments, surveys and secondary 

analyses.. In contrast to experiments, respondents of these studies were exposed 

too research material in their natural environment without being forced to watch 

thesee stimuli and without being aware that they would be questioned about the 

stimulii afterwards. Six studies used a field experiment where the researchers 

madee use of natural context conditions, instead of manipulating the environment 

(e.g.. Newell, Henderson, & Wu, 2001; Pavelchak, Antil, & Munch, 1988). Four 

studiess applied a survey design, in which researchers measured and correlated 

audience'ss responses toward the context and ad after exposure (e.g.. Byfield & 

Read,, 1994; Swallen 2000). The final three studies were secondary analyses 

basedd on data collected in survey studies that had another objective than 

studyingg context effect, (e.g.. Clancy & Kweskin, 1971; Krugman 1983). 

Mostt studies have used homogeneous samples, with student samples 

beingg especially frequent (56%). 
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AA range of measures were used to investigate advertising effects, from 

measuress indicating respondents' immediate reactions to the ad (ad processing 

measures),, to measures indicating what consumers eventually feel, think, and 

doo with regard to the brand, product or service (ad effectiveness measures). In 

general,, we identified three categories of ad processing assessments and two 

categoriess of ad effectiveness measures. The ad processing categories were: (1) 

attentionn to the ad (including measures such as distraction from the ad and 

noticingg it)4, (2) ad memory (assessed with measures such as free recall, aided 

recall,, and recognition, and related to such aspects as copy, the advertised 

product,, and brand), and (3) attitude toward the ad (Aad) (including measures 

suchh as ad pleasantness, ad credibility, ad involvement, and ad enjoyment). The 

add effectiveness categories comprised: (4) attitude toward the brand or product 

(Ab/p)) and (5) intention to purchase the advertised product (IP). 

Finally,, studied context characteristics can be divided into objective ones 

andd subjective ones. Objective context characteristics are the aspects of the 

contextt that are not dependent on the receiver's interpretation, which every 

receiverr can easily recognize. Objective context characteristics include, among 

others,, genre, content, and execution style. Subjective characteristics are the 

individuall mental reactions people experience when confronted with an editorial 

message.. These psychological responses may differ according to the receiver's 

specificc interests. Within the objective and subjective context categories, a 

numberr of subcategories can be recognized. In the following sections we will 

discusss the relationships observed between these subcategories and each of the 

fivee advertising effects. 

Objec t ivee C o n t e x t Character is t ics 

Studiess of objective context characteristics examine the influence of the 

editoriall material surrounding the advertisment, regardless of the subjective 

audiencee responses to the context (Furnham, Gunter, & Walsh, 1998). The 

studiess that examine the effect of objective context variables on advertising 

44 Attention to the ad was only assessed in studies on the effects of subjective 
contextt characteristics. For this reason, this advertising effect is not included in Tables 2, 
4,, and 6, where vote count results for effects of objective context characteristics are 
presented. . 
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effectss can be divided into those that focus on the type of vehicle (e.g. type of 

magazinee or television program) and those that examine the influence of specific 

elementss of the vehicle (e.g. humor or violence). Besides these studies 

examiningg main effects of objective context characteristics, a considerable 

amountt of research has been done on congruence between context and 

advertisement. . 

VehicleVehicle Type 

Fivee television experiments, one print experiment and one print survey 

investigatedd the varying effects of advertisements embedded in different types 

off vehicles. Table 2.1 presents an overview of these studies. None of the studies 

weree based on a clear theory to guide predictions or explain variances between 

advertisementt performance in different vehicle types. Despite this lack of a 

theoreticall basis, some significant differences were found (see Table 2.2). 

Tablee 2 .1 : Studies Investigating Effects Between Different Vehicle Types 

Source e 

AAK72 2 

APP87/ / 
APPOO O 
GUN97 7 

GUN94 4 

KAI92 2 

MUN96 6 

Medium m 

Print t 

Print t 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

Method d 

Experiment t 

Survey y 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Sample e 
size e 

64 4 

1027 7 

129 9 

66 6 

283 3 

1000 0 

Sample e 
composition n 

Housewives s 

Heterogeneous s 

Students s 

Adolescents s 

Studentss + 
memberss of civic 
group p 
Heterogeneous s 

Numberr of 
vehiclee types 
studied d 
Twoo magazine 
types s 

Fourr different 
magazinee titles 
Fourr different 
comedies s 
Threee television 
programm types 
Threee television 
programm types 

Fivee television 
programm types 

Effect t 

Recall l 
Aad d 
Ab/p p 

Aad d 

Recall l 

Recall l 

Recall l 
Ab/p p 
IP P 
Recall l 

Directionn of effect 

ns s 
ns s 
Higherr for expert 
magazines s 
Lowerr in National 
Enquirer Enquirer 
ns s 

Higherr for sitcom 

ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
Highestt for action 
movies,, lowest for 
detectivee movies 

Notes:Notes: Source: codes in this column are comprised of the first three letters of the first author's name, followed 
byy the last two figures of the publication year. In the reference list, these codes are printed behind the 
particularr references. Effect: Aad = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = 
intentionn to purchase. Direction of effect: ns = not significant. 

Tablee 2.2: Results of Vote Count for Effects of Vehicle Type 

Add effect measure Frequencyy of relationship 
studied d 

Significantt effect reported Noo significant effect 
reported d 

Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 

IP P 
Notes:Notes: Aad = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = intention to purchase. 
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Twoo studies reported significant differences in ad recall. Munzinger (1996) 

contrastedd five television program types and noticed that recall was highest 

whenn commercials were aired in an action movie and lowest when aired in a 

detectivee movie. Gunter, Furnham, and Frost (1994) reported higher recall for 

comedyy series compared to news and drama. With regard to Aad, Appel (1987, 

2000)) reported significant lower believability ratings when ads appeared in the 

NationalNational Enquirer than when they appeared in three other magazines. However, 

thiss effect was only significant for nonreaders of the publications. Finally, Aaker 

andd Brown (1972) found that the quality of the product was rated higher when 

thee ad was placed in an expert magazine compared to a prestige magazine. No 

significantt findings for IP were obtained. 

SpecificSpecific Features of the Vehicle 

Tenn experimental studies (nine on TV, one on print) focussed on the 

effectss of specific features in the medium environment of the advertisement, 

suchh as violence, humor, and sexual content (see Table 2.3). Various predictions 

weree formulated, stating that the presence of a specific element in the context of 

thee ad might either attract attention to that ad, or distract attention from it. 

Tablee 2.4 presents an overview of the number of studies reporting significant or 

non-significantt relationships between certain vehicle features and the five effect 

measures. . 

Thee influence of specific vehicle features on recall was investigated in 

eightt television studies. Two experiments by Gunter, Baluch, Duffy, and 

Furnhamm (2000) yielded significantly better recall scores for ads embedded in a 

cartoonn program compared to a non-cartoon program. The other six studies 

eachh reported a significant negative relationship between specific vehicle 

featuress and ad recall. Four experiments by Bushman (1998) and Prasad and 

Smithh (1994) showed lower recall scores for commercials embedded in a violent 

programm compared to a non-violent one. Furnham et al. (1998) and Perry et al. 

(1997)) showed that memory for commercials was better when they were 

viewedd within a non-humorous program, compared to a humorous one. Only 

fourr studies haveinvestigated Ab and IP, and only two reported significant 

effects.. Prasad and Smith (1994) found a negative relationship between the level 

off violence in television programs on Aad and Ab/P. Bello, Pitts, and Etzel (1983) 
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Tablee 2.3: Studies Investigating Effects of Specific Vehicle Features 

Source e 

BEL83 BEL83 

BU5988 (1) 
BUS988 (2) 
BUS988 (3) 
FREI82 2 
FUR98 8 
GUNOOO (1) 
GUNOOO (2) 
PER97 7 

PRA94 4 

Medium m 

TV V 

TV V 
TV V 
TV V 
Print t 
TV V 
TV V 
TV V 
TV V 

TV V 

Method d 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Sample e 
size e 
217 7 

200 0 
200 0 
320 0 
135 5 
92 2 
56 6 
61 1 
99 9 

95 5 

Sample e 
composition n 
students s 

students s 
students s 
students s 
students s 
adolescents s 
children n 
children n 
students s 

7-99 year old 
boys s 

Specificc vehicle 
featuree studied 
Controversiall sexual 
content t 

Violence e 
Violence e 
Violence e 
Prestigee level of title 
Humor r 
Cartoon n 
Cartoon n 
Humor r 

Violence e 

Effect t 

Aad d 

Ab/p p 
IP P 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Ab/p p 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Ab/p p 
Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 

Directionn of 
effect t 
ns s 
N N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
ns s 
N N 
P P 
P P 
N N 

N N 
N N 
N N 

Notes:Notes: Source: codes in this column are comprised of the first three letters of the first 
byy the last two figures of the publication year. In the reference list, these codes 
particularr references. Effect: Aatj = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the 
intentionn to purchase. Direction of effect: ns = not significant, N=negative, P=positive. 

author'ss name, followed 
aree printed behind the 
brandd or product, IP = 

Tablee 2.4: Results of Vote Count for Effects of Specific Vehicle Features 

Add effect 

Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 
IP P 

measure e Frequencyy of 
relationship p 

studied d 
8 8 
2 2 
4 4 
1 1 

Siqnifice e 
Positive e 

2 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

intt effect reported 
Negative e 

6 6 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 

No o signifies s intt effect reported 

0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
0 0 

Notes:Notes: Aaci = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = intention to purchase. 

foundd significantly lower scores on measures for Ab and IP when the ads were 

embeddedd in a controversial sexual program compared to a program without 

controversiall sexual context. However, these results were only significant for 

malee respondents. 

CongruenceCongruence of Context and Advertisement 

AA significant part of the studies on objective context characteristics has 

focusedd on the effect of congruence between different aspects of context and 

embeddedd advertising messages. Congruence of various elements has been 

studied.. Eleven studies examined the effects of fit between the theme of an ad 

andd its context, either with regard to product (e.g. a car banner on a car 

website:: Shamdasani et al . , 2001) or content (e.g. a beer commercial with sport 

imagess placed within a sport program: Slater et al. , 1999). Four studies 

investigatedd the influence of a match in general stylistic characteristics (e.g. a 
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reasonn why ad in expert magazine: Aaker & Brown, 1972). Finally, six studies 

focusedd on the effect of congruence of specific stylistic characteristics (e.g. a 

cartoonn ad in a cartoon program: Gunter et al., 2000). 

Twoo opposing theoretical paradigms have been proposed regarding the 

effectt of context and advertisement congruence. The first paradigm, based on 

thee notion of priming, predicts that consistency between an advertisement and 

itss context will produce better advertising effects (Furnham et al., 2002; Gunter 

ett al . , 2000). The ad is already made accessible (primed) by the context and can 

thereforee "be stored at 'the intersection' of a greater number of classificatory 

features,, making information easier to locate in memory" (Lambert, 1980, p. 

38).. On the contrary, the second paradigm forecasts a better performance of ads 

whenn they are embedded in a contrasting environment, due to cognitive 

interference.. According to this paradigm, the similarity between context and ad 

causess a 'meltdown' effect, with elements of the context and the ad merging 

together,, resulting in impaired advertising effects (Furnham, Gunter, & 

Richardson,, 2002; Gunter et al . , 2000). An overview of studies on the effect of 

context-advertisementt congruence is presented in Table 2.5, and the results of 

thee vote count for the influence of context-advertisement congruence on the 

variouss advertising effect measures are presented in Table 2.6. 

Ass Table 2.6 shows, studies of context-advertisement congruence 

predominantlyy investigated influences on recall and Aad. Half of the studies on 

recalll yielded no significant relationship. In the cases where there were 

significantt findings, patterns of directions were inconsistent. Three studies 

yieldedd positive findings for congruence. Walstra and Nelissen (1992) found that 

ann ad for the Dutch railway company appearing in a soccer magazine scored 

significantlyy better on recall and Aad measures when the copy featured visual 

elementss related to soccer. Likewise, an ad for the same railway company 

performedd better in a newsmagazine when the copy was related to the content 

off that magazine. Cannon (1982) observed that a fit between the value profile of 

ann ad and the magazine resulted in significantly higher scores. A similar positive 

effectt of general stylistic congruence was observed by Kaid, Chanslor, and 

Hovindd (1992) in a study of political television commercials. This experiment 

showedd that the audience's perceived compatibility between a type of television 

programm and a political commercial correlated positively with recall. 
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Tablee 2.5: Studies Investigating Effects of Congruence Between Context and Ad 

5ource e 

AAK72 2 

BEL83 3 

CAN82 2 
C H 0 9 55 ( 1 ) 
C H 0 9 55 ( 2 ) 
C H 0 9 55 ( 3 ) 
FUR98 8 

FUR02 2 
GUNOOO (1) 

GUNOOO (2) 

HOR77 7 

KA I92 2 

MUR79 9 

PEL02 2 

SHA01 1 

SLA96 6 
WAL92 2 

Y I90a a 

Y I90bb (1) 

Y I90bb (2 ) 

Medium m 

Print t 

TV V 

Print t 
Print t 
Print t 
Print t 
TV V 

TV V 
TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

Print t 

I n te rne t t 
websi tes s 

TV V 
Print t 

Print t 

Print t 

Print t 

Method d 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Sec.. analyses 
Fieldd exp. 
Fieldd exp. 
Fieldd exp. 
Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 
Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 
Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Exper iment t 

Sample e 
size e 
64 4 

217 7 

4 8 0 0 
608 8 
506 6 
92 2 

123 3 
56 6 

61 1 

279 9 

283 3 

115 5 

314 4 

400 0 

157 7 
200 0 

72 2 

44 4 

44 4 

Sample e 
composi t ion n 
Housewives s 

Students s 

Heterogeneous s 
Heterogeneous s 
Heterogeneous s 
Adolescents s 

Heterogeneous s 
Chi ldren n 

Chi ldren n 

Students s 

Studentss + 
memberss of 
civicc group 
Students s 

Heterogeneous s 

Onl ine e 
populat ion n 

Students s 
Heterogeneous s 

Students s 

Students s 

Students s 

Typee of congruence 
studied d 
Generall styl ist ic cong. 

Spec,, styl ist ic cong. 
(sexuall content ) 

Generall styl ist ic cong. 
Them.. cong. (product ) 
Them.. cong. (product ) 
Them.. cong. (product ) 
Spec,, styl ist ic cong. 
( humor ) ) 
Them.. cong. (product ) 
Spec,, styl ist ic cong. 
(car toon) ) 
Spec,, styl ist ic cong. 
(car toon) ) 
T h e m .. cong. (product ) 

Generall styl ist ic cong. 

Generall styl ist ic cong. 

Spec,, styl ist ic cong. 
(humor ) ) 
Spec,, styl ist ic cong. 
(humor ,, w a r m , rat ional) 

Them.. cong. (product ) 

Them.. cong. (content ) 
Them.. cong. (content ) 

Them.. cong. (content ) 

Them.. cong. (content ) 

Them.. cong. (content ) 

Effect t 

Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 
Aad d 
Ab/pp IP 

Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 

Recall l 
Recall l 

Recall l 

Recall l 
Aad d 
Recall l 
Aad d 

Recall l 
Ab/p p 
IP P 
Recall l 

Recall l 
Aad d 

Recall l 
Aad d 

Aad d 

Ab/p p 

Aad d 
Recall l 
Aad d 
Aad d 
Ab/p p 
IP P 
Ab/pp IP 

Ab/PP IP 

Direct ion n 
off effect 
ns s 
ns s 
P P 
ns s 
P P 
P P 
P P 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
N N 

N N 
N N 

N N 

ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 

P P 
P P 
P P 
N N 

ns s 
ns s 

ns s 
ns s 

P P 
P P 

ns s 
P P 
P P 
ns s 
P// N 
P// N 
P// N 
P// N 
P// N 
P// N 

Notes:Notes: Source: codes in this column are comprised of the first three letters of the first author's name, followed 
byy the last two figures of the publication year. In the reference list, these codes are printed behind the 
particularr references. Effect: Aaa = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = 
intentionn to purchase. Direction of effect: ns = not significant, N=negative, P=positive, P/ N = positive or 
negative,, dependent on type of cognitive prime. 

Tablee 2.6: Results of Vote Count for Effects of Congruence Between Context and 

Ad d 

Add ef fect 
measure e 
Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 
IP P 

Frequencyy of 
relat ionshipp s tud ied 

16 6 
10 0 
7 7 
6 6 

Significantt effect r 
Positive e 

3 3 
2 2 
4 4 
3 3 

Negative e 
5 5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

eported d 
P// N 

0 0 
0 0 
3 3 
3 3 

No o sig g l i f i can tt effect reported 

8 8 
8 8 
0 0 
0 0 

Notes:Notes: Aad = attitude toward the ad, AWp = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = intention to purchase. 
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Inn contrast to these positive findings for congruence, five other studies 

concludedd that contrast between context and ad produce better memory. 

Furnhamm et al. (2002) found that free recall for a car ad embedded in a food 

programm was significantly better than for a food commercial placed in the same 

program.. Two experiments by Gunter et al. (2000) showed that memory for a 

non-cartoonn ad was better when placed within a cartoon environment compared 

withh a non-cartoon program. Experiments by Furnham et al. (1998) and Murphy, 

Cunningham,, and Wilcox (1979) indicated that recall was better for humorous 

commercialss than for non-humorous ones in a non-humorous setting, while 

memoryy was better for non-humorous than for humorous commercials in a 

humorouss setting. 

Whilee ten experiments examined the influence of congruence on Aa(j, only 

twoo of these studies yielded significant findings. Shamdasani et al. (2001) 

reportedd that banners for a car ad performed better with regard to Aaci when 

placedd on an Internet site about cars than when placed on an incongruent site. 

Walstraa and Nelissen (1992) also reported a positive relationship between 

congruencee of a magazine ad's content and its context and Aad. 

Sevenn experiments studied the effect of congruence on Ab/P, and six of 

themm also investigated the effect on IP. Without exception the results of these 

experimentss were significant. An experiment by Aaker and Brown (1972) 

showedd that 'reason why' ads received a higher Ab score when they appeared in 

ann expert magazine than when they appeared in prestige magazines. Kaid et al. 

(1992)) observed that when there was stylistic congruence between a program 

andd a political ad, respondents evaluated a candidate higher and said they would 

bee more likely to vote for that candidate. Shamdasani et al. (2001) reported 

betterr Ab and IP scores for banners placed on congruent Internet sites. An 

experimentt by Bello et al. (1983) showed that within a sexually controversial 

program,, males' attitudes toward the product as well as their purchase intent 

wass better for sexually controversial commercials than for non-controversial 

ones. . 

Onn the other hand, three experiments by Yi (1990a, 1990b) showed that 

thee effect of congruence on Ab/P and IP is not consistently positive or negative, 

butt depends on the specific knowledge structure activated by the congruent 

informationn given in the context of the ad. In Yi's first experiment (1990a), 

respondentss first read a magazine article about either fuel economy or safety 
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andd subsequently were exposed to an advertisement that emphasized the "large 

size"" of a car brand. Results showed that the magazine article determined 

whetherr the type of product information given in the ad was interpreted as 

positivee or negative, which in turn guided consumers' evaluations of the 

advertisedd brand. In two subsequent experiments (1990b), a target ad, which 

emphasizedd numerous features of a PC, was placed in a magazine environment 

thatt either primed versatility of a PC (positive prime) or ease of use (negative 

prime).. Once again, results showed that cognitive priming influenced brand 

evaluationss and intention to purchase. 

O b j e c t i v ee C o n t e x t Character is t ics : Conclusion a n d Discussion 

Thee review of studies examining the effects of objective context variables 

showss that a whole variety of context characteristics have been studied. To 

makee comparison of the results easier, we classified the various objective 

characteristicss into three categories. However, even within these categories 

theree are still numerous differences between studies. For example, the studies 

comparingg the effect of ads embedded in various types of vehicles each 

evaluatedd different tit les. This variation in the various studies may explain the 

ambiguityy of the results. For most relationships between the three objective 

factorss and the five measures of advertising effects, the studies either failed to 

reportt significant results, or reported contrasting effects. The only relationship 

forr which results are quite clear is the effect of specific vehicle features on ad 

recall.. Six out of seven studies report that the presence of a specific feature (i.e. 

violence,, humor, sexual content) in the immediate environment of the ad 

impairss recall of the commercials. The question remains, however,how these 

featuress create this effect. 

Inn one of his his experiments, Bushman (1998) found that anger mediated 

thee effect of violence on recall. Violence generated anger, which in turn 

influencedd recall. In other words, it was not so much the objective content of the 

mediumm vehicle itself that influenced advertising effects, but the psychological 

reactionss it induced. Of course, psychological responses are not uniform but may 

differr among audience members. For example, a soap opera may evoke very 

differentt reactions from a 45-year-old housewife who watches the show every 
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dayy than from her 18-year-old son watching it with her because he happens to 

bee in the room. 

Thee individual differences in reactions toward advertising context, and 

theirr possible mediating effects on ad impact, have also been acknowledged by 

somee of the authors studying objective context characteristics. Perry et al. 

(1997),, for example, observed a significant interaction effect for gender. Level of 

humorr had a much stronger negative effect on perceived recall for men than for 

women.. Furthermore, low-humor programs led to more negative ad evaluations 

thann high-humor programs for men. In their discussion, Perry et al. (1997) 

speculatee that the reason for this interaction might be the fact that male and 

femalee viewers perceive humor differently, especially with regard to specific 

typess of humor (sexual and aggressive humor), which subsequently influences 

thee perception of commercials inserted in the program. A similar reasoning 

mightt be made for the moderating effect of gender in the relationship between 

sexuall content in the program and advertising effects found by Bello et al. 

(1983).. In other words, context effects seem to be subjective rather than 

objective. . 

Subjectivee Context Characteristics 

Farr more studies have investigated subjective context responses as a 

factorr influencing advertising effects than objective context characteristics. A 

varietyy of individual psychological responses in reaction to medium content have 

beenn studied for their effect on advertising effectiveness (e.g. involvement, 

suspense,, interest, liking, pleasure, enjoyment, feelings, mood, affect). Studies 

investigatingg the influence of context-induced psychological responses can be 

dividedd into those that mainly focus on the intensity of the psychological 

responsee and those that concentrate on the valence of the psychological 

response. . 

Intensity Intensity 

Intensityy refers to the relative strength of the response. There are two 

mainn schools of thought about the effect of the intensity of the context-induced 
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responsee on ad effectiveness (McDonald, 1995): a 'negative' school that predicts 

thatt intensity lowers ad effectiveness, and a 'positive' school that takes the view 

thatt more intensity enhances it. 

Thee negative school, which is the oldest and has the most advocates (e.g. 

Bryantt & Comisky, 1978; Kennedy, 1971; Lord & Burnkrant, 1993; Norris & 

Colman,, 1993; Soldow & Principe, 1981), attributes the damaging effect of 

intensityy on ad effects to attention deficits or capacity constraints. It is assumed 

thatt people who react strongly to the context of an advertisement process the 

informationn from that context more deeply and continue to elaborate on this 

informationn when confronted with an ad embedded within this context. This 

continuedd elaboration reduces the attentional capacity available for processing 

thee ad, because the human brain can only process a limited amount of stimuli at 

onee time. The result of this capacity limitation is that the ads carried by vehicles 

thatt induce intense mental reactions are less effective than ads embedded in 

vehicless that do not induce such strong responses. 

Thee positive school (e.g. Krugman, 1983; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b) 

predictss that the intensity of context-induced psychological responses will 

enhancee advertising impact, based on the notion that intensity induces a state of 

mindd in which receivers are more attentive or aroused. The aroused state of 

mindd generated by the ad's context does not suddenly disappear when 

confrontedd with an ad, but 'spills over'. Since arousal results in better 

processing,, ads will therefore have more effect in a vehicle that induces strong 

mentall reactions than in one that induces less intense reactions. 

Ass Table 2.7 shows, 38 studies have investigated the effect of the 

intensityy of psychological response on ad impact. Table 2.8 presents the results 

off the vote count for the relationship between intensity and each advertising 

effect. . 

Thee impact of intensity on ad recall has been the most frequently studied effect, 

resultingg in 28 distinctive relationships. More than two thirds of these 

investigatedd relationships were significant, with negative effects most frequently 

reported.. Nine television experiments (Bryant & Comisky, 1978; Gunter, 

Furnham,, & Beeson, 1997; Kennedy, 1971; Lord & Burnkrant, 1988; Mundorf, 

Zillman,, & Drew, 1991; Norris & Colman, 1993; Soldow & Principe; Starr & 

Lowe,, 1995; Thorson & Reeves, 1986), one television field study (Pavelchak et 

al.,, 1988) and one magazine experiment (Norris & Colman, 1992) reported 
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Tablee 2.7 

Source e 

ANA92 2 
BR095 5 
BRY78 8 

BYF94 4 
COU955 (1) 

COU955 (2) 
FEL94 4 

FRA94 4 

FUR02 2 
FUR98 8 
GUNOOO (1) 
GUNOOO (2) 
GUN97 7 
GUN94 4 
KEN71 1 

KRU83 3 

LL091a/ / 
LL091b b 

LOR88 8 

LOR933 (1) 
LOR933 (2) 
LOR94 4 

LOR96 6 
MAT82 2 

MUN91 1 
NEWOl l 
NOR92 2 
NOR93 3 

NOR96 6 

PAR86 6 

PAV88 8 

PUG94 4 
ROC02 2 
SOL81 1 

LiteratureLiterature Review 

:: Studies Investigating Effects of Intensity of Psychological Responses 

Medium m 

Radio o 
TV V 
TV V 

TV V 
TV V 

TV V 
TV V 

TV V 

TV V 
TV V 
TV V 
TV V 
TV V 
TV V 
TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 
TV V 
Radio o 

TV V 
TV V 

TV V 
TV V 
Print t 
TV V 

Radio o 

TV V 

TV V 

TV V 
TV V 
TV V 

Method d 

Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Survey y 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Secondary y 
analysis s 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Fieldd study 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 
Fieldd study 
Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Fieldd study 

Experiment t 
Survey y 
Experiment t 

Sample e 
size e 
31 1 
80 0 
87 7 

600 0 
120 0 

120 120 
197 7 

89 9 

123 3 
92 2 
56 6 
61 1 
129 9 
66 6 
117/207 7 

Dataa on 

470 0 

41 1 

264 4 
133 3 
328 8 

138 8 
60 0 

48 8 
203 3 
73 3 
90 0 

93 3 

102 2 

135 5 

318 8 
454 4 
78 8 

Sample e 
composition n 
Students s 
Students s 
Heterogeneous s 

Heterogeneous s 
Students s 

Students s 
Heterogeneous s 

Students s 

Students s 
Students s 
Children n 
Children n 
Students s 
Adolescents s 
Heterogeneous s 

566 shows 

Femalee heads 
off households 

Students s 

Students s 
Students s 
Students s 

Students s 
Students s 

Students s 
Students s 
Students s 
Students s 

Students s 

Females s 

Students s 

Heterogeneous s 
Heterogeneous s 
Employees s 

Context-induced d 
psych,, response 
Involvement t 
Arousal l 
Involvement t 

Involvement t 
Involvement t 

Involvement t 
Involvement t 

Pos.. emotion 

Neg.. emotion 

Involvement t 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 
Suspense e 

Interest t 

Involvement t 

Involvement t 

Involvement t 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 

Involvement t 
Arousal l 

Arousal l 
Arousal l 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 

Involvement t 

Cognitive,, inv. 

Affectivee inv. 

Arousal/ / 
involvement t 
Sensation n 
Attention n 
Involvement t 

Effect t 

Ab/p p 

A*) ) 
Recall l 
Ab/p p 
Recall l 
A « i i 

Ab /p p 

Aad d 

Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 

IP P 
Attention n 
Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 

Attention n 
Recall l 
A « i i 

Ab/p p 

Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Aad d 

Ab/p p 
Ab/p p 

Recall l 
Aso o 
IP P 
Attention n 
Recall l 
IP P 
Aad d 
Aad d 
A * , , 

Ah/r. . 
rvb/p p 
Recall l 
Recall l 
AJH) ) 

Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Aad d 
Ab/p p 
IP P 
Recall l 
Aad d 
Ab/p p 
IP P 
Aa<j j 

Aad d 

Recall l 

Attention n 
Recall l 
Recall l 
Aad d 
IP P 

Directionn of 
effect t 
ns s 
ns s 
N N 
ns s 
P P 
N N 

ns s 
N N 

ns s 
p p 
P P 
P P 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 

N N 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 

ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
P P 
N N 
P P 
N N 

ns s 
ns s 
P P 

P P 
P P 
P P 

P P 

N N 

N N 

ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
ns s 
P P 
N N 
ns s 
N N 
N N 
P P 
P P 
P P 
ns s 
P P 
P P 
P P 
N N 

Invertedd U-
curve e 
N N 

P P 
P P 
N N 
N N 
N N 
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Tablee 2.7: Studies Investigating Effects of Intensity of Psychological Responses 

(continued) ) 

Source e 

STA95 5 
SWAOO O 
TAV95 5 

TH086 6 

WAT99 9 

Medium m 

TV V 
TV V 
TV V 

TV V 

TV V 

Method d 

Experiment t 
Survey y 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Sample e 
size e 
148 8 
1,315 5 
86 6 

46 6 

348 8 

Sample e 
composition n 
Students s 
Heterogeneous s 
Students s 

Middlee class 
adults s 
Students s 

Context-induced d 
psych,, response 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 
Involvement t 

Activity y 

Attention n 

Effect t 

Recall l 
Recall l 
Recall l 

Aad d 

Recall l 

Attention n 

Directionn of 
effect t 
N N 
P P 
Invertedd Li-
euu rve 
Invertedd U-
curve e 
N N 

P P 

Notes:Notes: Source: codes in this column are comprised of the first three tetters of the first 
byy the last two figures of the publication year. In the reference list, these codes 
particularr references. Effect: Aad = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the 
intentionn to purchase, Direction of effect: ns = not significant, N=negative, P=positive. 

author'ss name, followed 
aree printed behind the 
brandd or product, IP = 

Tablee 2.8 Results of Vote Count for Effects of Intensity of Psychological 

Responses s 

Add effect 
measure e 
Attention n 
Recall l 
Aaa a 

Au/p p 

IP P 

Freq q 
relation n 

uency y 
shipp st 

5 5 
28 8 
18 8 
11 1 
6 6 

of f 
udied d 

Sig g 
Positive e 

3 3 
6 6 
5 5 
4 4 
4 4 

lificantt effect reported 
Negative e 

1 1 
11 1 
4 4 
0 0 
2 2 

U U curve e 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
0 0 
0 0 

No o significantt effect 
reported d 

1 1 
10 0 
7 7 
7 7 
0 0 

Notes:Notes: Aad = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = intention to purchase. 

diminishingg recall scores when ads were embedded in an environment to which 

respondentss reacted with a higher level of intensity. 

Contraryy to these results, findings from three television survey studies 

(Byfieldd & Read, 1994; Swallen, 2000; Rock & Chard, 2002) and three 

experimentall studies (Gunter et al. 1994; Gunter et al. , 2000; Lloyd and Clancy, 

1991a,, 1991b) yielded a positive effect on advertising recall. I t is interesting to 

noticee that Lloyd and Clancy's study (1991a, 1991b) differs from other 

experimentall studies in that respondents were free to engage in other tasks 

(e.g.. eating, drinking, reading), and exposure toward the program and the 

commercialss was thus not forced. Gunter et al.'s experiments (1994; 2000) 

differr f rom other experiments in that programs were not selected a priori for 

theirr intensity inducing qualities; instead the researchers measured the level of 

intensityy for different programs. 

Finally,, one study found an inverted U-curve relationship between 

intensityy and recall. Tavassoli, Shultz, and Fitzsimons (1995) found a positive 

effectt on ad memory when intensity of the responses induced by the context 
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increasedd to a moderate level, but a negative effect when intensity increased 

beyondd this moderate level to a high level. 

Tavassolii et al. (1995) also observed an inverted U-curve relationship 

betweenn context-induced intensity and Aad. Likewise, Park and McClung (1986) 

foundd an inverted U-curve relationship between the intensity of affective 

involvementt with the environment and Aad, but they observed a linear negative 

relationshipp between Aad and the intensity of context-induced cognitive 

involvement.. Negative effects of intensity on Aad were also found by Soldow and 

Principee (1981) and Coulter and Sewall (1995). On the other hand, an almost 

equall number of experiments have found positive effects (Feltham & Arnold, 

1994;; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b; Mattes & Cantor, 1983; Norris & Colman, 

1993,, 1996). 

Nextt to recall and Aad, some studies have also assessed the effects of 

intensityy on a third processing effect: attention toward the ad. Four studies 

foundd this relationship to be positive (Pugzles Lorch et al., 1994; Lord & 

Burnkrantt 1988; Rock & Chard, 2002; Watt, 1999), while one experiment 

reportedd a negative relationship (France, Shah, & Park, 1994). 

Tenn studies have investigated the relationship between intensity and Ab. 

Thoughh most of these studies did not yield significant results, four experiments 

reportedd a positive effect (Feltham & Arnold, 1994; Krugman, 1983; Norris & 

Colmann 1993, 1996). With regard to IP, six experiments have investigated the 

effectss of context-induced intensity and found a significant relationship. Four of 

thesee relationships were positive (Feltham & Arnold, 1994; Lloyd & Clancy, 

1991a,, 1991b; Norris & Colman 1993, 1996), while two were negative (Lord & 

Burnkrant,, 1988; Soldow & Principe, 1981). 

Valence Valence 

Valencee refers to the evaluative direction of the response (positive or 

negative).. I t is generally assumed that valence carries over from the context to 

thee ad, influencing ad effects in a similar direction. Bower's (1981) notion of 

moodd congruency, which has frequently been mentioned, suggests that 

judgmentss are influenced by a person's state of mind by increasing the 

accessibilityy of congruent thoughts. Thus, positive responses to an ad's context 

increasee positive thoughts, whereas negative reactions generate negative 
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Tablee 2.9: Studies Investigating Effects of Valence of Psychological Responses 

S o u r c e e 

A X E 6 3 3 

A Y L 9 8 8 

B R 0 9 5 5 

C L A 7 1 1 

C O U 9 8 8 

F R A 9 4 4 

F U R 9 8 8 

G O L 8 77 ( 1 ) 

G O L 8 77 ( 2 ) 

K A M 9 1 1 

L O R O l l 

L O R 9 4 4 

M A T 9 1 1 

M U R 9 2 2 

N O R 9 4 4 

N O R 9 6 6 

P A V 8 8 8 

P E L 0 2 2 

T H 0 8 6 6 

Y I 9 0 a a 

M e d i u m m 

T V V 

T V V 

T V V 

T V V 

T V V 

T V V 

TV V 

T V V 

T V V 

T V V 

T V V 

R a d i o o 

T V V 

T V V 

T V V 

R a d i o o 

T V V 

T V V 

Pr int t 

T V V 

Pr int t 

M e t h o d d 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

S e c .. a n a l y s i s 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

F ie ldd s t u d y 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

E x p e r i m e n t t 

S a m p l e e 

s ize e 

1 8 4 4 

1 9 9 9 

8 0 0 

S a m p l ee c o m p o s i t i o n 

F e m a l ee s t u d e n t s 

H e t e r o g e n e o u s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

D a t aa f r o m 2 5 o n a i r t e s t s 

4 0 1 1 

8 9 9 

9 2 2 

1 6 0 0 

6 3 3 

1 2 4 4 

9 7 7 

3 2 8 8 

6 4 4 

2 0 3 3 

9 9 9 

9 3 3 

1 3 5 5 

3 1 4 4 

4 6 6 

7 2 2 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

H e t e r o g e n e o u s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

S t u d e n t s s 

M i d d l ee c lass a d u l t s 

S t u d e n t s s 

C o n t e x t - i n d u c e d d 

p s y c h ,, r e s p o n s e 

F e e l i n g s s 

M o o d d 

P l e a s u r e e 

A t t i t u d e e 

L ik ing g 

E m o t i o n n 

E n j o y m e n t t 

F e e l i n g s s 

F e e l i n g s s 

F e e l i n g s s 

M o o d d 

F e e l i n g s // l ik ing 

M o o d d 

F e e l i n g s s 

L ik ing g 

E n t e r t a i n m e n t / / 

e n j o y m e n t t 

E n t e r t a i n m e n t / / 

e n j o y m e n t t 

P l e a s u r e e 

A p p r e c i a t i o n n 

L ik ing g 

F e e l i n g s s 

E f f e c t t 

Ab/p p 

Aad d 

Aa<j j 

Recall l 
Aa<j j 

A t t e n t i o n n 

Reca l l l 

Aad d 

Ah/p p 

Reca l l l 

Reca l l l 

A , d d 

I P P 

Reca l l l 

A,d d 

I P P 

Reca l l l 

A , d d 

Ab/p p 

A t t e n t i o n n 

Reca l l l 

Aad d 

Aad d 
Ab/P P 

Aad d 
Ab/p p 

Reca l l l 

Aad d 
Ab/P P 

I P P 

Reca l l l 

AB d d 

Ab/p p 

I P P 

Reca l l l 

Reca l l l 

Aad d 

Reca l l l 

Aad d 

Reca l l l 

Aad d 
Ab/p p 

I P P 

D i r e c t i o n n 

o ff e f f e c t 

ns s 

P P 

ns s 

P P 

P P 

P P 

ns s 

P P 

P P 

N N 

ns s 

P P 

ns s 

P P 

ns s 

ns s 

ns s 

ns s 

ns s 

P P 

P P 

P P 

ns s 

ns s 

P P 

P P 

ns s 

ns s 

ns s 

ns s 

ns s 

ns s 

P P 

P P 

ns s 

P P 

P P 

ns s 

P P 

P P 

P P 

ns s 

P P 

Notes:Notes: Source: codes in this column are comprised of the first three letters of the first author's name, followed 
byy the last two figures of the publication year. In the reference list, these codes are printed behind the 
particularr references. Effect: Aad = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = 
intentionn to purchase. Direction of effect: ns = not significant, N=negative, P=positive. 

Tablee 2.10: Results of Vote Count for Effects of Valence of Psychological 

Responses s 

Typee of effect 

Attention n 
Recall l 
A,d d 
A0/p p 
IP P 

Frequencyy of 
relationshipp studied 

2 2 
13 3 
15 5 
8 8 
5 5 

Frequencyy of significant effect reported 
Positive e Negative e 

Frequencyy of non-
significantt effect reported 

Notes:Notes: Aa<] = attitude toward the ad, Ab/P = attitude toward the brand or product, IP = intention to purchase. 
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thoughts.. These positive and negative thoughts will in turn lead to positive or 

negativee ad effects. 

Twentyy studies examined the relationship between valence of the context-

inducedd psychological response and advertising effects (see Table 2.9.) Once 

again,, we counted the number of significant and not significant findings for each 

relationshipp between valence and the five advertising effects and presented 

themm in a vote count table (see Table 2.10). Two studies (France et al., 1994; 

Mathurr & Chattopadhay, 1991) found a significant positive relationship between 

thee valence of the response induced by the surrounding context and attention 

towardd the ad. The most studied relationships were between valence and the 

twoo other processing measures, recall and Aad- The influence of valence on ad 

recalll was studied in 13 instances, but significant effects were only reported six 

times,, five studies finding a positive relationship (Clancy & Kweskin, 1971; 

Goldbergg & Gorn, 1987; Mathur & Chattopadhay, 1991; Pelsmacker, Geuens, & 

Anckaert,, 2002; Thorson & Reeves, 1986), and one a negative relationship 

(Furnhamm et al., 1986). 

Withh regard to the effect on Aad, results are more clear. Nine studies 

showedd significant positive effects (Aylesworth & MacKenzie, 1998; Coulter, 

1998;; France et al, 1994; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Mathur & Chattopadhay, 

1991;; Murry, Lastovicka, & Singh, 1992; Pelsmacker, 2002; Yi, 1990), while 

nonee reported negative effects. 

Finally,, some positive effects have been found between valence of the 

responsee and Ab/P (France et al., 1994; Murry, et al., 1992; Norris & Colman, 

1996)) and between valence and IP (Norris & Colman, 1996; Yi, 1990a), but the 

majorityy of the results were not significant. 

Subjectivee Context Characteristics: Conclusion and Discussion 

Whenn comparing the studies investigating the effects of subjective 

psychologicall responses on advertising effects, two relationships stand out. First, 

significantt effects of valence of the psychological response on Aad were positive 

withoutt exception, which is consistent with Bower's (1981) notion of mood 

congruency.. Second, the relationship of intensity of the psychological response 

andd advertising recall predominantly showed a detrimental pattern, which 
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supportss the negative paradigm based on the idea that people suffer from a 

limitedd cognitive capacity. These negative effects on recall are, however, not 

undisputed,, with several studies reporting positive effects and one an inverted 

U-curvee relationship. Tavassoli et al. (1995) propose that this inverted U-curve 

relationshipp could reconcile the two opposing paradigms. They argue that when 

peoplee have a very low level of involvement with a program, they do not spend 

muchh effort processing the stimuli presented. An increase in the amount of 

involvementt removes this obstacle of mindless passivity and therefore facilitates 

processingg of commercials. Tavassoli et al. (1995) state that other studies have 

nott found a similar inverted U-relationship due to the fact that most studies have 

comparedd only two levels of involvement. However, several other studies, 

measuringg intensity of psychological responses as a continuum (Gunter et al., 

1997;; Gunter et al. , 1994) or contrasting several levels (Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 

1991b),, did not report such a non-linear relationship. 

Thee point made by Tavassoli et al. (1995) gives an interesting perspective 

onn the interpretation of previous results, though, especially findings from 

experimentall studies. The arousal threshold mentioned by Tavassoli et al. 

(1995)) might be an important factor in the real-life processing of television 

commercials.. However, in experiments its influence may be minimal because 

respondentss are forced to pay attention to the programming by the nature of the 

experimentt even when they have absolutely no interest in the content. Hence, 

thee stimuli presented in experiments do not have to surmount any arousal 

threshold,, and therefore findings might differ from real-life. This bias in 

experimentall results might be especially strong for context effects studied for 

television,, because this medium is generally considered to be a low involvement 

medium,, not triggering people to spend much effort processing the information 

itt provides (Krugman, 1971). 

Twoo observations from Table 2.8 may substantiate the possible bias in 

experimentall findings mentioned above. First, of the six studies reporting 

positivee effects of intensity, most did not make a demand on respondents to 

watchh the commercials. Three of the studies were surveys, in which respondents 

weree not aware that they would be interviewed about the medium content and 

theirr choice to be exposed was thus voluntary(Byfield, 1994; Rock & Chard, 

2002;; Swallen, 2000). Positive effects were also found in one experiment in 

whichh exposure to the programming and commercial material was optional 
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(Lloydd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b). 

Second,, although most studies neglected to take the effect of intensity on 

attentionn into account, five studies did investigate this relationship and four 

observedd a significant positive influence. The obvious reason that attention is 

ignoredd in context studies is, of course, that it is useless to study this effect 

whenn the research design forces respondents to pay attention to the stimuli. 

However,, if effects of intensity on attention are indeed positive, such a neglect 

biasess results, because attention is a prerequisite for any other advertising 

effect,, especially recall. 

Generall Discussion, Implications and Future Research 

Thiss literature review provides a number of insights with regard to effects 

off context characteristics on advertising performance. First, it shows that 

objectivee characteristics of the context do not have a clear influence on 

advertisingg performance, while subjective factors may play an important role in 

establishingg advertising effects. The reason for this is that people do not react 

uniformlyy toward medium content. A specific type of humor may, for example, 

generatee positive feelings for some audience members while eliciting negative 

feelingss for others. The intensity and valence of these personal feelings will 

determinee how embedded advertisements perform. 

Thee second finding relates to the type of advertising effects that can be 

achievedd through context. Various advertising effects have been assessed in 

differentt studies, ranging from advertising processing measures (i.e. attention, 

recall,, and Aad) to effectiveness measures (i.e. Ab/P and IP). The review shows 

thatt context has its strongest effects on ad processing, while the relationships 

withh ad effectiveness are often not significant. This is not surprising as 

processingg involves respondents' immediate reactions toward a single ad, while 

effectivenesss requires multiple advertising exposure. Since the context of an ad 

willl not be constant each time a person is exposed to it, a solid influence on 

advertisingg effectiveness cannot be expected. 

Thee third finding relates to the direction of the effect. Two important 

relationshipss emerged: The valence of the context-induced response is positively 

relatedd to Aad, while the intensity of the response seems to be negatively related 
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too advertising recall. Some caution is needed, however, with regard to this last 

relationship.. As negative findings are generally found in experimental settings, 

whilee positive findings are predominantly the result of studies conducted in real-

lifee settings, it can be argued that methodology has a moderating influence on 

thee relationship between intensity and recall. This is attributed to the difference 

inn the amount of attention paid to stimuli presented in a real-life environment 

comparedd to an artificial setting. 

Inn artificial settings, the influence of extraneous factors is controlled so 

thatt the only stimulus that might distract respondents from advertisements is 

thee editorial context. Furthermore, respondents are required to focus on the 

mediumm content, so there is no attentional threshold across which people have 

too be pulled by the program. In these artificial settings, cognitive interference 

willl be stronger for high than for low-involvement inducing programs, which 

makess it more likely that commercials presented in an involvement-inducing 

editoriall context willhave lower recall. 

Inn real-life circumstances, on the other hand, people will not usually pay 

attentionn to medium content they are not interested in. Moreover, external 

stimulii can easily distract people from paying attention to medium content. 

Broadcastt media in particular, generally considered to be low-involvement 

media,, often have to compete with other attention demanding tasks (e.g. 

reading,, eating, talking, household tasks). When people's level of involvement 

withh the medium content becomes stronger, they will pay more attention and 

willl use more cognitive resources to process the information brought to them. 

Whenn this enhanced level of attention and processing is carried over to the 

commercials,, it is more likely that advertisements presented within an 

involvement-inducingg editorial context will get more attention and, 

consequently,, will be remembered better. 

Thee present literature review shows that to date most researchers have 

conductedd experiments and have neglected to study the effect of attention. The 

generalizedd negative finding for the relationship between intensity and recall 

mightt not hold true in real-life situations. To externally validate this finding, 

futuree research needs to be conducted in real-life settings, taking attention into 

account. . 

Thee present review reveals two other limitations of the body of research 

onn context effects to date. First, most studies have been conducted with a 
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homogeneouss sample, in most cases composed of students. The use of 

homogenouss student samples has been debated, because using such a sample 

mayy cause effects to be stronger than they would be for the general population 

(Brownn & Stayman, 1992; Johnson & Eagly, 1989). Moreover, as shown, 

context-inducedd psychological responses are subject-specific and student 

responsess toward medium content may differ from those of other populations. 

Too assess whether the context effects reported in this review are generalizable 

too other members of the media audience, future studies must be conducted with 

moree heterogeneous samples. 

Second,, almost all studies have been conducted in a television context. It 

iss by no means clear that results found for television can be transferred to other 

mediaa settings, because media vary in many ways and audiences use them 

differently.. Print media, for example, give their readers much more control with 

regardd to the speed and moment of information transfer than television does. 

Thiss difference in pacing may affect people's mental responses toward medium 

contentt and consequently how these responses influence advertising processing. 

Futuree research should be conducted on the effect of the editorial environment 

onn advertising in media settings other than television to examine whether 

contextt effects are different for various media. 
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C H A P T E RR 3 

THEE EFFECTS OF MAGAZINE-INDUCED 

PSYCHOLOGICALL RESPONSES AND THEMATIC 

CONGRUENCEE ON A D MEMORY AND ATTITUDE 

TOWARDD THE AD I N A REAL-LLFE SETTING5 

Abst rac t t 

TheThe effects of context-induced psychological responses have 

primarilyprimarily been studied in experimental television settings. Contrary to 

previousprevious research, this study examines the effects of context-induced 

psychologicalpsychological responses on the processing of magazine advertisements. 

Furthermore,Furthermore, a real-life survey design was used instead of an 

experimentalexperimental design. Test ads were placed in the regular circulation of 

threethree magazine titles, and a representative sample of subscribers (N = 

263)263) was interviewed face-to-face. In addition to psychological 

responses,responses, the influence of thematic congruence between magazines 

andand advertisements was studied. Results show that magazine-induced 

likingliking and positive feelings had a positive influence on attitude toward 

thethe ad. Furthermore, thematically congruent advertisements were 

betterbetter remembered than incongruent advertisements. 

55 Published as: Moorman, M., Neijens, P. C, & Smit, E. G. (2002). The effects of 
magazine-inducedd psychological responses and thematic congruence on memory. 
JournalJournal of Advertising, 31(4), 27-40. The authors thank Quote Media, Renate Tromp, 
andd our former students Marieke Sopers and Sonja ten Cate for making this study 
possible. . 
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Introduction n 

Thee importance of advertising context as a critical variable in explaining 

andd predicting advertising effects has long been recognized by both advertising 

practitionerss and academic researchers in the field of consumer psychology 

(e.g. ,, Aaker & Myers, 1975; Chook, 1985; New, 1991). I t is generally accepted 

thatt differences in the media context of an advertisement may influence 

advertisingg effects, even when other relevant factors (such as audience 

characteristicss and advertisement design) are held constant. In other words, it is 

commonlyy agreed that "the same source delivering the same message to the 

samee audience on separate occasions might produce different effects depending 

onn the differing programming or editorial contexts in which the message 

appears"" (Norris & Colman, 1992, p. 38). 

Sincee the early 1960s, several studies have been conducted on the 

influencee of context on advertising effectiveness. Most of these studies have 

beenn done for television and focused primarily on the effects of psychological 

responsess induced by television programs surrounding commercials. Several 

researcherss have showed that this advertising context induces psychological 

reactionss that viewers continue to experience while being exposed to subsequent 

commerciall messages, which influences the processing of these commercials 

(e.g. ,, Aylesworth & Mackenzie, 1998; Feltham & Arnold, 1994; Goldberg & Gorn, 

1987;; Gunter, Furnham, & Beeson, 1997; Kennedy, 1971; Krugman, 1983; Lord 

&& Burnkrant, 1993; Murry, Lastovicka, & Singh, 1992; Norris & Colman, 1993, 

1996;; Pavelchak, Anti l , & Munch, 1988; Soldow & Principe, 1981; Thorson & 

Reeves,, 1986). 

Thee present study investigates the effect of psychological responses but 

studiess the context of magazine advertisements instead of television 

commercials.. In addition to the magazine-induced psychological responses, the 

studyy also explores the effect of a context variable that is frequently used as a 

strategicc device by media planners in deciding which magazine vehicle is most 

suitablee for an ad, namely, thematic congruence between context and ad. 
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Prev iouss Research on Contex t Effects 

Ass mentioned, various context studies have been conducted to date. 

Unfortunately,, this body of literature has not provided a clear understanding of 

thee nature of the effect of context-induced psychological responses on 

advertisingg impact. I t has recently been argued that, in some ways, the body of 

evidencee has created more questions than answers due to inconsistent findings 

(Lordd & Putrevu, 1999). Some recent studies have reported a negative effect of 

psychologicall responses on advertising effectiveness (e.g., Bushman, 1998; 

Gunterr et al., 1997), whereas others find the relationship to be positive (e.g., 

Norriss & Colman, 1996; Watt, 1999) or even have the shape of an inverted-U 

curvee (Tavassoli, Shultz, & Fitzsimons, 1995). Several authors have explained 

thee conflicting results by discussing various dissimilarities in the design of 

contextt studies (e.g., Norris & Colman, 1993, 1994a; Schumann & Thorson, 

1990).. We elaborate on four such dissimilarities. 

Thee first difference is the setting in which the effects are studied. Most 

contextt studies are experiments and are conducted in a laboratory setting, but 

somee real-life studies have been published as well. The two types of studies 

seemm to yield contradicting results. With regard to advertising recall, for 

example,, experiments predominantly report a negative effect (e.g., Bushman, 

1998;; Gunter et al., 1997; Norris & Colman, 1994b; Soldow & Principe, 1981), 

whereass the results of survey studies are primarily positive (e.g., Clancy & 

Kweskin,, 1971; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991; Lord & Putrevu, 1996). In an attempt to 

explainn these inconsistent findings between experiments and surveys, Schumann 

andd Thorson (1990) point out the distinction between processing and selection. 

Selectionn is defined as "the initial decision process involved in choosing to orient 

too a stimulus as opposed to alternative activities" (Schumann & Thorson, 1990, 

p.. 8). Processing is described as "the internal psychological processes of 

attendingg to and processing specific viewing stimuli, once the decision to process 

hass been made" (Schumann & Thorson, 1990, p. 8). The authors argue that a 

typicall experiment requires participants to pay attention to both the editorial and 

thee commercial material and that an opportunity for nonselection of the ad is 

thuss not provided. Therefore, experimental results only convey the impact on 

processing.. Survey studies, in contrast, express the effect on selection as well, 
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becausee respondents are free to decide for themselves if they want to be 

exposedd to the advertisement. 

Inconsistentt findings might also be due to the fact that researchers have 

chosenn different dependent variables to examine the effect of context-induced 

psychologicall responses. Advertising effects that have been studied for context 

effectss include, among others, ad recall (e.g., Clancy & Kweskin, 1971; Gunter 

ett al . , 1997; Gunter, Furnham, & Frost, 1994; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991), ad 

recognitionn (e.g., Norris & Colman, 1994b, 1996; Singh & Churchill, 1987; 

Tavassolii et al. , 1995), commercial pleasantness (e.g., Broach, Page, & Wilson, 

1995;; Mattes & Cantor, 1982), purchase interest (e.g., Feltham & Arnold, 1994; 

Lloydd & Clancy, 1991), attitude toward the ad (Aad) (e.g., Kennedy, 1971; 

Soldoww & Principe, 1981), attitude toward the brand (Ab) (Krugman, 1983; 

Murryy et al., 1992), copy point credibility (Lloyd & Clancy, 1991), and cognitive 

responsee (Lord & Burnkrant, 1993). I t is by no means clear that psychological 

responsess affect all these different measures in a similar way. Feltham and 

Arnoldd (1994), for example, find that the main effect of program involvement did 

nott influence memory, though it had a positive effect on Aad, Ab, and purchase 

interest.. Mattes and Cantor (1982) report a nonsignificant relationship between 

arousall and commercial recall but find a positive effect on enjoyment and 

perceivedd effectiveness. Norris and Colman (1994b) find a negative effect of 

entertainmentt and enjoyment on recall and recognition but no effect on Aad, Ab, 

andd purchase interest. 

AA third difference, as the previous examples show, is that context can 

inducee a whole range of different responses. Context-induced psychological 

responsess that have been studied include, among others, involvement (e.g., 

Coulterr & Sewall, 1995), arousal (e.g., Broach et al., 1995), pleasure (e.g., 

Pavelchakk et al. , 1988), liking (e.g., Lord, Lee, & Sauer, 1994), feelings (e.g., 

Aylesworthh & MacKenzie, 1998), and mood (e.g., Kamins, Marks, & Skinner, 

1991).. Several studies have showed that these different responses can affect 

embeddedd advertising differently. Murry et al. (1992), for example, demonstrate 

thatt program-induced feelings did not have an effect on Aad and Ab, whereas 

program-inducedd liking had a significant positive effect on both measures. In two 

successivee experiments using the same advertisements, Norris and Colman 

(1993,, 1994b) find a strong positive effect of program involvement on Aad and 

purchasee interest but no effects of entertainment and enjoyment on these 
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measures.. Consequently, Norris and Colman (1994a) argue that predictor 

variabless should never be used interchangeably and that their effects should be 

studiedd separately. 

Finally,, a whole range of interaction variables has been introduced that 

mightt moderate, intensify, or even change the direction of the context effect. 

Mostt studies that have incorporated an interaction effect investigate how the 

influencee of psychological responses is affected by some kind of congruence 

betweenn the context and an ad with regard to a specific aspect. The interaction 

effectt of congruence between context and ads has been studied for humor 

(Furnham,, Gunter, & Walsh, 1998; Murphy, Cunningham, & Wilcox, 1979), 

feelingss (Coulter, 1998; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Kamins et al. , 1991; Watt, 

1999),, involvement (Lord & Burnkrant, 1993), style (Aaker & Brown, 1972; 

Felthamm & Arnold, 1994), sexual content (Bello, Pitts, & Etzel, 1983), and ego 

statess (Lambert, 1980). 

T h ee Present S t u d y 

Thee preceding review of different context studies shows that there are still 

manyy questions to be answered with regard to the effects of context-induced 

psychologicall responses on advertising. Additional research is needed to bring 

moree clarity to the body of literature. In doing this, it is necessary to study the 

effectt of several psychological responses on several advertising effects, because 

thee relationship between psychological response and advertising effect might 

differr for each response and effect. Furthermore, context research should move 

awayy from predominantly studying effects in experimental settings. A strong 

benefitt of experiments is internal control, but the use of forced exposure 

prohibitss a transparent understanding of how context affects the selection and 

processingg of advertisements in reality. Moreover, it is necessary to study 

contextt effects for media other than television. Effects found for television 

cannott be transferred to, for example, print media, because the media differ in 

severall ways. An obvious difference is that television is an audiovisual medium 

withh moving images, whereas print media are visual and more static. In 

addition,, both media are very dissimilar with respect to the way they are used 

byy their audiences. Television is a display medium with external pacing, which 
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meanss that the medium "decides" the moment and speed of information 

transfer.. Print media, in contrast, are search media, which are defined by 

internall pacing; readers can decide speed and moment themselves (Smit, 

1999).. Pacing may influence how people mentally respond to medium content 

surroundingg advertisements and the transfer of this state of mind to the way the 

add is experienced. 

Thee present study is designed to shed some light on the effect of several 

context-inducedd psychological responses in a real-life print setting. In addition to 

thee psychological responses, our study investigates the effect of thematic 

congruence,, a type of congruence between context and ads that is frequently 

usedd in magazine planning. Media agencies in general select magazines that fit 

thee advertisements with regard to content. An advertisement for a shampoo 

brand,, for example, is more likely to appear in a health magazine than in an 

interiorr decoration magazine, even if both reader audiences are similar in 

compositionn and size. The rationale for placing ads in a thematically fitting 

contextt must be that advertisers believe advertisements benefit more from a 

congruentt environment than from an incongruent environment. This belief, 

however,, has seldom been empirically investigated, and it is not clear if thematic 

congruencee influences ad effectiveness in the desired direction. 

Thee effects of psychological responses and thematic congruence are 

studiedd for two processing variables, namely, memory for advertising and Aad. 

Thesee processing effects reflect consumers' immediate responses to advertising 

(Percyy & Rossiter, 1997, p. 274). We study both effects because previous 

researchh has indicated that they might be influenced differently. The influence 

onn advertising effects, such as Ab, purchase intention and actual buying, is not 

examinedd because various studies on the hierarchy of advertising effects have 

shownn that these effects involve multiple exposures to ads and multiple 

executionss within campaigns (e.g., Franzen, 1994; Wright-Isak, Faber, & 

Horner,, 1997). 

Too summarize, this article presents a field study to answer the following 

researchh questions: 

RQla:: What are the effects of magazine-induced psychological 

responsess on memory for advertising? 
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RQlb:: What are the effects of magazine-induced psychological 

responsess on Aad? 

RQ2a:: What is the effect of thematic congruence between 

magaziness and ads on memory for advertising? 

RQ2b:: What is the effect of thematic congruence between 

magaziness and ads on Aad? 

Beforee going into the method and results of this study, we elaborate on 

theoriess that have been proposed with regard to these relationships in previous 

televisionn research and some sporadic magazine studies. As we show, these 

theoriess are often conflicting. Therefore and because this study is exploratory in 

researchingg print instead of television and applying a survey method instead of 

ann experiment, we so not propose explicit hypotheses with regard to the 

formulatedd research questions. 

Conceptuall Foundation 

PsychologicalPsychological Responses 

Psychologicall responses are individual and subjective mental reactions 

thatt people experience immediately after being confronted with medium content. 

AA range of different psychological responses has been studied. In general, these 

psychologicall responses can be grouped into three main categories: 

involvement,, liking, and feelings. This categorization is based on similarities in 

conceptuall definitions and operationalizations of various labels given to 

psychologicall responses in previous studies. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the 

differentt labels used in literature and the definitions of the three psychological 

responsess used here. 

Twoo aspects of psychological responses are important with regard to the 

effectss on advertising processing: intensity and valence of the response. 

Intensityy has been found to influence principally memory for advertising, 

whereass valence of the response has its main influence on Aad. 
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Tablee 3 . 1 : Overview of Labels and Definitions Given to Psychological 

Responses s 

Labelss Used 
inn this Study and Definition of 
Response e 

Labelss Given by References 
Others s 

Involvement t 
"Individual,, internal state of arousal" 
(Andrews,, Durvasula, & Akhter, 1990, 
p.. 28) 

Liking g 
Summaryy evaluation of the experience 
off exposure to advertising context 
(basedd on Murry et al., 1992, p. 442) 

Feelings s 
"Temporaryy affective states that are 
subjectivelyy perceived by an 
individual"" (Murry et al., 1992, p. 442) 

Involvement t 

Arousal l 

Suspense e 
Interest t 
Liking g 

Pleasure e 
Attitude e 
Evaluation n 
Entertainment t 
Enjoyment t 
Feelings s 

Mood d 
Affect t 

Anandd & Sternthal, 1992; Coulter &. Sewall, 1995; 
Furnhamm et al., 1998; Gunter et al., 1997; Krugman, 
1983;; Lloyd & Clancy 1991; Lord & Burnkrant 1988, 
1993;; Lord & Putrevu 1996, 1999; Norris & Colman 
1992,, 1993, 1996; Tavassoli et al., 1995; Thorson & 
Reeves,, 1986; Soldow & Principe, 1981 
Broachh et al., 1995; Mattes & Cantor, 1982; Pavelchak 
ett al., 1988; Singh & Curchill, 1987 
Kennedy,, 1971 
Furnhamm et al. 1998 
Lordd et al., 1994; Murry et al., 1992; Thorson & Reeves 
1986 6 
Broachh et al., 1995; Pavelchak et al., 1988 
Clancyy & Kweskin 1971 
Gunterr et al., 1994 
Norriss & Colman, 1994b, 1996 
Furnhamm et al., 1997; Norris & Colman 1994b, 1996 
Axelrod,1963;; Aylesworth & Mackenzie, 1998; 
Goldbergg & Gorn, 1987; Murry et al., 1992 
Howardd & Barry, 1994; Kamins et al., 1991 
Coulterr 1998; Watt 1999; Yi 1990a 

IntensityIntensity and Memory for Advertising 

Intensityy refers to the relative strength of the response and applies to 

eachh of the psychological responses. With regard to the effect of intensity on 

advertisingg recall, various hypotheses have been put forward. The most 

dominantt school of thought predicts a decline in memory for advertising when 

thee intensity of the mental reaction induced by the context increases (e.g., 

Kennedy,, 1971; Lord & Burnkrant, 1993; Norris & Colman, 1993, 1996; 

Pavelchakk et a l . , 1988; Soldow & Principe, 1981; Thorson & Reeves, 1986). This 

detrimentall effect is attributed to attention deficits or capacity constraints. I t is 

assumedd that people who experience strong mental reactions toward medium 

contentt process this information more deeply and continue to elaborate on this 

contentt when it is interrupted by a commercial message. This continued 

elaborationn reduces the attention capacity available for processing the 

advertisement.. This capacity limitation eventually results in less memory for 

advertisementss placed in a media context that induces strong psychological 

responsess compared with in a media context that induces less intense mental 

reactionss (e.g., Feltham & Arnold, 1994; Lord & Burnkrant, 1988). 

Ann opposing hypothesis forecasts a positive effect of the intensity of 

psychologicall responses on memory for advertising (Krugman, 1983; Lloyd & 
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Clancy,, 1991; Lord & Putrevu, 1996, 1999). This hypothesis suggests that the 

intensityy of context-induced psychological responses generates an enhanced 

orientationn toward the context stimuli. This enhanced orientation does not cease 

immediatelyy when the context is interrupted by an advertisement but remains 

activatedd to some extent, which results in better processing of the commercial 

messagee (Lloyd & Clancy, 1991). 

Tavassolii et al. (1995) propose a third hypothesis with regard to the effect 

off the intensity of program involvement on memory for advertising, which 

arguess that the relationship is not linear but has the shape of an inverted-U 

curve.. In other words, program involvement has a positive effect on memory for 

advertisingg when it increases from a zero level to a moderate level but a 

detrimentall effect when it increases beyond this moderate level to a high level. 

Thee authors argue that, when people have a very low level of involvement, they 

doo not spend much effort processing the stimuli presented. An increase in the 

levell of involvement removes this obstacle of mindless passivity and facilitates 

commerciall processing. However, if the level of involvement increases even 

more,, the amount of attention given to the elaboration of program stimuli 

distractss from processing the commercial. 

ValenceValence and Aad 

Valencee indicates the evaluative direction of the response (positive or 

negative).. Involvement does not have a specific evaluative direction but is 

neutrall in its valence. Liking has a positive valence by definition. Feelings are 

doublee valenced; they can be either positive (e.g., joy, satisfaction) or negative 

(e.g.,, sadness, anger). The theory with regard to the effect of valence on Aad is 

moree unequivocal than the previously discussed hypotheses about the 

relationshipp between intensity and memory. Various studies find that 

psychologicall responses "spill over" to Aac), influencing it in a similar direction 

(e.g.,, Aylesworth & MacKenzie, 1998; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Murry et a l . , 

1992).. Advertisements placed in an environment that elicited positive responses 

weree evaluated more positively, and advertisements placed in an environment 

thatt induced negative reactions were evaluated more negatively. 

Thee rationale for this context effect has been attributed to Bower's (1981) 

moodd congruency notion. Bower (1981) finds that the valence of a person's 
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statee of mind influenced his or her judgment by increasing the accessibility of 

congruentt thoughts. Thus, positive feelings or liking created by a program 

increasee positive thoughts about a subsequent commercial message, whereas 

negativee feelings intensify negative thoughts. These positive and negative 

thoughtss will in turn lead to a more positive or negative evaluation of the 

commercial. . 

EffectsEffects of Psychological Responses in a Magazine Setting 

Ass was mentioned, print has been studied only sporadically. A literature 

searchh yielded only three published studies pertaining to the effect of context-

inducedd psychological responses on memory for advertising and Aad in a print 

sett ing.. Each of these studies focused on a different relationship. Yi (1990a) 

findss a significant effect of the positive tone of a magazine article on Aad. Coulter 

andd Sewall (1995) report a negative effect of involvement on Aad. Finally, results 

off an experiment conducted by Norris and Colman (1992) show negative 

correlationss between measures of involvement on the one hand and measures of 

recalll and recognition on the other hand. 

ThematicThematic Congruence and Memory for Advertising 

Differentt expectations can be formulated with regard to the effect of 

thematicc congruence on memory for advertising. On the one hand, people's 

attentionn may be attracted to congruent advertisements, because the subject of 

thee advertisement is already in their mind. This process, in which attention is 

unconsciouslyy and automatically drawn to a certain message (i.e., the 

advertisement)) on the basis of what is already brought to mind by preceding 

messages,, is called cognitive priming (Yi, 1990b; Zimbardo & Leippe, 1991). 

Furthermore,, it may be easier to retrieve advertisements that fit their 

environmentt than those that do not f i t , because "the ad can be stored at 'the 

intersection'' of a greater number of classificatory features, making information 

easierr to locate in memory" (Lambert, 1980, p. 38). 

Onn the other hand, it has been proposed that incongruent advertisements 

mightt be more prominent and therefore provide a "route to visibility" (New, 

1991,, p. 100). Because incongruent media planning is very rare, most 
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advertisingg practitioners probably assume that the first hypothesis holds true. 

However,, this assumption is predominantly based on gut feeling, in that it has 

seldomm been the subject of empirical research. As far as we know, only one 

study,, conducted in the 1970s, investigated the effect of thematic congruence on 

add memory. Horn and McEwen (1977) find that congruence between the content 

off an ad and its environment led to no consistently better or poorer recall of the 

commercial. . 

ThematicThematic Congruence and Aad 

Hornn and McEwen (1977) also investigate the effect of congruence on 

severall indicators of perception of the commercial and find no significant 

differencesdifferences for these measures either. Yi (1990a, 1990b), however, shows that 

thematicc congruence might influence Aad but only if a specific positive or 

negativee attribute is primed in the context of the test advertisements. In a series 

off experiments Yi (1990a, 1990b) asked people to evaluate magazine 

advertisements,, certain attributes of which had been mentioned in a preceding 

magazinee article. The direction of the influence on Aad depended on whether the 

previouslyy mentioned attribute was positively or negatively related to the 

product.. In Yi's (1990a) first experiment, for example, the target ad featured an 

automobilee and mainly focused on its size. Before exposure to this ad, people 

readd an article either about fuel economy (negative priming condition) or safety 

(positivee priming condition). Results showed that evaluation of the 

advertisementt was significantly more positive in the positive priming condition 

thann in the negative priming condition. In our study, no specific positive or 

negativee attributes have been primed in the context of the test advertisements. 

Method d 

Thiss study is different from most previous research because a field study 

iss conducted instead of an experiment. To study context effects in circumstances 

ass close to reality as possible, the research was conducted in cooperation with a 

publisher.. Three test ads were placed simultaneously in the regular circulation 

off three publications. The three magazines selected for this study were a life 
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stylee magazine (ELLE), an interior decoration magazine {ELLE Wonen) and a 

healthh magazine {Santé). These magazines were chosen because they met two 

importantt prerequisites. First, they were very different in their content, which 

wass necessary to manipulate thematic congruence. Second, the subscriber 

populationn of all three publications was not significantly different with regard to 

demographicss such as age, education, employment, income, and place of 

residence,, as shown by statistics published by the Dutch joint industry 

committeee for readership measurement (SUMMO, 1999). This was necessary to 

excludee alternative explanations for the effects as much as possible. The three 

testt advertisements were chosen in such a way that the product promoted in the 

add was congruent with at least one magazine and incongruent with at least one 

otherr magazine (see Table 3.2). The three test advertisements promoted a 

shampooo brand (Guhl), a clothing brand (Cartoon), and a brand of designer 

productss (Alessi). 

Alll ads were in full color, covered one or two pages, and aimed at a target 

audiencee similar to the subscriber profile of the three test magazines. The ads 

weree placed in the same sequence within each magazine and embedded in an 

editoriall environment. The three test ads were for known brands and were not 

specificallyy designed for this study, but they had not appeared in the three 

magaziness at least six months prior to the study. 

Tablee 3.2: Congruence Between Type of Magazine and Product Advertised 

Testt Advertisements 
Shampooo ad 
Clothess ad 
Designerr articles ad 

Lifestylee Magazine 

Congruent t 
Congruent t 

Incongruent t 

Interiorr Decoration 
Maqazine e 

Incongruent t 
Incongruent t 
Congruent t 

Healthh Magazine 

Congruent t 
Incongruent t 
Incongruent t 

Measures Measures 

Thee questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first part measured 

psychologicall responses to the issue of the magazine in which the test 

advertisementss were placed. Participants were asked to rate their agreement to 

200 response statements on a seven-point scale with (1) indicating "no 

agreementt at al l" and (7) indicating "total agreement" (see Table 3.4 for items). 

Magazinee involvement and magazine liking were both measured with 5 
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statements.. Feelings are double valanced and therefore were measured with 5 

negativee and 5 positive statements. All 20 items were taken from literature 

aboutt program effects (Anand & Sternthal, 1992; Broach et al., 1995; Feltham & 

Arnold,, 1994; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Gunter et al., 1997; Gunter et al. , 1994; 

Kaminss et al. , 1991; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991 ; Lord & Burnkrant, 1993; Murry et 

al. ,, 1992; Norris & Colman, 1993, 1994a, 1994b; Tavassoli et al. , 1995). 

Thee second part of the questionnaire measured memory for advertising 

andd Aad of the three test ads. Memory for advertising was measured with ad 

recognition.. Participants were shown the test advertisement in the magazine 

theyy read and asked if they had seen the advertisement in that issue of the 

magazine.. Ad recognition was used because previous studies show that this 

measuree results in a significantly higher correct claim of remembrance of the ad 

thann do recall measures that make use of verbal instead of visual cues. This 

resultt was especially found for magazine advertisements compared with 

televisionn commercials (DuPlessis, 2001 ; Smit, 1999; Zielske, 1982). If people 

indicatedd that they had seen the advertisement, a control question was posed 

thatt measured if the respondent had seen the ad in another magazine as well to 

rulee out the effect of preexisting ad familiarity. Subsequently, Aad was measured 

forr each recognized advertisements with a seven-point semantic differential 

scalee composed of three bipolar adjectives frequently used in marketing 

literaturee for measuring a subject's overall evaluation of advertisements (Bruner 

&& Hensel, 1996; Mitchell & Olson, 1981). The adjectives on which participants 

evaluatedd the three ads were good/bad, interesting/uninteresting, and 

enjoyable/nott enjoyable. Finally, the second part of the questionnaire contained 

aa check on the manipulation of thematic congruence. To verify that the 

manipulationn of congruence had succeeded, participants had to rate on a four-

pointt scale how much they believed each ad fit the magazine. 

Thee third and last part of the questionnaire measured participants' 

backgroundd variables. In this part, an important control variable was measured 

ass well, namely, advertising interest. This measure was included to rule out an 

alternativee explanation for any possible effect of thematic congruence on ad 

recognitionn and Aad- Because people select a magazine predominantly on the 

basiss of its content, they are probably also more interested in advertisements 

thatt fit that content compared with advertisements that do not match. 

Advertisingg interest and thematic congruence are thus probably strongly 
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correlated.. Furthermore, advertising interest might influence ad effects. Several 

authorss showed that interest in advertisements for certain products strongly 

affectss memory for these advertisements, because interest induces a higher 

levell of attention (e.g., Franzen, 1994; Smit, 1999). Advertising interest and Aad 

aree known to be positively related as well (Franzen, 1994). To investigate if 

thematicc congruence influences ad memory and Aad, regardless of the effect of 

advertisingg interest, this last variable must be controlled. 

Participants Participants 

Onlyy female subscribers were interviewed because the largest part of the 

readerr audience of the three magazines is women. The choice to interview only 

womenn was also made to keep groups as comparable as possible. Female 

subscriberss were asked for their participation by telephone. Names and 

telephonee numbers of the subscribers were taken from a selection of the 

publisher'ss database. This selection consisted of 1332 subscribers who were not 

approachedd for a previous study by the publisher. In total, 263 face-to-face 

interviewss were held (42.4% of all subscribers actually reached): 93 subscribers 

off the lifestyle magazine, 89 subscribers of the interior decoration magazine, and 

811 subscribers of the health magazine. As expected, on the basis of the results 

off Dutch readership research (SUMMO, 1999), the subscribers of the three 

magaziness did not differ significantly from on another on important demographic 

variables,, including age (F (2, 257) = 1.08, p > .05), education (x2 (10, n = 

263)) = 15.01, p > .05), and family income (x2 (12, n = 235) = 20.75, p > .05). 

Theree were also no significant differences across magazines with regard to 

participants'' attitudes toward magazine advertisements in general (x2 (8, n = 

263)) = 12.85, p > .05). Finally, there were no significant differences with regard 

too the proportion of magazine readers that indicated they had seen the ad in 

anotherr magazine as well (x2 (4, n = 179) = 5.10, p = .28 for the shampoo ad; 

x
22 (4 , n = 171) = 3.3, p = .51 for the clothing ad; x2 (4, n = 163) = 3.62, p = 

.511 for the design ad). The pattern of answers to this question showed that the 

shampooo ad was seen most often in another magazine context but only by a 

smalll minority of magazine readers (18.4%). For the clothing and design ads, 

thee percentages of magazine readers who had seen the ad somewhere else were 

9.44 and 12.3, respectively. 
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Procedure Procedure 

Startingg the same week that subscribers received the new issue by mail, a 

samplee of the subscriber population was approached by telephone and asked to 

cooperatee in a study on magazine appreciation. No mention was made of 

advertising.. If a subscriber agreed to cooperate, an appointment was made for a 

face-to-facee interview. Interviews were held at the respondent's house and took 

approximatelyy 30 minutes. At the end of the interview, respondents received a 

smalll present. All the interviews were held within one month after appearance of 

thee issue and before a new issue was received. 

Results s 

ManipulationManipulation Check 

Too check the manipulation of congruence, participants were asked to rate 

onn a four-point scale how much they considered each ad to fit the magazine. 

Analysiss of variance showed that congruent ads were rated as much more fitting 

withh the magazine than were the incongruent ads (see Table 3.3). Manipulation 

wass thus successful. 

MagazineMagazine Ratings 

Involvement,, liking, positive feelings, and negative feelings induced by the 

magazinee were measured with 5 items. These 20 items were subjected to 

principall component analysis (PCA) with Varimax rotation to examine the 

dimensionall structure of participants' psychological responses. Because it was 

likelyy that the different factors would be correlated, we also investigated which 

factorss would emerge when using an oblique rotation (Oblimin), which does not 

imposee orthogonality of the factors. Both rotations yielded a comparable factor 

solution,, which is shown in Table 3.4 (for reasons of clarity, we only present the 

Varimaxx solution). Three significant factors emerged, which together accounted 

forr 60% of the variance (see Table 3.4). Items related to liking and positive 

feelingss were found to be highly correlated responses in this study and were 

thereforee united in the first factor, labeled positive affect. The second factor was 

composedd of negative feeling statements, and the third factor consisted merely 
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Tablee 3.3: Manipulation Check 

Advertisements s 

ShamDOO O 
Mean n 
Standardd deviation 
Clothes s 
Mean n 
Standardd deviation 
Desiqnn articles 
Mean n 
Standardd deviation 

n n 

78 8 

74 4 

57 7 

Lifestyle e 
Magazine e 

3.00a a 

.85 5 

3.43a a 

.74 4 

2.76b b 

1.06 6 

n n 

38 8 

58 8 

68 8 

Magazines s 
Interiorr Decoration 

maqazine e 

2.03b b 

.88 8 

2.60" " 
1.02 2 

3.23" " 
.99 9 

n n 

63 3 

39 9 

39 9 

Healthh Magazine 

3.25a a 

.74 4 

2.74b b 

1.04 4 

2.69b b 

.92 .92 

Notes:Notes: Scale congruence: 1= fits not at all, 2 = does not fit very well, 3 = fits a bit, 4= fits very much. 
a 'bb = Cells with a different letter in same row differ significantly from each other at the .05 level (two-tailed). 
Shampooo ad: F(2, 176) = 27.85, p < .05; clothing ad: F(2, 168) = 15.15, p < .05; design article ad: F(2, 161) 
== 6.28, p < .05. 

off involvement items. Although most items clustered neatly with the factor to 

whichh they theoretically belonged, three items did not. One involvement item 

(absorbing)) fell within the positive affect factor, and two liking items (boring and 

pleasant)) fell within the involvement factor. These three items were excluded 

fromm further analyses. Psychological response factors were constructed by 

computingg the mean scores of the remaining items of each factor. The three new 

scaless were all found to be reliable, with Cronbach's alpha scores of .89 for the 

positivee affect factor, .81 for the negative feelings factor, and .79 for the 

involvementt factor. Furthermore, mean scores of these constructed seven-point 

scaless showed.positive affect and involvement were experienced strongly (M = 

4 . 6 1 ,, standard deviation (SD) =1.08 and M = 5.29, SD - 1.09, respectively) 

andd reasonably normally distributed with skewness and kurtosis scores less than 

II l | . Negative feelings, however, were only weakly induced. The mean score was 

1.77 (SD = 1.02), which indicates that people generally felt that the negative 

feelingg statements did not apply to the magazines. A skewness score of 1.86 and 

aa kurtosis score of 3.6 also indicate that the factor was not normally distributed 

andd that scores centered around the lowest possible score. If negative feelings 

aree not experienced, they can not have an effect. Therefore, negative 

feelingss were excluded from further analyses. Finally, the mean scores for the 

positivee affect factor and the involvement factor were split into three equal 

groupss to test if a nonlinear relationship existed between psychological 

responsess and ad memory and Aad. 
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Tablee 3.4: Psychological Response Items with Factors Loadings 

Processingg Variables 

Psychologicall Response Items 

Liking// Positive Negative Feelings (EV 
Feelingss (EV = 5.17, R2 = 3.48, R2 = .17) 

== -26) 

Involvementt (EV = 
3.37,, R2= .17) 

Likinoo Items 
Fun n 
Entertaining g 
Pleasant t 
Boring g 
Amusing g 
Positivee Feelings Items 
Comfortable e 
Feelingg good 
Happy y 
Satisfaction n 
Joy y 
Negativee Feelings Items 
Anger r 
Agitation n 
Annoying g 
Disturbing g 
Sadness s 
Involvementt Items 
Dull l 
Fascinating g 
Uninteresting g 
Absorbing g 
Attentive e 

,56 6 
.57 7 
.53 3 

.69 9 

.63 3 

.77 7 

.82 2 

.84 4 

.77 7 

.52 .52 

.52 2 

.61 1 

.58 8 

.77 7 

.70 0 

.75 5 

.75 5 

.75 5 

.52 2 

.58 8 

.68 8 

.62 2 

.72 2 

.68 8 

Notes:Notes: Factor loadings are computed using Principle Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation. All factor 
loadingss below |.40| were left out of table. EV = Eigenvalue. 

Tablee 3.5: Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between Psychological Response 

Measuress and Processing Variables (N = 263) 

Psychologicall Responses 
Involvementt induced by magazine 
Positivee affect induced by magazine 

Processingg Variables 
Add Recognition 

-.01 1 
.03 3 

Aad d 
.07 7 
.15* * 

Notes:Notes: * p < .05. 

MemoryMemory for Advertising 

Memoryy for advertising was measured with ad recognition. Scores for ad 

recognitionn ranged from 0 (no advertisements recognized) to 3 (all 

advertisementss recognized). On average, respondents recognized almost two of 

thee three test ads (M = 1.96, SD = .95). First bivariate Pearson correlations 

weree computed to examine if psychological responses toward the magazine and 

advertisingg recognition were related (see Table 3.5). Results showed no 

significantt correlations for either positive affect or involvement. 

However,, correlational analysis might not show an effect because the 

relationshipp is not linear but curvilinear, as proposed by Tavassoli et al. (1995). 

Therefore,, an ANOVA was performed with the involvement and positive affect 
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Tablee 3.6: Means, Standard Deviations, and One-Way Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA)) for Effects of Three Groups of Positive Affect on Ad Recognition and 

A a d d 

Loww Affect Medium Affect High Affect ANOVA 
.. M SD n M SD n M SD n F g_ 

Add recogni t ion 1.92 .91 90 1.91 1.01 95 2.07 .93 75 .69 .50 
Aadd 3.80 1.15 83 3.87 1.14 85 4.39 1.29 69 5.40 .005 

Tablee 3.7: Means, Standard Deviations, and One-Way Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA)) for Effects of Three Groups of Involvement on Ad Recognition and Aad 

Loww Involvement Medium Involvement High Involvement ANOVA 
MM SD n M SD n M SD n F p 

Add Recognition 1.90 ^88 96 L84 1.04 80 2.04 ^96 84 ^97 ^38~ 
Aadd 3.90 1.08 90 4.00 1.26 70 4 .11 1.32 77 .63 .53 

scoress split in three equal groups (see Tables 3.6 and 3.7). The results from this 

analysiss showed no significantly higher or lower scores for the medium groups 

comparedd with the low and the high groups. 

Thee effect of thematic congruence on ad recognition was computed with a 

chi-squaree test. Results showed that thematically congruent advertisements 

weree significantly more recognized than were incongruent advertisements (x2 (1) 

== 60.19, p = .00). Thematically congruent ads were recognized in 80% of the 

cases,, whereas incongruent ads were recognized in only 53% of the cases. 

Ass mentioned previously however, the relationship between thematic 

congruencee and ad recognition found in this study could be caused by 

advertisingg interest instead of thematic priming and thus be spurious. To test 

thiss alternative explanation, advertising interest was taken as a factor in a 

generall linear model analysis (GLM). In addition to advertising interest, positive 

affectt and involvement were included as factors to test for any higher order 

effectss between psychological responses and thematic congruence. The result of 

thiss analysis is presented in Table 3.8. As is shown, thematic congruence had a 

significantt influence on ad recognition even when the effect of ad interest was 

partialledd out. Furthermore, there were no significant interaction effects between 

psychologicall responses and thematic congruence on ad memory. 
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Tablee 3.8: General Linear Model of Ad Recognition as a Function of Thematic 

Congruence,, Advertising Interest, Magazine-Induced Positive Affect, and 

Involvement t 

df df SS SS MS MS 
Correctedd model 
Intercept t 
Thematicc congruence (TC) 
Add Interest 
Positivee affect (PA) 
Involvementt (I) 
TCxx PA 
TCxI I 
Error r 
Total l 

10 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

752 2 
763 3 

20.33 3 
306.14 4 
11.34 4 
5.74 4 
.45 5 
.58 8 
.04 4 
.22 2 

152.33 3 
499 9 

2.03 3 
306.14 4 
11.34 4 
5.74 4 
.22 2 
.29 9 
.02 2 
.11 1 
.203 3 

10.04 4 
1511.34 4 

56 6 
27 7 

1.11 1 
1.42 2 
.11 1 
.54 4 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.33 3 

.42 .42 

.89 9 

.58 8 

Notes:Notes: df = degrees of freedom, SS = sum of squares, MS = mean square. 

Tablee 3.9: General Linear Model of Aad as a Function of Thematic Congruence, 

Advertisingg Interest, Magazine-Induced Positive Affect, and Involvement 

df df SS SS MS MS 
Correctedd model 
Intercept t 
Thematicc congruence (TC) 
Add interest 
Positivee affect (PA) 
Involvementt (I) 
TCxx PA 
TCC x I 
Error r 
Total l 

10 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 

487 7 
489 9 

96.64 4 
6841.68 8 

1.29 9 
46.11 1 
37.16 6 
2.55 5 
5.31 1 
4.04 4 

1145.03 3 
9378.56 6 

9.66 6 
6841.68 8 

1.29 9 
46.11 1 
18.58 8 
1.27 7 
2.67 7 
2.02 2 
2.35 5 

4.11 1 
2909.87 7 

.59 9 
19.61 1 
7.9 9 
.54 4 
1.23 3 
.86 6 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.50 0 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.58 8 

.32 2 

.42 2 

Notes:Notes: df = degrees of freedom, SS = sum of squares, MS = mean square. 

AttitudeAttitude toward the Ad 

Aadd was measured with three seven-point adjectives. Reliability analysis 

andd PCA (with Varimax rotation) on the combined evaluation scores of all three 

adss yielded one reliable factor with an eigenvalue greater than 1 (Cronbach's a 

== .84, R2 = .76). An Aad measure was constructed by computing the mean of 

thesee three adjectives (M = 4 , SD = 1.22). 

Again,, Pearson correlations and ANOVA were computed to examine the 

effectt of magazine-induced psychological responses on Aad. The results, shown in 

Tabless 3.5 and 3.6, revealed no significant linear or nonlinear effect of 

involvementt on Aad, but a positive linear relationship between positive affect and 

Aadd emerged. Advertisements were thus evaluated more positively when people 

respondedd more favorably to the magazine in which the advertisement was 

embedded.. Next, a t-test was computed to analyze the effect of thematic 

congruencee on Aad. This test showed no significant difference in attitude toward 
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congruentt (M = 4 . 0 1 , SD = 1.56) versus incongruent ads (M = 4.09, SD = 1.62; 

r(512)) = .59, p = .56). Finally, a GLM analysis was done to test for any 

interactionn effects of thematic congruence and psychological responses. The 

results,, shown in Table 3.9, indicate that only magazine-induced positive affect 

andd ad interest had a significant impact on Aad and that there were no higher 

orderr effects. 

Discussion n 

Thee aim of this study was to investigate the effects of (1) psychological 

responsess induced by a magazine and (2) thematic congruence on memory for 

advertisingg and Aad in a real-life setting. Three categories of magazine-induced 

psychologicall responses were studied: involvement, liking, and (positive and 

negative)) feelings. Liking and positive feelings were found to be strongly related 

andd grouped onto one factor labeled positive affect. Negative feelings were 

hardlyy experienced and left out of further analyses. With regard to the effects of 

thee psychological responses, we found a positive relationship between positive 

affectt and Aad. The relationships between positive affect and memory for 

advertisingg and between involvement and both processing variables were not 

significant.. Thematic congruence was found to have a strong positive effect on 

memoryy for advertising, even when this relationship was controlled for the effect 

off advertising interest, but was not found to be related to Aad. 

Thee relationships between psychological responses and Aad found in this 

studyy are in accordance with most previous (television) studies (e.g., Aylesworth 

&& Mackenzie, 1998; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Murry et al, 1992) and suggest that 

thee positive responses induced by the magazine spill over to the ads included in 

thatt magazine. With regard to ad recognition, however, the results do not 

supportt the hypotheses (i.e., negative effect, positive effect, and inverted-U) 

reportedd in the various television studies. 

AA possible explanation for why most television studies find significant 

effectss with respect to memory for advertising and this magazine study did not 

mightt be the dissimilarity in pacing between the media. Magazine readers are 

nott compelled to attend to a certain commercial message at a fixed moment and 

mayy therefore be less hindered by any attention deficits due to the continuing 
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processingg of information. When magazine context induces strong psychological 

responses,, people may stop reading for a moment and determine for themselves 

whenn they are ready to continue (i.e., have processed the information properly). 

Dissimilaritiess in findings between the present study and previous 

researchh might also be due to methodological differences. This study was 

conductedd in a real-life setting, whereas most studies to date have been 

experimental.. An important advantage of experiments compared with real-life 

studiess is internal control. By creating a situation in which only the variable 

underr study differs across the conditions, there are no alternative explanations 

off any effects found other than the manipulated variable. The strong benefit of 

internall control, however, might result in an unnatural research setting, which 

threatenss the external validity of the study. Effects found in a laboratory 

situationn can therefore be different than effects that occur in reality. 

Thiss might also explain why our results differ from the findings of Norris 

andd Colman (1992), which was the only previous magazine study that 

investigatedd effects of psychological responses on ad memory. Norris and 

Colmann (1992) made use of a laboratory experiment in which participants were 

askedd to read, on the spot, a four-page magazine section bound with six 

advertisementss and found that depth of involvement in a magazine article is 

inverselyy related to subsequent recall and recognition for accompanying 

advertisements.. This experimental research approach is quite different from the 

real-lifee survey method used in our study. First, we made use of real magazines 

insteadd of artificial stimuli. Second, we did not employ forced exposure but left 

participantss fully free in their choice of if and when they wanted to be exposed to 

thee magazine and its content. Leaving exposure up to the free will of the 

participants,, instead of to the instructions of the researcher, results in a more 

genuinee sample of actual readers that have read the magazine in their own 

naturall environment, rather than an occasional audience (students) in a 

laboratoryy setting. These differences may have influenced the level of intensity 

off the psychological responses as well. Norris and Colman (1992, p. 39) induced 

aa very low level of involvement by giving their student sample an article about 

techniquess of steaming food, followed by several recipes. It is questionable if 

studentss would ever read such an article by choice in real life. It is thus possible 

thatt intensity levels in general are higher in the present real-life study compared 

withinn experimental designs. 
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However,, the realism of the design used in the present study necessitates 

somee caution in interpreting the findings. Because real-life studies do not allow 

thee same degree of internal control as experiments, alternative explanations of 

thee results may exist. In this study, we tried to control as many other 

explanatoryy variables as possible, including age, educational level, income, 

att i tudee toward magazine advertising in general, prior ad exposure, and 

advertisingg interest, but some other predictor variables may have been 

overlooked.. Subsequent survey research is therefore necessary to validate the 

resultss from this rather exploratory real-life study on context effects in a 

magazinee setting. 

Thee results for thematic congruence are interesting for advertising 

practitioners,, because creating congruence between the product advertised and 

thee theme of the magazine is a planning strategy that is widely applied by media 

agenciess but which has seldom been empirically substantiated. In this study, 

peoplee were more able to recognize an advertisement when confronted with it in 

aa congruent environment compared with in an incongruent context. This finding 

supportss the priming notion, which states that congruent information attracts 

moree attention and is processed better because the subject of the information is 

alreadyy in people's minds prior to exposure. According to these results, 

congruentt planning is a prudent media strategy. 

Inn this study, thematic congruence was not found to influence Aad. 

However,, in interpreting this result, it should be noted that the focus of our 

studyy was the relationship between ads and their total context (i.e., the 

magazine),, and therefore, we did not manipulate thematic congruence between 

adss and their immediate adjacent environment (i.e., a specific article), as in Yi's 

(1990a,, 1990b) experiments. Yi (1990a, 1990b) shows that, if specific congruent 

elementss are present in the direct editorial context of the ad and are negatively 

relatedd to the product, it might have a negative effect on Aad. 

Thiss study only investigated the effect of the magazine as a whole and did 

nott consider the immediate editorial context of the ads. We believe that insight 

intoo the effect of total context has more practical relevance for magazine 

advertiserss and their media agencies than insight into the immediate context, 

becausee the content of the adjacent context in which ads are placed is seldom 

knownn to media planners beforehand. However, this does not mean that the 

influencee of the immediate context should be ignored. The content of the 
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immediatee adjacent environment may not only prime specific (positively or 

negativelyy related) topics (Yi, 1990a, 1990b) but may also induce varied 

intensityy levels of psychological responses. Therefore, we suggest that 

subsequentt studies take the effect of immediate context into consideration. 
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C H A P T E RR 4 

THEE EFFECTS OF PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT ON 

COMMERCIALL EXPOSURE AND RECALL I N A 

REAL-LIFEE SETTING6 

Abst rac t t 

ThisThis study investigated the effects of program-induced 

involvementinvolvement on commercial exposure and recall during the 2000 

EuropeanEuropean Soccer Championships. Four matches were selected based on 

varyingvarying levels of expected involvement. Computer assisted telephone 

interviewsinterviews were completed with a representative random sample (N = 

344).344). Results showed that viewers who saw the high-involvement 

matchmatch were significantly more exposed to the embedded commercials 

andand recalled these commercials better than viewers who saw the low 

involvementinvolvement matches. With the exception of gender, differences in 

audienceaudience characteristics between highly and less involved viewers were 

notnot found to be related to ad exposure and recall. 

66 Submitted for publication as: Moorman, M., Neijens, P. C , & Smit, E. G.. The 
effectss of program involvement on commercial exposure and recall in a real-life setting. 
Thee authors thank SWOCC and Interview/NSS for funding this study. 
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Introduction n 

I tt is generally believed that television programs are not just neutral 

carrierss of commercials and mere generators of commercial audiences. A wide 

rangee of academic studies has shown that television programs not only attract a 

certainn audience but also evoke a variety of psychological responses from that 

audiencee (e.g., Barwise & Ehrenberg, 1987; Hoffman & Batra, 1991; Norris & 

Colman,, 1994). These psychological reactions, in turn, influence the way the 

audiencee watches and processes the embedded commercials (e.g., Bello, Pitts, & 

Etzel,, 1983; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Lloyd & Clancy, 1971; Murry, Lastovicka, & 

Singh,, 1992). In other words, the same commercial can have a different impact 

onn the same audience depending on the program in which it is embedded. 

Onee response often mentioned in the literature with regard to its influence 

onn commercial effectiveness is the level of involvement induced by the 

surroundingg program. The influence of program involvement (PI) is believed to 

bee considerable, especially with regard to memory for advertising (Schumann & 

Thorson,, 1990; Singh & Churchill, 1987; Thorson & Reeves, 1986). However, 

althoughh there is little debate that PI influences advertising processing, it is not 

clearr what influence it has on recall. Is recall of a commercial enhanced when 

airedd within an involving context, or does PI hinder recall? 

Thiss study attempts to make an empirical contribution about the influence 

off PI, by investigating its effect on ad exposure and memory in a real-life 

sett ing.. Before discussing our methodology and presenting our results, we will 

f irstt discuss previous research on the relationship between PI and ad recall. 

Literaturee Review 

Althoughh the belief that PI has a strong impact on advertising recall has 

beenn widespread among academics and practitioners for several decades, this 

relationshipp has not been studied often. A systematic literature search in major 

academicc journals and conference proceedings yielded 23 empirical articles that 

reportedd a main effect, either significant or not significant, of PI on one or more 

memoryy measures (see Table 4.1). Based on these studies, a rough division can 

bee made between two 'schools of thought': a negative one and a positive one. 
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Tablee 4.1: Empirical Studies on Effect of Program Involvement on Ad Recall 

Source e 

Kennedy,, 1971 

Bryantt & Comisky, 
1978 8 
Soldoww & Principe, 
1981 1 
Mattess &. Cantor, 1982 
Thorsonn & Reeves, 
1986 6 
Lordd & Burnkrant, 
1988 8 
Pavelchakk et al., 1988 
Uoydd & Clancy, 1991a, 
1991b b 
Mundorff e ta l . , 1991 
Norriss & Colman, 1993 

Byfieldd &. Read, 1994 

Felthamm & Arnold, 
1994 4 
Gunterr e ta l . , 1994 

Starrr & Lowe, 1995 

Tavassolii et al., 1995 

Lordd & Putrevu, 1996 
Gunterr eta l . , 1997 

Furnhamm et al., 1998 

Gunterr eta l . , 2000 

Swallen,, 2000 
Newelll e ta l . , 2001 
Furnhamm et al., 2002 

Method d 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Fieldd study 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 
Experiment t 

Survey y 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Fieldd study 
Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Experiment t 

Survey y 
Fieldd study 
Experiment t 

Commercial l 
exposure e 
Forced d 

Forced d 

Forced d 

Forced d 
Forced d 

Forced d 

Free e 
Free e 

Forced d 
Forced d 

Free e 

Forced d 

Forced d 

Forced d 

Forced d 

Free e 
Forced d 

Forced d 

Forced d 

Free e 
Free e 
Forced d 

Theoretical l 
school l 
Negative e 

Negative e 

Negative e 

Positive e 
Negative e 

Negative e 

Negative e 
Positive e 

Negative e 
Negative e 

Positive e 

Negative e 

Neutral l 

Negative e 

Inv.. U-curve 

Positive e 
Neutral l 

Neutral l 

Neutral l 

Positive e 
Negative e 
Neutral l 

Sample e 
size e 
117/ / 
207 7 

120120 S 

87 7 

600 S 
46 6 

411 S 

1355 S 
470 0 

488 S 
900 S 

2,300 0 

197 7 

666 S 

1488 S 

866 S 

1388 S 
1299 S 

922 S 

566 C/ 
611 C 

1,315 5 
2033 S 
1233 S 

Recalll measure 

Unaidedd recall* 
Aidedd recall of product 
Aidedd recall of commercial 
Commerciatt recall scale* 

Brandd recall* 
Messagee recall* 
Recall l 
Memory*e e 

Messagee recall*6 

Freee recall* 
Unaidedd recall* 
Aidedd recall* 
Recognition* * 
Freee recall 
Productt recognition 
Cuedd recall* 
Brandd recognition* 
Freee recall* 
Aidedd product recall* 
Aidedd brand recall* 
Unaidedd recall 
Recognition n 
Freee recall**"' 
Cuedd recall* [pl 

Recalll of brand name * 
Recalll of product type 
Recalll of message content 
Recalll of image content 
Recall* * 
Recognition* * 
Messagee recall 
Freee recall*<n) 

Cuedd recall*"1» 
Freee recall 
Productt recognition 
Brandd name recognition 
Cuedd recall 
Freee ad recall 
Cuedd ad recall*(p) 

Brandd recognition 
Recall* * 
Freee recall 
Freee recall 
Cuedd recall 

Notes:Notes: Sample size: S indicates a student sample, C indicates a children sample. Recall measure: Asterisks 
indicatee a significant relationship in the predicted direction. Asterisks followed by (p) or (n) indicate a 
significantt positive or negative relationship starting from a neutral point of view. 

Thee oldest and dominant school is that program involvement has a 

detrimentall effect on ad recall. As early as 1971, Kennedy attributed negative 

influenceinfluence of PI on recall to a process called 'drive for closure.' TV viewers, 

Kennedyy assumed, organize their viewing experience in whole patterns, such as 

aa storyline or plot of a program. When this pattern is disturbed, for example by a 

commercial,, the viewer experiences frustration at not being able to 'close' the 
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pattern.. This frustration, in turn, hinders processing of the disrupting stimulus, 

thee commercial. The more involving or suspenseful the storyline, the stronger 

thee viewer will experience this drive for closure and the less effective the 

commercialss will be. In line with his hypothesis, Kennedy's experimental results 

indicatedd that commercials were recalled better when inserted in a sitcom than 

inn a suspense-thriller. However, results were only significant for one of the three 

recalll measures (i.e., free recall of brand name). 

Bryantt and Comisky (1978) predicted a negative effect of PI on ad recall 

basedd on psychological theories about memory and attention that consider the 

humann information-processing system to be limited in capacity and recall to be a 

functionn of rehearsal. They suggest that when a message is involving, people will 

rehearse,, keep their mind on, the content of that message and continue to 

processs the message even when it is interrupted by another message. 

Furthermore,, because the human information-processing system is limited in its 

capacity,, this will leave less room for new material. Therefore, presenting a 

commerciall in an involving portion of a television program will diminish its recall. 

Thee results of Bryant and Comisky's experiment showed that the degree to 

whichh a portion of an action-adventure series was cognitively involving related 

negativelyy to recall of subsequently aired commercials. 

Variouss studies have referred to the cognitive capacity-limitation theory as 

aa basis for negative hypotheses about the effect of program-involvement on 

recalll (Feltham & Arnold, 1994; France, Shah, & Park, 1994; Lord & Burnkrant, 

1988;; Newell, Henderson, & Wu, 2001; Norris & Colman, 1993; Pavelchak, Antil, 

&& Munch, 1988). However, not all these studies actually found this negative 

effectt (Feltham & Arnold, 1994; Furnham, Gunter, & Walsh, 1998; Newell, 

Henderson,, & Wu, 2001) or found it only for some memory measures (Norris & 

Colman,, 1993, Starr & Lowe, 1995). 

Inn 1983, Krugman questioned the negative effects of program-

involvementt on advertising effectiveness. Krugman argued that the aroused 

statee of mind induced by the program does not suddenly disappear when the 

programm is interrupted, but 'carries over' to the commercials. Furthermore, since 

arousall results in better processing of information, it was hypothesized that PI 

wouldd enhance ad effect. Krugman analyzed data collected for 56 television 

showss sponsored by General Electric during a 10-year period and found support 

forr his positive hypothesis. Results showed that programs that were truly 
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interruptedd for a commercial break (high involvement) scored higher on ad 

impactt than shows with natural breaks (low involvement). Unfortunately, the ad 

impactt score only comprised dimensions of brand attitude and did not measure 

recall.. Krugman's carry-over hypothesis, however, has been the basis for a new 

schooll of thought predicting a positive effect of program-involvement on ad 

recalll (e.g., Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b; Lord & Putrevu, 1996). In recent 

years,, the number of studies reporting a significant positive effect has equaled 

thee number reporting a significant negative effect (Byfield & Read, 1994; Gunter 

ett al. , 1994; Gunter, Baluch, Duffy, & Furnham 2000; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 

1991b;; Swallen, 2000). 

Severall authors have made an attempt to explain the conflicting results. 

Tavassoli,, Shultz, and Fitzsimons (1995) tried to reconcile the positive and 

negativee findings, by suggesting that the effect of involvement is not linear but 

hass the shape of an inverted U-curve. Thus, program-involvement has a positive 

effectt up to a moderate level, but a detrimental effect when it increases beyond 

this.. The reasoning is that when people are minimally involved with a program, 

theyy do not spend much effort processing the stimuli presented. An increase in 

thee amount of involvement removes this mindless passivity and facilitates 

commerciall processing. However, if the level of involvement increases to a 

higherr level, the amount of attention given to the interpretation of program 

stimulii distracts viewers from processing the commercials. Tavassoli et al. 

(1995)) found support for their inverted U-curve hypothesis in an experiment 

withh 86 university students. However, other studies contrasting various levels of 

involvementt (Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b) or which measured level of 

involvementt as a continuum (Gunter et al., 1994, Gunter et al. , 1997, Furnham 

ett al. , 1998, Furnham, Gunter, and Richardson, 2002) did not report such a non-

linearr relationship. 

Anotherr frequently mentioned explanation for the mixed results is the 

operationn of selective exposure in studies reporting an enhancing effect of PI on 

add recall (Furnham et al., 1998; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b; Norris & 

Colman,, 1993; Schumann & Thorson, 1990). As can be seen from Table 4 . 1 , 

mostt studies in the positive school investigated the effects in a natural setting, 

whilee most of those in the negative school were experimental studies. In natural 

viewingg environments people are free to choose whether to expose themselves 

too commercials or tune out, either mechanically (by zapping to another channel), 
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physicallyy (by leaving the room) or mentally (by getting involved in another 

task,, such as reading a magazine) (Krugman, Cameron, & McKearney White, 

1995).. The consequence of selective exposure is that in the real world, audience 

ratess drop every time the broadcast shifts from program to commercials 

(Abernethy,, 1990; Van Meurs, 1999). In traditional experiments, on the other 

hand,, the size of the audience is kept artificially constant because there is no 

opportunityy for participants to tune out when commercials interrupt 

programmingg material (McQuarrie, 1998). An exception is an experiment by 

Lloydd and Clancy (1991b) in which respondents were randomly assigned to 

eitherr a traditional forced-exposure viewing situation or a simulated natural 

viewingg situation, in which they were given the opportunity to get involved in 

otherr tasks, such as drinking, eating and reading. A positive effect of 

involvementt was reported in both viewing situations, though this effect was 

strongerr for respondents watching the program in a simulated natural 

environmentt than in an artificial laboratory design (Lloyd & Clancy, 1991b). 

Clearly,, exposure to a commercial is a prerequisite for recall. People can 

nott remember commercials they did not see. Furthermore, several researchers 

havee suggested that PI relates positively to advertising exposure (Furnham et 

al . ,, 1998; Krugman, Cameron, & White, 1995; Watt, 1999; Schumann & 

Thorson,, 1990). If PI does indeed cause people to stay tuned to the commercials 

moree often, the positive effect found in natural settings could well be the result 

off more exposure towards the commercials, instead of a direct positive effect on 

add recall. Findings from typical experiments, on the other hand, only express the 

effectt of the program on recall, since there was no choice not to be exposed. 

Real-Li fee Stud ies 

Thee previous literature review shows that although involvement is deemed 

ann important factor predicting advertising effectiveness, there has been little 

empiricall investigation of its influence on ad recall, and the results have not 

beenn conclusive. These inconsistent outcomes might be explained by selective 

exposure.. However, although several authors have suggested that exposure 

mightt mediate the effects of PI on ad recall in studies conducted in real-life 

settings,, previous field studies have not made a distinction between exposure 
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andd recall. The present study is designed to investigate the effects of PI on 

exposuree and recall separately. 

Ann examination of the distinctive effects of PI on advertising exposure and 

recalll must be conducted outside the laboratory, in a natural setting where 

exposuree is not forced. Furthermore, to avoid confusing influences, it is 

necessaryy that involvement varies naturally between respondents, while other 

circumstancess remain reasonably constant. When looking for an appropriate 

situation,, we were inspired by three studies that investigated the relationship 

betweenn PI and ad recall during the Super Bowl. 

Thee first Super Bowl study was conducted by Pavelchak et al. (1988). 

Universityy students from three different cities (winning city, losing city, and 

neutrall city) were asked to fill in a questionnaire a day after the Super Bowl XX 

aboutt their (1) pre-game and post-game pleasure and arousal levels and (2) 

theirr free recall of commercials aired during the game. Results showed that 

viewerss in the winning and losing city experienced more intense emotional 

reactionss during the game. These stronger emotional responses, especially 

arousal,, were found to have a negative effect on ad recall. Lord and Putrevu 

(1996)) measured student's day-after recall with an aided-memory scale for 

threee successive Super Bowls (1992-1994). Although stimulus and sample 

constraintss made the pooled data set unsuitable for conventional statistical 

analyses,, and the authors accordingly caution that the results must only be 

viewedd as exploratory, it is worth noting that the distribution of the means 

providedd 'tentative evidence' that commercials inserted at highly-involvinging 

portionss of the game were remembered better than those inserted at less-

involvingingg segments. Finally, Newell et al. (2001) recently extended the work 

off Pavelchak et al. (1988) by using a sample of Super Bowl XXXIV viewers 

drawnn entirely from neutral cities. Similar to Pavelchak et al.'s study, 

questionnairess were administered to university students a day after the game to 

measuree free recall of the commercials. I t was hypothesized that involvement 

wouldd diminish ad recall, but a comparison of students with a team preference 

(highh involvement) and students without a team preference (low involvement) 

showedd no significant differences.7 

77 A closer look at the means for the first half (means for the whole game were not 
reported)) even suggests that people with a team preference remembered the 
commercialss better than people with no team preference. 
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Thee Super Bowl studies show the feasibility and value of studying context 

effectss in a natural viewing environment. I t was shown that a popular sports 

eventt is an ideal setting for a real-life study of PI effects for two main reasons. 

First,, involvement varies naturally between respondents, depending on the 

teamss taking part in the game and the viewer's team preference. Second, 

audiencee rates for major sports events are usually high. This is important, since 

itt guarantees a large enough population of viewers to provide a reliable sample 

size. . 

However,, the Super Bowl studies have some shortcomings, which might 

accountt for the mixed results. First, as mentioned, the studies did not 

distinguishh PI effects on commercial exposure and recall. Second, all three 

studiess used students as participants instead of a representative sample of the 

USS population. Third, all studies assessed memory for advertising with only one 

measure.. As can be seen in Table 4 . 1 , different memory measures can yield 

differentt results. Furthermore, free recall measures, used in two of the three 

studies,, might be problematic in day-after questionnaires. Recall of commercials 

aa day after the game is difficult, but even harder when no cues are provided. 

Thiss is reflected by the low recall percentages reported by Pavelchak et al. (on 

averagee 2.49 ads recalled of a total 75, or 3.3%) and Newell et al. (on average 

2.777 ads recalled of a total 67 ads, or 4.1%). The present real-life study was 

designedd to improve methodologically on the earlier Super Bowl studies. 

Thee Presen t S tudy 

Inn the present study, PI effects were also investigated in a real-life sports 

context,, namely the European Soccer Championships (EURO2000), held in June 

20000 in the Netherlands and Belgium. Soccer is the most popular sport in the 

Netherlandss - the country where this study was conducted—and induces strong 

emotionall reactions. The study investigated PI effects during the first round of 

thee European championship, where teams were competing to become first or 

secondd within a group of four in order to be allowed to continue to the second 

round.. Three types of matches were distinguished a priori, which we expected 

wouldd induce different levels of PI: (1) the matches of the Dutch soccer team 

(highh involvement), (2) matches of two other teams within the same group as 
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thee Dutch team (medium involvement) and (3) matches within the other groups 

(toww involvement). The naturally occurring difference in PI levels across 

matches,, provided us with a real-life setting in which we could study our two 

centrall research questions: 

RQ1:: What effect does PI level have on exposure to commercials? 

RQ2:: What effect does PI level have on recall of commercials? 

Nextt to these central questions, this study investigated the mediating 

effectss of some audience characteristics on commercial impact. The real-life 

designn employed in this study did not allow for random assignment of the 

respondentss to matches with different levels of involvement. I t is therefore 

possiblee that the audiences of the different matches vary in some crucial 

aspects.. For example, viewers watching a high involvement game may watch 

thee game more often in the company of others or outside their own homes. 

Furthermore,, high involvement games may draw peripheral viewers who would 

nott watch less important (low involvement) matches. These more transitory 

viewerss may differ in some important audience characteristics (e.g., gender) 

fromm the more loyal viewers watching the low involvement game. These possible 

differencess in audience characteristics may provide an alternative explanation for 

anyy found effects of PI on ad exposure and recall. This leads us to our final 

researchh question: 

RQ3:: Do differences in characteristics of high and low-involvement 

audiencess moderate the effect of program involvement? 

M e t h o d d 

Followingg the approach used in the Super Bowl studies, interviews were 

heldd a day after the match. Four matches were included in the study: One for 

thee high involvement category (the Netherlands - France), one for medium 

involvementt (Czech Republic - France) and two for low involvement (Turkey -

Belgium;; Spain - Norway). All matches were broadcast on the same Dutch 

channell (Nederland 2). The interviews concerned involvement with the first half 
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off the match and exposure and recall of the first commercial block aired in the 

intervall between the two halves, which included nine commercials on average. 

Thee decision only to study involvement during the first half of the match 

andd exposure to and recall of the first commercial block within the interval was 

madee for several reasons. First, the study of Pavelchak et al. (1988) showed 

thatt level of PI declined immediately after the match once the outcome was 

known,, and we intended to investigate the effect of PI experienced during the 

game.. Second, knowledge of the final score might induce other strong emotional 

reactionss (e.g., happiness, sadness), which could also influence ad exposure and 

recall.. Third, the commercial block studied here was the only one that followed 

playy immediately and was not preceded by expert comments, which ensured 

thatt the level of involvement was only influenced by the match itself. 

Thee fieldwork was carried out by a large market research company 

(Interview/NSS).. Professional interviewers conducted the interviews by means of 

Computerr Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI). 

Sample Sample 

Too ensure a generalizable sample, phone numbers were obtained through 

Randomm Digit Dialing. First, respondents were screened for having seen the 

soccerr match. Other conditions for selection were age (between 18 and 65) and 

whetherr the respondent watched the game on the Dutch channel instead of 

anotherr one. If the person who answered the phone did not meet the above 

criteria,, the interviewer asked for another person in the household who did meet 

thee criteria and, if more than one was present, the one whose birthday was next. 

Inn tota l , 6723 phone numbers were dialed, of which 2604 led to actual contact. 

Off these contacts, 785 met the specified conditions. The final sample consisted 

off 344 successful questionnaires: 162 for the high involvement match, 93 for the 

mediumm involvement, and 89 for the low involvement. This represents a 

responsee rate of 44%, which is quite high for telephone interviews, a fact that 

cann be explained by the general interest in EURO2000 and the fact that the 

studyy was commissioned by the university instead of a commercial company. 

Thee sample consisted of 67.7% males and the average age of the respondents 

wass 40.9 (SD = 13.29). 
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Measures Measures 

Thee questionnaire consisted of three sections, the first of which focused on 

thee first half of the match. Respondents were asked about their favorite team 

duringg the match, where they had watched it, and if they had watched it alone 

orr in the company of other people. To measure program-induced involvement, 

respondentss were asked to indicate on a five-point scale (1 = not at all; 5 = 

veryy much) if they agreed with the following statements: " I found the first half 

off the match fascinating"; " I was interested in the first half of the match"; " I 

watchedd the first half of the match attentively". These three items were taken 

fromm literature on effects of program involvement (e.g., Bryant & Comisky, 

1978;; Norris & Colman, 1993, 1994). The order of the three involvement items 

wass randomized over questionnaires. 

Thee second section of the questionnaire focused on exposure to and recall 

off the commercial block. To prevent socially desirable responses ("you should 

nott watch advertising"), it was chosen not to ask respondents directly if they 

hadd seen the commercial block. Instead, exposure was measured by asking 

respondentss to rate on a five-point scale how much of the commercial block they 

hadd seen (1 = saw nothing of the block; 2 = saw less than half of the block; 3 = 

saww about half of the block; 4 = saw more than half of the block; 5 = saw the 

wholee block). To make it clear to the respondents which commercial block was 

beingg referred to, various memory aids were given, such as the score at half-

timee and the name of the expert in the studio who gave comments on the match 

afterr the commercial break. If respondents indicated that they had not seen the 

commerciall block, they were asked their reasons for not watching. If 

respondentss indicated that they had seen (part of) the commercial block, the 

questionnairee continued with questions related to ad memory. 

Add memory was assessed with three different measures. Asking people to 

mentionn which advertisers were present in the commercial block without giving 

anyy cues assessed the first recall measure: free recall. The second measure was 

correctedd aided recall. A list of existing brand names was read to the 

respondents,, half of which had appeared in the block and half not. For each 

brandd name, respondents had to indicate if they remembered seeing a 

commerciall for the brand within the specific block. False brands were chosen 

thatt matched the correct brands with regard to product type and were also 

presentt during EURO2000 but, to prevent confusion, not in any of the blocks 
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aroundd the specific match. For example, if a commercial for Nike was aired in 

thee block, Adidas was also mentioned in the list. Scores were calculated by 

countingg the number of correct brands for which the respondent claimed to have 

seenn a commercial in the block and subtracting the number of brands incorrectly 

recalled.. This recall score corrects for the tendency to guess (Smith & Graesser, 

1981).. The third measure of ad memory was proven recall, in which people were 

askedd to describe the commercials of all the correct brands recalled. 

Thee final section of the questionnaire included general questions about 

EURO20000 (the number of matches seen so far, the total number of matches the 

respondentt expected to see, and the extent to which the respondent considered 

himm or herself a soccer fan), television advertising in general (attitude towards 

televisionn advertising and the extent to which the respondent normally watches 

televisionn advertising) and some demographic variables (gender, age, education, 

householdd size, and employment). A summary of all measures of PI, ad 

exposuree and recall, and audience characteristics is presented in Table 4.2. 

Tablee 4.2: Summary of Variables in Study 

Predictorr variable Effectt variables Audiencee characteristics (controls) 
Program-inducedd involvement: 
Highh versus low involvement 

Manipulationn check measures: 
1.. Involvement scale, 3 items: 

 fascinated 
 interested 
 paid attention 

2.. Favorite team in match 

Commerciall exposure: 
Blockk exposure 
Blockk share exposure 

Commerciall recall: 
Freee recall 
Correctedd aided recall 
Provenn recall 

1.. Location of watching 
2.. Company while watching 
3.. Extent of being soccer fan 

 the number of matches seen so 
far; ; 

 the total number of matches the 
respondentt expected to see; 
and d 

 the extend to which the 
respondentt saw him/herself as 
aa soccer fan 

4.. Gender 
5.. Age 
6.. Household size 
7.. Education 
8.. Employment 
9.. Attitude toward ads in general 
10.. Extent to which respondent 

watchess ads normally 
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Results s 

ProgramProgram Involvement 

Thee design of the present field research investigating PI effects on ad 

exposuree and recall was based on the assumption that the different matches of 

EURO20000 would induce three different levels of involvement. To validate this 

assumption,, we first analyzed responses on the involvement scale. This scale 

wass constructed by combining the scores on the three items used to measure PI, 

afterr principal component analysis and reliability analysis showed that this was a 

single,, reliable factor (£V = 1.93; R2 = .64; Cronbach's a = .71). Analysis of 

variancee showed differences in PI between the matches (F (2, 339) = 4.98, p < 

.001).. Least square differences (LSD) post hoc tests demonstrated that the 

matchh where the Netherlands was playing did indeed induce a higher level of 

involvementt (M = 3.74, SD = .74) than matches in category 2 (M = 3.52, SD = 

.80)) or category 3 (M = 3.45, SD = .78). However, the latter two categories did 

nott differ significantly from each other. 

Involvementt was also analyzed by examining the response pattern on the 

questionn which team respondents wanted to win the game. In line with 

Pavelchakk et al. (1988) and Newell et al. (2001), we reasoned that level of 

involvementt would be higher if people had a clear favorite, compared to people 

whoo did not care which team won. A chi-square test (x2 (4) = 158.52, p < .000) 

showedd that respondents in category 1 had a much clearer favorite (98% had a 

favorite,, with 97% favoring the Dutch team) compared to category 2 (65% had 

aa favorite) and 3 (66% had a favorite). Since categories 2 and 3 did not differ on 

eitherr the involvement scale or the measure of team favorite, they were 

combinedd into one group, labeled low involvement (n = 182). Category 1 was 

labeledd high involvement (n = 162). 

ExposureExposure to Commercials 

Ass mentioned, commercial exposure was measured by asking 

respondentss how much of the commercial block they had seen. Two variables 

weree constructed based on this question. The first variable measured whether 

thee respondents saw the commercial block (block exposure). The second 

variablee was only constructed for respondents who did see the block (n = 91) 
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Tablee 4.3: Mean Scores, Standard Deviations and Group Sizes for Exposure and 

Processingg Measures 

Involvement t SD SD 

Blockk exposure 

Blockk share exposure 

Freee recall 

Correctedd aided recall 

Provenn recall 

High h 
Low w 
High h 
Low w 
High h 
Low w 
High h 
Low w 
High h 
Low w 

38% % 
17% % 
2.84 4 
1.93 3 
.21 1 
.03 3 

22% % 
7% % 
13% % 
5% % 

.49 9 

.38 8 
1.29 9 
1.07 7 
.49 9 
.18 8 
.20 0 
.21 1 
.14 4 
.08 8 

162 2 
182 2 
57 7 
29 9 
61 1 
31 1 
57 7 
29 9 
60 0 
31 1 

Notes:Notes: Block exposure: Mean score is percentage of respondents that saw (part of) the commercial block. 
Blockk share exposure: Scale consists of four categories: 1 = saw less than half of the block, 2 = saw about half 
off the block, 3 = saw more than half of the block, 4 = saw whole block. Free recall: score is average number of 
adss correctly recalled. Corrected aided recall: score is mean percentage of ads claimed to be recalled minus 
percentagee of falsely recalled ads. Proven recall: score is mean percentage of correctly recalled ads for which a 
properr description was given. 

andd examined how much of it they had seen (block share exposure). Results 

showedd that conditions differed on both measures (see Table 4.3). 

AA much larger proportion of respondents in the high involvement group 

indicatedd that they saw (part of) the commercial block (38%) than respondents 

inn the low involvement group (17%) (r(342) = -4.42), p < .001) . Within the 

subgroupp of respondents who did see (a part of) the commercial block, high-

involvementt respondents saw a larger part than low-involvement respondents 

( t(84)) = -3.67, p < .01). 

Mostt respondents who indicated that they did not see anything of the 

commerciall block said that they walked away from the television (60%). Other 

reasonss for not selecting the block were: zapping or tuning out (20%), talking 

(8%) ,, muting (0 .4%), and various remaining reasons (13%)8 . 

RecallRecall of Commercials 

Add recall was studied using three measures. To prevent false recall, 

measuress were only taken when people indicated that they had seen at least 

partt of the commercial block (n =91). The first measure for ad memory was free 

recall.. As expected, very few people were able to recall a commercial without 

prompting.. In the low involvement group, only one person mentioned a correct 

Multiplee responses were possible; therefore the sum is greater than 100. 
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brand.. In the high involvement group, nine respondents recalled one correct 

brandd and two respondents named two correct brands. Although these scores 

weree very low, they were found to be significantly different (t(90) = -2.00, p < 

.05). . 

Thee second memory measure was corrected aided recall. The average 

numberr of correctly recalled ads minus the number of falsely recalled ones was 

1.966 (22%) in the high involvement category compared to 0.66 (7%) in the low 

involvementt category, which represents a significant difference (t(84) = -3.14, p 

<< .01). 

Thee last memory measure was proven recall. This was measured by 

askingg respondents to describe the commercial of the correct ads that they 

claimedd to remember, either with or without cues. Again, a higher score was 

foundd for the high involvement respondents compared to the low involvement 

oness (r(89) = -3.14, p <.01). On average, respondents in the high involvement 

categoryy described 1.2 ads correctly (13%), while low involved respondents 

describedd only 0.5 ads correctly (5%). 

TestingTesting for Alternative Explanations 

Thee real-life design used in this study necessitated additional analyses 

withh the measured audience characteristics to test for alternative explanations of 

thee observed impact of PI. To determine whether the audience characteristics 

confoundedd the effect of PI on commercial exposure and recall, we followed the 

stepss for establishing mediation discussed by Baron and Kenny (1986) and Judd 

andd Kenny (1981). The first step has already been taken in the previous two 

sectionss of the article. I t was shown that there are significant relationships 

betweenn the initial predictor variable (PI) and the various dependent variables, 

effectss that may be moderated by differences in audience characteristics. 

Next,, we investigated whether PI was correlated with the various audience 

characteristics.. We found significant correlations between PI and four audience 

variables.. Respondents watched the high-involvement game outside the home 

moree often than the other games (r = -.16, p < .01) and more often in the 

companyy of others (r = -.25, p < .001). Furthermore, the high-involvement 

gamee seemed to attract a more transitory audience, indicated by lower scores 

onn general interest in soccer (r = - . 3 1 , p < .001) and a higher portion of female 
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viewerss (r = - .17, p < .01). Each of the four audience characteristics was found 

too correlate significantly with one effect measure: there was less block exposure 

amongg respondents who watched the game in the company of others (r = -.15, 

pp < .01), a smaller part of the commercial block was watched by men (r = -.28, 

pp < .01), and people with a higher interest in soccer in general (r = - .23, p < 

.05),, and finally proven recall scores were lower for people who watched the 

matchh outside the home (r = - . 2 1 , p < .05). 

Finally,, we used regression analyses to determine whether the effects of 

PII remained when controlled for the effect of audience characteristics. Besides 

thee audience characteristics, we also entered block share exposure as a 

predictorr in the regression analyses for the three memory measures, because 

exposuree is clearly a prerequisite for recall. Table 4.4 shows that the 

relationshipss between PI and measures of commercial effect were not influenced 

byy any of the other measured differences between groups. The strength of the 

relationshipss is somewhat reduced in absolute size, but PI is still the strongest 

predictorr of each dependent variable, although no longer significant for free 

recall.. The relationships between the audience characteristics and ad effects are 

noo longer significant, except for the effect of gender on block share condition. 

Femalee viewers watched the commercial blocks more often, regardless of their 

levell of involvement. 

Tablee 4.4: Regression Analyses Summary for Predicting Commercial Exposure 

andd Recall 

Variablee B SEB p 
Blockk exposure (F(343) = 11.48. p < .05) 

PI I 
Companyy while watching 

Blockk share exposure (F(83) = 5.14. p < .05) 
PI I 
Soccerr fan 
Gender r 

Freee recall (F(85) = 2.10. p > .05) 
PI I 
Blockk share exposure 

Correctedd aided recall (F(79) = 5.41, p < .05) 
PI I 
Blockk share exposure 

Provenn recall fF(84) = 4.73, p < .05) 
PI I 
Blockk share exposure 
Locationn of watching 

,19 9 
-.09 9 

.70 0 
-.06 6 
-.62 2 

.18 8 

.02 2 

.13 3 

.02 2 

.06 6 

.02 2 
-.05 5 

.05 5 

.05 5 

.31 1 

.14 4 

.29 9 

.10 0 

.04 4 

.05 5 

.02 2 

.03 3 

.01 1 

.04 4 

.21 1 
-.10 0 

.26 6 
-.05 5 
-.23 3 

.20 0 

.05 5 

.30" " 
.11 1 

.22 2 

.18 8 
-.15 5 

Notes:Notes: * p < .05 
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Discussion n 

Thee aim of this study was to investigate the impact of PI on exposure and 

recalll of subsequently aired commercials in a real-life setting. A thorough 

literaturee review showed that, although PI is commonly considered to be an 

importantt predictor of commercial effectiveness, its effect on commercial 

exposuree had not been investigated separately from commercial recall. The 

presentt findings indicate a strong positive effect of PI on commercial exposure. 

Involvementt seems to glue people to the television screen, resulting in higher 

exposuree scores. With regard to ad recall, results indicate that PI continues to 

exertt a positive influence. Recall scores were found to be higher for respondents 

watchingg the commercial block within the high-involvement game compared to 

thee low-involvementones. 

Thee present findings may have important implications for academic 

researcherss investigating PI effects as well as practitioners in the field of media 

planning.. To date, most studies exploring the relationship between PI and recall 

havee been conducted in laboratory settings without providing an opportunity for 

non-exposure.. Forcing people to watch commercials may yield findings not valid 

inn the real world, where recall scores also reflect viewers' free decision to be 

exposedd to commercials (McQuarrie, 1998). Because exposure is a prerequisite 

forr recall, and present results clearly indicate that PI influences exposure, future 

academicc studies on PI effects should include the opportunity for free exposure. 

Thee study also provides interesting results for media planning practitioners since 

itt demonstrates that television programs are no neutral carriers of commercials 

butt induce a psychological viewing state which influences how viewers process 

commercials.. Basing buying decisions not only on reach and cost of commercial 

airtimee in a specific program, but also on involvement induced by that program, 

mayy therefore enhance the effectiveness of the campaign. 

Thee positive relationship between PI and commercial recall found in the 

presentt study contradicts the negative findings of Pavelchak et al. (1988). 

Althoughh Pavelchak et al.'s study has been an important source of inspiration for 

ourr study, there were several differences in methodology which may account for 

thesee inconsistent findings. First, Pavelchak et al. only used free recall as a 

dependentt measure. Day-after recall without any cues is a difficult memory task 

andd may therefore be an unstable measure (Smit, 1999). In the present study, 
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wee used three different measures of commercial recall. Results from regression 

analysess showed significant positive effects of PI on corrected aided recall and 

provenn recall, but the effect on free recall was not found to be significant. A 

secondd possible explanation for the inconsistent findings is the composition of 

thee sample. Pavelchak et al's (1988) sample consisted exclusively of students, 

whilee the present study's sample was a representative, random selection of 

Dutchh citizens watching the soccer games. Several studies have successfully 

showedd that it is questionable whether students' reactions to television programs 

andd commercials are typical for the population as a whole (e.g., Soley & Reid, 

1983).. A third difference is the measurement of PI. In the present study we 

measuredd PI by asking respondents to rate the first half of the match on several 

involvementt scales. Pavelchak et al. (1988) did not measure how people felt 

duringg the game, but took pre-game and post-game measures. Post-game 

measuress were found to be much lower than pre-game measures, especially for 

thee losers and neutrals, which indicates that arousal declines once the outcome 

iss known. To analyze the effect of involvement on recall of commercials, pre-

gamee and post-game measures were averaged. It is debatable whether this 

averagee score is a valid indicator for the program-induced emotional reactions 

respondentss experienced when confronted with the commercials during the 

program. . 

Ass shown, the EURO2000 championship provided us with an adequate 

settingg for studying the effects of PI on commercial exposure and recall in a real-

lifee situation. However, the real-life setting also had some intrinsic weaknesses 

thatt limit the scope of the findings. For example, we were not able to manipulate 

PI.. We assumed that PI would vary across three types of matches, but found no 

statisticallyy significant differences in involvement between moderate and low 

involvementt matches. We therefore had to collapse these matches into one 

group,, which precluded a test of non-linear effects, as proposed by Tavassoli et 

al.. (1995). However, we reason, in line with Tavassoli et al.'s (1988, p. 63) 

remarkss about the study of Pavelchak et al. (1988), that it is far more probable 

thatt big sports games induce a more than moderate level of involvement instead 

off a less than moderate level. An indication of an inverted U-relationship should 

thereforee have been represented by a decline in recall for the more involving 

game,, instead of an increase. 
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Furthermore,, the nature of this field study prohibited random assignment 

off respondents to the different involvement conditions. Therefore, we cannot 

ignoree the possibility that other differences than the respondents' level of 

involvementt provide an alternative explanation for the effects. We measured a 

varietyy of audience characteristics and conducted mediational tests for several 

aspectss that were found to differ across conditions. Only gender was observed to 

havee a significant effect. Consistent with previous research (e.g., Burns & 

Foxman,, 1989; Cronin & Menelly, 1992; Heeter & Greenberg, 1985; Van Meurs, 

1999),, women were more exposed to TV commercials than men. This 

relationship,, however, did not provide an alternative explanation for the 

involvementt effect, since PI appeared as a much stronger predictor of 

advertisingg exposure than gender. 

Thee real-life setting also precluded control over the commercials aired 

withinn the games and therefore commercial blocks were not constant across 

conditions.. An examination of the commercials within the blocks with regard to 

variouss commercial characteristics known to influence advertising processing 

(e.g.,, product types, congruence with the program, brand status), did not reveal 

anyy obvious differences between the blocks. However, since the commercials 

weree not fully identical, we need to be cautious in drawing strong conclusions. 

Moreover,, like the Super Bowl, the European Soccer Championship is a 

speciall event for which advertisers create special commercials. We agree with 

Pavelchakk et al.'s (1988) remark that "because all television programs influence 

viewerr emotions to some degree, the effects we observed will be found in a 

muchh broader range of programs," (p. 366) but recommend that additional 

researchh be conducted for regular TV programming to support this contention. 

Finally,, with regard to the theoretical contribution of our findings, we have 

too recognize that a field study does not lend itself to exploring the psychological 

mechanismss underlying the positive PI effects. The findings on recall are 

consistentt with the 'spill over' hypothesis, first put forward by Krugman (1983), 

butt do not "prove" this theory. Similarly, we cannot draw strong conclusions 

aboutt the process responsible for the positive relationship between PI and 

exposuree to commercials, though attentional inertia would be a plausible 

explanation.. This concept originates from observational studies on television 

viewingg behavior (e.g., Anderson, 1985; Anderson, Choi, & Lorch, 1987; Burns & 

Anderson,, 1993; Lorch et al., 1994) and holds that the longer a viewer 
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continuouslyy maintains visual attention to the television screen, the more likely 

itt is that he or she will continue to do so, even when content is interrupted with 

otherr content, for example commercials. We recognize, however, that present 

dataa are not adequate to attribute the effects we found to this theory. The study 

shouldd therefore be judged for its distinctive empirical contribution in showing 

thee effects of PI on both exposure and recall in a real-life situation. Future 

researchh is needed to pin down the specific theoretical processes that cause 

thesee effects. 
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C H A P T E RR 5 

THEE EFFECTS OF PROGRAM RESPONSES ON THE 

PROCESSSINGG OF COMMERCIALS PLACED AT 

VARIOUSS POSITIONS I N THE PROGRAM AND 

THEE BLOCK9 

Abst rac t t 

TheThe aim of this study was to test if intensity and valence 

dimensionsdimensions of responses to general programming affect commercial 

processingprocessing in real-life. Results from analyses on data from a large 

telephonetelephone survey showed that indicators of program-induced intensity 

andand valence significantly affected several advertising processing 

measures.measures. Intensity had a positive impact on measures of attention and 

recall,recall, while valence was positively related to attitude toward the ad. 

Next,Next, we investigated the moderating influences of variations in 

commercialcommercial placement on these relations. We found that effects of 

intensityintensity and valence on commercial processing were stronger for 

interruptinginterrupting blocks than shoulder blocks. However, the position of the 

commercialcommercial within the block did not have an impact on these carry-over 

effects. effects. 

99 Submitted for publication as: Moorman, M., Neijens, P. C, & Smit, E. G.. The 
effectss of program responses on the processing of commercials placed at various 
positionss in the program and the block. 
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analyses. . 
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Introduction n 

Whenn making commercial airtime buying decisions, media planners can 

choosee from an ever-growing number of television programs to serve as 

advertisingg vehicles. Decisions about which television programs are most 

advantageouss for a certain commercial are often made using media planning 

models,, which focus primarily on the program's audience size and composition 

(Lloydd & Clancy, 1991a). However, selected television programs not only provide 

thee commercial with a potential audience, but also provide a context for it, 

which,, in turn, may affect commercial impact (e.g., Murry, Lastovicka, & Singh, 

1992;; Tavassoli, Shultz, & Fitzsimons, 1995). Recent developments, such as a 

growingg number of channels and programs, declining audience sizes, and 

increasingg costs of commercial airtime, have made these program context 

effectss more important to advertisers in terms of media planning efficiency 

(Lynchh & Stipp, 1999). In particular, program-induced psychological responses, 

suchh as involvement elicited by a documentary, happiness caused by a sitcom, 

orr sadness generated by a drama series, are considered to have an important 

impactt on advertising processing (Moorman, Neijens, & Smit, 2003). 

AA whole range of studies has demonstrated that program-induced 

responsess can significantly influence advertising processing (e.g., Aylesworth & 

Mackenzie,, 1998; Bryant & Comisky, 1978; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Kennedy, 

1971 ;; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b; Lord & Burnkrant, 1993; Moorman, 

Neijens,, & Smit, 2002; Newell, Henderson, & Wu, 2001; Norris & Colman 1993, 

1994;; Pavelchak, Antil, & Munch, 1988; Pelsmacker, Geuens, & Anckaert, 2002; 

Soldoww & Principe, 1981). Most of these studies were conducted in artificial 

settingss and contrasted programs inducing extreme levels of psychological 

reactionss (e.g., very high versus very low, or very positive versus very 

negative).. The few studies that have been conducted in more real-life settings, 

havee predominantly focused on broadcasts of special sport events, such as the 

Superr Bowl (e.g., Newell et al . , 2001; Pavelchak, et al. , 1988) or the European 

Soccerr Championships (Moorman et al., 2002). Both artificial experimental 

settingss and unusual natural circumstances may evoke emotional reactions that 

aree not representative of those induced by general real-life television 

programmingg (Gunter, 2000; McQuarrie, 1998). 

Thee present study discusses the results of analyses of data from a large 
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telephonee survey assessing TV viewers' responses to a broad variety of 

programss and the commercials they carry. Unlike previous studies, the main aim 

off this study is not to examine whether program context can have an influence 

onn advertising effects, but to investigate whether these effects do occur in 

everydayy life and for general programming. Furthermore, we analyzed whether 

differentt placement positions produce different effects. Before we discuss our 

results,, we will elaborate on previous research and theoretical perspectives on 

thesee relations. 

P r o g r a mm Responses a n d Processing of Commerc ia ls 

Att the heart of all theoretical explanations regarding the influence of 

programm responses on advertising impact lies the assumption that mental 

reactionss toward program material do not immediately cease when the program 

iss suddenly interrupted by a commercial break, but that these reactions 'carry 

over'' to the commercials (e.g., Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a; Norris & Colman, 1993; 

Schumannn & Thorson, 1990). In other words, responses such as involvement, 

joy,, and sadness induced by the program are still experienced by the audience 

whenn confronted with the commercials. These carried-over reactions, in turn, 

influencee advertising effects, especially commercial processing. Program context 

influencess are considered to have their primary impact on processing effects 

suchh as attention, recall and attitude toward the ad (Aad), because these are the 

resultt of a single exposure, unlike advertising effects such as attitude toward the 

brand,, purchase intention and actual buying, which require multiple exposures 

(e.g.,, Franzen, 1994; Wright-Isak, Faber, & Horner, 1997). 

Ann extensive, systematic literature review (Moorman et al., 2003) showed 

thatt two dimensions of psychological responses can be distinguished, each with 

aa different effect on advertising processing. The first dimension is valence, which 

referss to the positive or negative evaluative response to the program. In other 

words,, is the program liked or disliked? It has repeatedly been shown that the 

valencee of a response is positively related to Aad (Aylesworth & MacKenzie, 1998; 

Goldbergg & Gom, 1987; Murry et a l . , 1992). Thus, a commercial message is 

evaluatedd more positively when inserted in a program that is evaluated more 

positively,, and less positively when inserted in a more negatively rated program. 
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Thee second dimension is intensity, which refers to the relative strength of 

thee response to the program, indicated for example by the amount of attention 

paidd or the level of involvement reported. Intensity has been shown to affect 

attentionn to commercials as well as memory of them. However, studies have 

yieldedd conflicting results regarding the direction of effects on recall. Some 

studiess have observed an enhancing effect of intensity (e.g., Byfield and Read, 

1994;; Lloyd & Clancy, 1991a, 1991b; Moorman et al., 2002; Swallen, 2000), 

whilee others have reported a diminishing influence (e.g., Kennedy, 1971; Norris 

&& Colman, 1993; Soldow & Principe, 1981). Several authors have suggested that 

variancess in research settings may account for these conflicting results. In the 

wordss of Lloyd and Clancy (1991b) negative effects were almost invariably based 

onn "forced exposure-artificial environment studies undertaken among relatively 

small,, non-projectable samples, often college students," while most positive 

effectss were found in "natural, on-air, real-world environment studies based on 

farr larger and more representative samples" (p. 63). 

Basedd on previous real-life studies with regard to effects of valence and 

intensityy of program-induced psychological responses on advertising processes, 

wee expect that the present study will support the following hypotheses: 

H I :: The intensity of program responses has a positive influence on 

attentionn toward commercials and commercial recall. 

H2:: The valence of program responses has a positive influence on Aad. 

M o d e r a t i o nn of Var ia t ions in P lacement of C o m m e r c i a l s 

Severall authors have suggested that context effects depend on the 

positionn of the commercial in the block. Murry et al. (1992, p. 444) reasoned 

thatt programming should have less influence on the commercials located at the 

endd of the block, because the strength of responses toward the program 

diminishess over the course of a commercial break. 

Onn the other hand, Mattes and Cantor (1982) proposed that a program 

wouldd have the strongest influence on commercials placed in the middle of a 

commerciall block instead of the beginning. This expectation was based on the 

excitationn transfer theory (Zillman, 1971), which maintains that residual 
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excitationn intensifies subsequent emotional feelings, but only when it is not 

perceivedd as attributable to its actual source. Three stages are distinguished. 

Duringg the first phase, individuals are aroused by the program and aware of the 

sourcee of the arousal, during the second, arousal is still present, but the 

individuall is no longer aware that the programming has caused this, and in the 

finall phase the arousal is gone. Enhancing effects due to the transfer of program 

arousall to the commercials that follow are thus strongest during the second 

stage.. Mattes and Cantor's (1982) experiment showed that the enhancing effect 

off residual arousal from prior programming on enjoyment and perceived 

effectivenesss of the commercial was strongest for commercials shown 2.5 to 4 

minutess after arousing program segments. 

Inn addition to the position of the commercial within the block, context 

effectss may also differ for commercials placed in blocks interrupting the program 

comparedd to those in between programs (shoulder blocks). Some authors have 

arguedd that commercials will perform worse in interrupting blocks compared to 

shoulderr blocks, because interruption of a program will annoy viewers, especially 

whenn the program induces intense and positive responses, which in turn , will 

diminishh commercial effects (Kennedy, 1971; Tavassoli et a l . , 1995; Schumann 

&& Thorson, 1990). Krugman (1983), on the other hand, found that interrupting 

blockss perform better, especially when program responses are intense and 

positive,, because viewers are more attentive at that momentum of aroused 

interest. . 

Sincee previous findings are inconsistent, we can not specify the direction 

off the moderating effects of variations in commercial placement, but do expect a 

relation: : 

H3:: 'Carry over' effects of intensity and valence of program responses 

onn commercial processing will be affected by the position of the 

blockk in relation to the program and the position of the commercial 

withinn the block. 
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Method d 

Too examine the effects of general television programming on commercial 

processingg in everyday life, we analyzed data from a large telephone survey 

commissionedd by a media agency (Init iative Communications) in cooperation 

withh one of the biggest advertisers worldwide (Unilever). A market research 

companyy (Intomart) conducted the survey by means of computer-assisted 

telephonee interviewing during evening hours (6 PM - 11 PM) in a one-month 

periodd (April 14 - May 12, 1999). The survey concerned the most recent 

commerciall block that the respondent indicated having seen that evening and 

thee program(s) surrounding this commercial block. 

Procedure Procedure 

Afterr the respondent agreed to cooperate, the interviewer first made sure 

thatt the respondent met some selection criteria. Respondents had to be between 

188 and 65 years of age, have watched television on one of the eight selected 

nationall (Dutch) channels in the past two hours, and have seen part of at least 

onee commercial block. When the respondent met the criteria, the interviewer 

continuedd by asking which was the last program the respondent had seen. After 

thiss program was located in the computer, which contained the program and 

commerciall schedules of three public and five commercial Dutch channels, the 

interviewerr asked the respondent if the most recently watched commercial block 

fol lowed,, proceeded, or interrupted this program and if this commercial block 

wass aired on the same channel as the television program. When the correct 

commerciall block was identified, the interviewer could commence with the 

questionnairee about the commercials aired within the commercial block, the 

programss watched in the context of the commercial block, and some background 

informationn about the respondent. 

Variables Variables 

IndependentIndependent variables. Two variables measured the intensity and valence 

off program-induced psychological responses. As an indicator for the level of 

intensity,, we used attention toward the program, measured on a four-point 
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scale.. Appreciation of the program, based on a grade from 1 to 10, was used as 

ann indicator of the valence of the psychological responses. This variable was 

laterr recoded in five new categories, because scores lower than 6 and the score 

off 10 were seldom assigned. 

DependentDependent variables. Processing of commercials was assessed with 

severall measures for attention, recall, and Aad. To measure attention, 

respondentss were questioned about how much of the commercial block they had 

seenn (block share exposure), and how much attention they had paid to the 

commercialss in the block (attention to block). Recall of commercials was then 

assessed,, first by asking respondents which commercials within the block they 

couldd mention (free recall). Next, the commercials that were not mentioned 

weree described, and respondents were asked if they remembered having seen 

thiss commercial (aided recall) and could mention the brand name (proven 

recall).. Finally, if the commercial was correctly recalled, either with or without 

cues,, respondents indicated their appreciation of the ad with a grade from 1 to 

100 (Aad). 

ModeratingModerating variables. As mentioned, a second goal of our study was to 

examinee the moderating effect of variations in commercial placement. We 

analyzedd the influence of two commercial placement positions: first, the position 

off the block, whether it was inserted within a program (interrupting block) or 

betweenn programs (shoulder block), and second, the position of the commercial 

withinn the block. Based on the time frames used by Mattes and Cantor (1982), 

wee divided the block into three different parts: 0 to 2.5 minutes after the 

program,, 2.5 to 4 minutes into the break and more than 4 minutes into the 

break.. Since each commercial was about 30 seconds long, the first part included 

thee first to the fifth commercial, the second part the sixth to the eigth, and the 

thirdd part the remaining commercials. 

BackgroundBackground variables. A number of background variables might provide an 

alternativee explanation for any significant relation observed between program-

inducedd psychological responses and processing of commercials. For example, 

somee researchers have shown that gender may have a positive effect on both 

evaluationn of television programs and Aad (Burns & Foxman, 1989; Cronin & 
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Mennely,, 1992; Heeter & Greenberg, 1985; Smit, 1999; Van Meurs, 1999). 

Therefore,, in analyzing the relation between program evaluation and Aad, we had 

too make sure that this relation was not confounded by gender. Other audience 

characteristicss that have frequently been mentioned in the literature as affecting 

mediaa and advertising use, and whose confounding influence also had to be 

statisticallyy controlled for, were age, number of people in a household, and 

averagee television viewing time (Bauer & Greyser, 1968; Burns & Foxman, 

1989;; Smit, 1999). In addition to these audience characteristics, we also 

investigatedd the influence of type of television channel (commercial or public). 

Program-interruptingg commercial blocks are only allowed on commercial 

televisionn channels in the Netherlands, which made it necessary to rule out the 

possibilityy that any main effect of program responses or moderating influence of 

blockk position was biased by type of channel. 

Sample Sample 

AA total of 1,447 respondents agreed to cooperate and also met the 

requiredd selection criteria for the study and our analyses10. Since each 

respondentt was interviewed about a single commercial block, data were 

collectedd for an equal number of blocks, containing 11,005 commercials inserted 

inn 214 different programs. The block seen most recently was an interrupting 

blockk (57%) more often than a shoulder block (43%). Most respondents 

reportedd having seen the program and the block on a commercial channel (77%) 

comparedd to a public channel (23%). The average age of the respondents was 

400 (SD = 1.28). The sample consisted of 550 (37%) male and 927 (63%) 

100 Random digit dialing yielded 33,989 numbers of which 26,024 led to actual 
contact.. The non-response rate was 47%. Of the remaining 13,833 respondents, only 
14%% met the three required selection criteria (age between 18 and 65, television 
viewingg in past to hours, watched (part) of at least one commercial break), which 
resultedd in a net sample of 1,879 respondents. For the purpose of the present analyses, 
wee removed an additional 402 respondents based on two extra selection criteria. First, 
wee removed respondents that had indicated that they had not seen a program before the 
commercials,, because we wanted to analyze pro-active effects (effects of responses to 
thee program preceding the commercials). Second, we removed respondents who had 
viewedd the commercial block on a different channel than the program, because 
irregularitiess in the data showed that this often led to confusion on the interviewers' 
side,, and consequently interviewing errors. 
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F i g u r ee 1 : O v e r v i e w o f E x p e c t e d R e l a t i o n s B e t w e e n V a r i o u s V a r i a b l e s in S t u d y 

Independentt variables 

Intensi ty : : 
-- Attent ion to program 

Moderatorr and background 
variables s 

Commerciall posit ion: 
-- Position of block 
-- Position of ad in block 

M ll ( + ) 

T T 

Mo l l 

Mo2 2 

Dependentt variables 

Attent ionn to block: 
-- Block share exposure 
-- At tent ion to block 

Commerciall recall 
-- Free recall 
-- Aided recall 
-- Proven recall 

Valence: : 
-- Program evaluation 

M22 ( + ) 

Bl l 

* * 

/ B 22 * 

Aad: : 
Commerciall evaluation 

-- Age 
-- Gender 
-- Average viewing t ime 
-- Size of household 
-- Channel 

Notes:Notes: M = Hypothesized main relation; ( + ) = Hypothesized positive effect; Mo = Hypothesized moderating effect 
onn main relation; B = Possible confounding effect on main relation by background variables; Y = Relation between 
dependentt variables. 

femalee respondents, watching television on average 6.4 days a week and 3.4 

hourss a day, and living in households with, on average, two other members. 

Results s 

Inn Figure 1 the expected relations between the different variables of this 

studyy are modeled. The relations were analyzed in three stages: First, we 

examinedd the main effects of program responses on commercial processing 

(relationss M l and M2 in the model). Second, we tested how the background 

variabless might provide an alternative explanation for the relations between 
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programm responses and commercial processing (relations B l and B2 in the 

model).. Finally, we conducted Univariate General Linear Model (GLM) analyses, 

inn which we simultaneously tested the main effects of program responses ( M l 

andd M2) and the moderating effects of commercial placement (Mo l and Mo2), 

whilee controlling for the background variables that were shown to significantly 

influencee both program response (Bl) and commercial processing (B2). 

Alll analyses for block share exposure and attention toward the commercial 

blockk were conducted at the level of the block (N = 1477), whilst measures of 

commerciall recall and Aad were analyzed at the level of the commercials (N = 

11,005). . 

MainMain Effects of Program Responses 

Ourr first step was to examine if the valence and intensity dimensions of 

program-inducedd psychological responses had the expected main effects on each 

off the commercial processing measures, as stated in Hypotheses 1 and 2 and 

illustratedd by arrows M l and M2 in Figure 1. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) with 

Post-hocc analyses (using Tukey b) were conducted to compare the differences in 

meann scores for each level of program attention and appreciation (see Tables 

5.11 and 5.2). Results for program attention showed a significant increase in 

meann ratings for four out of five dependent measures. With regard to aided 

recall,, for example, memory was 12 percent points higher for respondents with 

thee highest level of program attention compared to those with the lowest level. 

Thee only measure on which attention toward the program failed to have a 

significantt influence was free recall. Although the incremental impact was in the 

expectedd direction, recall scores were probably too low to allow for significant 

differences. . 

Postt hoc tests also showed a significant linear relation between program 

appreciationn and Aad, with higher program appreciation generating better Aad 

scoress (see Table 5.2). 
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Tablee 5.1: Means, ANOVA, and Post Hoc Results for Effects of Program Attention 

onn Commercial Processing 

Partt of commercial block seen (1-4) 
Attentionn toward commercial block (1-4) 
Freee recall (%) 
Aidedd recall (%) 
Provenn recall (%) 

1 1 
1.44a a 

1.41a a 

3a a 

38a a 

21a a 

Attentionn toward prog 
2 2 
1.68ab b 

1.51a'b b 

4 a , b b 

34a a 

19a a 

3 3 
1.98"'c c 

1.61b b 

5 a . b b 

45b b 

26b b 

ram m 
4 4 
2.23c c 

1.69b b 

5b b 

50c c 

28b b 

Notes:Notes: a ' b c Cells with a different letter in the same row differ significantly from each other at p < .05 (Tukey 
b).. Attention toward commercial block: F(3, 1441) = 15.21, p < .05; Attention toward commercial block: F(3, 
1466)) = 6.03, p <.05; Free recall : F(3, 10983) = 2.45, p = .06; Aided recall: F(3 , 10983) = 43.54, p < .05; 
Provenn recall: F(3, 10983) = 18.93, p < .05. 

Tablee 5.2: Means, ANOVA and Post Hoc Results for Effects of Program 

Appreciationn on Attitude toward the Ad 

Reportt grade program 
<66 6 7 8 >8 

Attitudee toward the ad (1-10) 5,74a 5.79a 6.10b 6 . 3 1 b c 6.44c 

Notes:Notes: a'b'c Cells with a different letter differ significantly from each other at p < .05 (Tukey b). F(4, 4602) = 
17.75,, p < .05. 

TestingTesting for Alternative Explanations 

Too determine if any of the five background variables provided an 

alternativee explanation for the relations found between program responses and 

commerciall processing, we followed the steps for establishing mediation 

determinedd by Baron and Kenny (1986) and Judd and Kenny (1981). The first 

stepp was to look for significant relations between the background variables and 

thee two predictor variables (arrow B l in Figure 1). Bivariate Pearson correlations 

resultedd in three significant relations. Size of household was negatively 

correlatedd with attention toward the program (r = .05, p <.05), while program 

evaluationn scores were higher for female viewers (r = -.09, p < .05) and people 

whoo watch more television (r = .09, p < .05). Type of television channel and 

agee did not significantly relate to either program attention or appreciation. 

Thee next step was to determine whether size of household, gender, and 

averagee viewing time were related to the commercial processing measures 

(arroww B2 in Figure 1). Bivariate Pearson correlations did not show significant 

relationss with any of the commercial attention or recall measures. However, 

genderr and average viewing time were significantly related to commercial 

appreciationn (r = -.04, p < .05 for gender; r = .06, p < .05 for average viewing 

t ime).. Therefore, to rule out a possibly confounding influence resulting from one 

orr both of these variables, the final step is to analyze the relation between 
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programm appreciation and Aad, controlling for the effects of gender and average 

viewingg t ime. In order to do this, we added the two variables as covariates in 

thee Univariate GLM analyses discussed in the next section. 

GeneralGeneral Linear Model (GLM) Analyses 

Ass mentioned, the final stage of our analyses was to simultaneously test 

thee main effects of program responses ( M l and M2) and the moderating effects 

off commercial placement (Mo l and Mo2), while controlling for the background 

variabless that were seen to significantly influence both program responses ( B l ) 

andd commercial processing (B2). For these analyses, we used Univariate GLM, a 

statisticall procedure that provides regression analysis and analysis of variance 

forr one dependent variable by one or more factors and/or covariates, which 

allowss interactions between factors as well as the effects of individual factors to 

bee investigated (Norusis, 2002). In our GLM analyses we entered the 

independentt and moderating variables as factors, while the background variables 

weree treated as covariates. 

Differentt sets of factors and covariates were used as predictors for each of 

thee dependent variables. For block share exposure and attention toward the 

block,, we used program attention and commercial block position as factors (see 

Tablee 5.3). I t was unnecessary to enter background variables as covariates, 

becausee the previous section showed that none of these variables was 

significantlyy related to both program attention and measures of exposure or 

attentionn to commercials. For the same reason, we also did not need background 

variabless as covariates in the GLM analyses for the three recall measures. 

However,, we did introduce block share exposure and attention to block as 

covariatess in these analyses (arrow Y in Figure 1), next to program attention, 

positionn of block and position of ad in block. Exposure and attention are 

prerequisitess for recall, and might therefore provide an alternative explanation 

forr the observed relations between intensity and recall. Finally, in the Univariate 

GLMM for Aad, we inserted program evaluation, position of block and position of ad 

inn block as factors, and added gender and average viewing time as covariates 

(seee Table 5.4). These latter two variables were added to the analysis, because 

ourr previous analyses showed that they significantly affected both program 
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Tablee 5.3: GLM Results for Several Predictors of Commercial Attention and 

Recall l 

Dependentt variable df df SS SS MS MS 
Blockk share exposure 
Attentionn to program (Attpro) 
Positionn of block (Posblock) 
Attproo * Posblock 
Attentionn to block 
Attentionn to program (Attpro) 
Positionn of block (Posblock) 
Attproo * Posblock 
Freee recall 
Attentionn to program (Attpro) 
Positionn of block (Posblock) 
Positionn of ad in block (Posad) 
Blockk share exposure 
Attentionn to block 
Attproo * Posblock 
Attproo * Posad 
Posblockk * Posad 
Attproo * Posblock * Posad 
Aidedd recall 
Attentionn to program (Attpro) 
Positionn of block (Posblock) 
Positionn of ad in block (Posad) 
Blockk share exposure 
Attentionn to block 
Attproo * Posblock 
Attproo * Posad 
Posblockk * Posad 
Attproo * Posblock * Posad 
Provenn recall 
Attentionn to program (Attpro) 
Positionn of block (Posblock) 
Positionn of ad in block (Posad) 
Blockk share exposure 
Attentionn to block 
Attproo * Posblock 
Attproo * Posad 
Posblockk * Posad 
Attproo * Posblock * Posad 

3 3 
1 1 
3 3 

3 3 
1 1 
3 3 

3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
2 2 
6 6 

3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
2 2 
6 6 

3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
2 2 
6 6 

67.19 9 
2.81 1 
1.69 9 

7.92 2 
0.00 0 
0.80 0 

0.01 1 
0.15 5 
0.03 3 
.87 7 
3.45 3.45 
0.26 6 
0.12 2 
0.11 1 
0.43 3 

12.05 5 
0.44 4 
1.21 1 
38.22 2 
14.49 9 
2.71 1 
1.73 3 
0.32 2 
2.76 6 

4.24 4 
0.04 4 
1.04 4 
12.59 9 
11.97 7 
.95 5 
1.40 0 
0.03 3 
1.02 2 

22.40 0 
2.81 1 
0.56 6 

2.64 4 
0.00 0 
0.27 7 

0.00 0 
0.15 5 
0.01 1 
0.29 9 
1.18 8 
0.09 9 
0.02 2 
0.06 6 
0.07 7 

4.02 2 
0.44 4 
.61 1 
12.74 4 
4.83 3 
0.91 1 
0.29 9 
0.16 6 
0.46 6 

1.41 1 
0.04 4 
0.52 2 
4.20 0 
3.99 3.99 
0.32 2 
0.23 3 
0.02 2 
1.17 7 

15.12*** * 
1.90 0 
.38 8 

6.06*** * 
0.01 1 
0.61 1 

0.06 6 
3.48 8 
0.30 0 
6.76*** * 
27.61*** * 
2.01 1 
0.48 8 
1.30 0 
1.70 0 

16.92*** * 
1.85 5 
2.55 5 
53.68*** * 
20.35*** * 
3.81** * 
1.22 2 
0.68 8 
1.94 4 

7.51*** * 
0.23 3 
2.77 7 
22.27*** * 
21.18*** * 
1.68 8 
1.24 4 
0.08 8 
0.91 1 

Notes:Notes: df = degrees of freedom, SS = sum of squares, MS = mean square, * * p < .01 * * * p < .001. 

Tablee 5.4: GLM Results for Several Predictors of Attitude Toward the Ad 

dfdf SS MS MS 
Programm evaluation (Proeva) 
Positionn of block (Posblock) 
Positionn of ad in block (Posad) 
Gender r 
Averagee viewing time 
Proevaa * Posblock 
Proevaa * Posad 
Posblockk * Posad 
Proevaa * Posblock * Posad 

4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
4 4 
8 8 
2 2 
8 8 

101.30 0 
3.19 9 
3.53 3 
8.03 3 
26.95 5 
30.48 8 
13.22 2 
0.62 2 
41.63 3 

25.32 2 
3.19 9 
1.77 7 
8.03 3 
26.95 5 
7.62 2 
1.65 5 
0.31 1 
5.02 2 

8.83*** * 
1.11 1 
0.62 2 
2.80 0 
9.4** * 
2.66* * 
0.58 8 
0.11 1 
1.81 1 

Notes:Notes: df = degrees of freedom, SS = sum of squares, MS = mean square, * * p < .01 * * * p < .001. 
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evaluationn and commercial evaluation, which meant we had to control for their 

possiblyy confounding effects. 

Resultss of the Univariate GLM analyses showed, first, that the main effects 

off program responses on commercial processing, observed earlier, subsisted 

whenn controlled for the variance of covariates and moderators. The effects of 

exposuree and attention toward the commercial block on the recall measures, as 

welll as the relation between average viewing time and commercial appreciation, 

weree significant, but did not provide an alternative explanation for the main 

relationss between program responses and commercial processing. Second, 

resultss showed that position in the block did not have either a main effect or an 

interactionn effect on the dependent variables. Commercials were thus not better 

attended,, recalled or appreciated according to their position in the block. 

Finally,, the analyses showed that position of the block did not have a main 

effect.. However, significant interactions were found between position of the 

commerciall block and attention toward the program on aided recall, as well as 

positionn of the commercial block and appreciation of the program on Aad. These 

findingss imply that position of the block moderates the effects of program 

responses.. Aided recall and commercial appreciation scores were higher when 

insertedd in an interrupting block compared to a shoulder block. 

Discussion n 

Thiss study differs from previous research in that results are based on a 

varietyy of programs, a large generalizable sample and a natural viewing 

situation,, whereas previous studies were conducted in artificial settings, used 

smalll homogeneous samples, or focused on unusual programming. The study 

increasess our understanding of program effects, because it demonstrates that 

contextt effects do occur under ordinary, every-day circumstances, where 

exposuree is not forced, the environment is not controlled, programs do not 

inducee extreme responses, and the type of programming is diverse. 

Ourr results support the formulated hypotheses with regard to the effects 

off valence and intensity of program responses. In line with the intensity 

hypothesiss ( H I ) , the amount of attention paid toward the program enhanced 
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attentionn paid toward commercials and recall of those commercials. In line with 

thee valence hypothesis (H2), Aad related positively to appreciation of the 

program.. Both main effects remain when possible alternative explanations have 

beenn controlled for. These results are consistent with most findings from 

previouss real-life studies (e.g., Byfield & Read, 1994; Moorman et al., 2002; 

Swallen,, 2000). However, the findings for intensity contrast with the negative 

effectss on recall often found in experimental studies (e.g., Kennedy, 1971; 

Soldoww & Principe, 1981; Norris & Colman, 1993). Some authors have argued 

thatt these negative effects are only a product of specific methodological 

interferencess in experiments (i.e., forced exposure to programs and 

commercials;; controlled, artificial viewing settings), and hence, do not occur 

underr natural circumstances (for an elaboration of this argument, see Lloyd & 

Clancy,, 1991; Moorman et al., 2002, 2003). The present findings correspond 

withh this line of reasoning. 

Inn addition to the main effects of program responses on commercial 

processing,, we have investigated the moderating effects of variations in 

commerciall position. Our hypothesis that commercial position has an influence 

onn the relationship between program responses and commercial processing is 

supportedd with regard to position of the commercial block. As Krugman (1983) 

found,, effects are stronger for blocks interrupting the program than for blocks 

betweenn programs. A plausible explanation for these stronger carry-over effects 

onn interrupting blocks compared to shoulder blocks is that program-induced 

valencee and intensity are more prominent when viewers are still ' in' the 

program.. However, because program response measures have only been taken 

forr the program as a whole and not at the moment of the interruption, this 

remainss a speculative explanation. Future research is needed to determine the 

underlyingg mechanism causing this moderating effect of commercial block 

position. . 

Withh regard to commercial placement within the block, our results do not 

supportt the third hypothesis. The effects of intensity and valence are not 

significantlyy different for commercials positioned at either the first, second or 

thirdd part of the commercial breaks. Since this lack of significance might be due 

too an inadequate construction of the variable, we also compared scores between 

individuall positions within the break (i.e., the first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth 

position).. The results of these additional analyses also did not show a significant 
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trendd for commercial position. Findings were not better for commercials in the 

beginningg of the block, as suggested by Murry et al. (1992), or for those in the 

middlee of the block, as suggested by Mattes and Cantor (1982). 

Thee present study makes a contribution by showing that context effects 

doo occur in real-life settings and are not only a product of artificial settings or 

specificc types of programs. However, the study has some limitations that mean 

cautionn should be exercised when interpreting the results. First, unlike 

experiments,, survey studies can never provide full confidence that there are no 

alternativee explanations for the effects found. In our analyses, we have 

controlledd for various background variables that might provide an alternative 

explanation,, including age, gender and average viewing t ime, but we cannot 

excludee the possibility that we have overlooked others. Another possible 

limitationn of the survey study on which present findings were based, concerns 

thee measurement of variables. Levels of intensity and valence of program-

inducedd responses, as well as Aad/ were assessed with one indicator each. 

Althoughh we have no indication that this influenced our results, a multi- item 

measurementt would be preferable from a methodological perspective. Both 

limitationss call for further research to validate present findings. 

Thee present findings can have important implications for media planning. 

Theyy suggest that the best strategy for media planners would be to select 

programss that not only generate the desired audience size and composition, but 

alsoo elicit appreciation and attention. By incorporating measures of program-

inducedd intensity and valence into media planning models, a 'more systematic 

andd sophisticated fashion' (Lloyd and Clancy 1991a, p. 42) of media planning 

mayy emerge. In applying these findings to an advertiser's specific commercial 

andd target group it is, however, necessary to bear two things in mind. 

First,, program characteristics are an important predictor of people's 

emotionall reactions to the program, but that does not mean that these 

responsess are uniform among audience members. People may respond very 

differentlyy to the same program. Hence, it is ineffective to generalize over 

programss and conclude, for example, that the effect of quiz shows on 

commercialss is always such, while the influence of soap operas is so. Instead, 

advertiserss need to study the preferences and interests of their own target group 

too find out which programs may yield the best results. 
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Second,, it is important to realize that context effects are always an effect 

onon an effect. The primary aim of advertising is per se to influence people. The 

surroundingg environment of the ad can impair, enhance, or change the direction 

off this effect, but the strength of this influence may depend on the intrinsic 

characteristicss of the ad itself. For example, some studies have shown that the 

levell of involvement with a commercial has an important moderating influence 

onn the effect of intensity of program responses on commercial processing 

(Celuchh & Slama, 1993; 1998; McClung, Park & Sauer, 1985; Sharma, 2000). 

Thee present results are based on an aggregate level only. They show how ads 

aree generally influenced by their context. In applying these results to individual 

ads,, it is important to take the specific characteristics of these ads in account as 

well. . 
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NEDERLANDSEE SAMENVATTING 

Inleiding g 

Hett grootste gedeelte van reclamebudgetten wordt besteed aan de inkoop 

vann reclameruimte in de media. Naar schatting werd in 2002 al meer dan 4 

miljardd Euro uitgegeven aan het plaatsen van reclameboodschappen (BBC De 

Mediaa en Reclamebank, 2002). Om mediabudgetten zo efficiënt mogelijk te 

besteden,, baseren adverteerders en mediabureaus de keuze waar een 

reclameboodschapp te plaatsen grotendeels op drie parameters: het aantal 

mensenn dat wordt bereikt met de boodschap, de samenstelling van het publiek 

enn de kosten van het plaatsen van de boodschap. Informatie over het bereik, de 

publiekskarakteristiekenn en de plaatsingskosten van een groot aantal titels, 

zenderss en sites zijn opgenomen in geavanceerde mediaplanningsmodellen, die 

dee mediaplanner helpen de optimale balans te berekenen tussen enerzijds de 

kostenn en anderzijds de grootte van de doelgroep die wordt bereikt. 

Dee mediumcontext waarbinnen reclameboodschappen worden geplaatst, 

wordtt vaak aangeduid met de term Umfeld. Zoals hiervoor beschreven, kan een 

zorgvuldigee keuze voor een bepaald Umfeld ervoor zorgen dat de juiste 

doelgroepp met de reclameboodschap wordt geconfronteerd. Het aantrekken van 

eenn publiek met een bepaalde samenstelling en grootte wordt ook wel de 

kwantitatievee impact van het Umfeld genoemd. Hiernaast kan het Umfeld ook 

invloedd uitoefenen op de manier waarop de reclameboodschap wordt 

waargenomenn en verwerkt. Norris en Colman (1992) beschrijven dit effect als 

volgt:: "the same source delivering the same message to the same audience on 

separatee occasions might produce different effects depending on the differing 

programmingg or editorial contexts in which the message appears" (p.38). Een 

reclameboodschapp kan dus een heel ander effect hebben wanneer deze wordt 

uitgezondenn in programma A dan wanneer deze wordt uitgezonden in 

programmaa B. De invloed die de mediumcontext kan uitoefenen op de 

effectiviteitt van reclameboodschappen wordt ook wel de kwalitatieve impact van 

hett Umfeld genoemd (Lynch & Stipp, 1999). Hoewel men het over het algemeen 

eenss is dat het Umfeld zowel een kwantitatieve als een kwalitatieve invloed kan 
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uitoefenenn op reclameboodschappen, is over het laatste effect nog weinig 

bekend.. Tot op heden is er geen duidelijk antwoord op de vraag welke invloed 

Umfeldd heeft op reclame-effecten en wordt dit effect niet systematisch in 

mediaplanningsmodellenn meegenomen. 

Driee tekortkomingen van voorgaand Umfeldonderzoek kunnen verklaren 

waaromm er tot nog toe weinig algemene kennis over het effect van de 

mediumomgevingg bestaat. Ten eerste is het onduidelijk welke concepten 

centraall staan in de relatie tussen het Umfeld en de advertentie. Verschillende 

aspectenn van het Umfeld zijn onderzocht, variërend van objectieve 

karakteristieken,, zoals genre en inhoud, tot subjectieve karakteristieken, zoals 

doorr het Umfeld opgeroepen betrokkenheid of emoties. Daarnaast heeft het 

onderzoekk zich geconcentreerd op een grote verscheidenheid aan reclame-

effecten,, variërend van korte termijn effecten, zoals aandacht en herinnering, 

tott lange termijn effecten, zoals attitude ten opzichte van het merk en 

koopintentie.. Tot op heden is geen geïntegreerd overzicht gepubliceerd dat 

duidelijkk maakt welke predictoren en effecten het meest belangrijk zijn en wat 

dee relatie tussen beide is. 

Hett tweede probleem is dat bijna al het Umfeld onderzoek is gericht op 

televisiee en het niet duidelijk is of deze resultaten ook toepasbaar zijn op andere 

mediumtypen,, bijvoorbeeld printmedia. Een belangrijk onderscheid tussen 

televisiee en print is het verschil in pacing van informatie. Bij televisie bepaalt het 

mediumm de snelheid en het moment van informatie-overdracht, terwijl bij print 

dee lezer controle heeft over de snelheid en het moment. Pacing is belangrijk 

voorr de manier waarop mensen de inhoud van een medium verwerken en kan 

daaromm van invloed zijn op het effect van deze mediuminhoud op de impact van 

reclameboodschappen. . 

Hett derde probleem hangt samen met de methode die de meeste 

onderzoekerss hanteren. Vrijwel alle voorgaande studies zijn experimenten, 

hetgeenn vragen oproept over de validiteit van de resultaten. Alhoewel goed 

ontworpenn experimenten het meest geschikt zijn om causale verbanden te 

toetsen,, kunnen de resultaten in grote mate verschillen van effecten in de 

werkeli jkheid.. Drie belangrijke verschillen tussen mediagebruik in een 

experimentelee onderzoekssetting en de werkelijkheid kunnen de resultaten 

beïnvloeden. . 
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Tenn eerste hebben deelnemers aan een experiment niet de vrijheid om 

zelff te kiezen wat ze kijken, lezen of luisteren. Onderzoekers laten mensen 

bijvoorbeeldd een erg saai programma zien om het effect van programma-

betrokkenheidd te onderzoeken. Het is maar de vraag of deze effecten voorkomen 

inn de werkelijkheid, aangezien het niet voor de hand ligt dat mensen ook uit 

vrijee wil naar een voor hen saai programma zullen kijken. 

Tenn tweede zijn mensen in de werkelijkheid over het algemeen niet 

geïnteresseerdd in reclame en vertonen regelmatig ontwijkend gedrag. In 

experimentenn is het echter niet mogelijk om de getoonde reclameboodschappen 

tee ontwijken. Blootstelling aan zowel het redactionele als het commerciële 

onderzoeksmateriaall is meestal geforceerd en mensen krijgen niet de kans om 

tee zappen of weg te lopen. De grootte van het programmapubliek en het 

reclamepubliekk wordt dus kunstmatig gelijk gehouden, hetgeen een serieuze 

verstoringg van de experimentele resultaten teweeg kan brengen. 

Eenn derde en laatste verschil is dat in experimenten alle externe invloeden 

onderr controle worden gehouden om alternatieve verklaringen uit te sluiten. In 

dee werkelijkheid wordt het gebruik van een medium vaak gecombineerd met 

anderr activiteiten (bijvoorbeeld eten, praten of het doen van huishoudelijke 

klusjes)) en kan de aandacht dus snel worden afgeleid. Het onder controle 

houdenn van alle externe invloeden creëert een situatie die onvergelijkbaar is met 

dee wijze waarop mensen in de werkelijkheid met reclame worden 

geconfronteerd.. Experimentele resultaten geven daarom wellicht geen reëel 

beeldd van de invloed van het Umfeld. 

Doell en Structuur 

Hett doel van dit proefschrift is inzicht te verkrijgen in de invloed van 

Umfeldd op reclame-effecten. De drie tekortkomingen in voorgaand onderzoek, 

diee hiervoor zijn genoemd, komen elk aan bod in de studies die worden 

behandeldd in Hoofdstuk Twee tot en met Vijf. Hoofdstuk Twee behandelt het 

eerstee probleem en geeft op basis van een uitgebreide literatuurstudie een 

gekwantificeerdd overzicht van de belangrijkste predictoren en effecten in Umfeld 

onderzoek.. Hoofdstuk drie gaat in op het tweede probleem. In dit hoofdstuk 

wordtt een studie behandeld naar het effect van Umfeld op printadvertenties in 
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plaatss van televisiecommercials. Ten slotte komt het derde probleem aan bod in 

Hoofdstukk Vier en Hoofdstuk Vijf. In deze hoofdstukken worden de resultaten 

vann twee studies besproken die zijn uitgevoerd in een natuurlijke in plaats van 

eenn experimentele setting. 

Dee Hoofdstukken Twee tot en met Vijf zijn als artikel gepubliceerd, dan 

well voor publicatie ingediend bij wetenschappelijke tijdschriften. Deze 

hoofdstukkenn hebben daarom ieder een eigen samenvatting, introductie, 

discussiee en referentielijst. In de volgende paragraaf wordt een korte 

samenvattingg van de inhoud van elk van de vier hoofdstukken gegeven. 

S a m e n v a t t i n gg v a n de H o o f d s t u k k e n 

HoofdstukHoofdstuk 2: Literatuur Onderzoek 

Inn Hoofdstuk Twee wordt een uitgebreid literatuuronderzoek naar de 

relatiee tussen verschillende karakteristieken van het Umfeld en verschillende 

reclame-effectenn besproken (Moorman, Neijens, & Smit, 2003a). Door het 

systematischh in kaart brengen van al het bestaande onderzoek op dit gebied, 

wordtt inzicht verkregen in de karakteristieken van het Umfeld die de meeste 

invloedd uitoefenen, de effecten die door het Umfeld kunnen worden 

bewerkstelligdd en de richting waarin deze effecten worden beïnvloed. Nadat 

Umfeldd is gedefinieerd als de redactionele medium omgeving van een 

reclameboodschap,reclameboodschap, wordt een onderscheid gemaakt tussen objectieve en 

subjectievee Umfeld karakteristieken. Objectieve karakteristieken zijn kenmerken 

zoalss genre, inhoud en sti j l . Dit soort karakteristieken kunnen door iedereen 

wordenn herkend en zijn niet afhankelijk van eigen interpretatie. Subjectieve 

karakteristiekenn daarentegen worden niet door iedereen hetzelfde ervaren. Deze 

karakteristiekenn omvatten de individuele mentale reacties van mensen op de 

redactionelee inhoud van een medium. Een grote verscheidenheid aan subjectieve 

karakteristiekenn is onderzocht, zoals betrokkenheid bij het Umfeld, het leuk 

vindenn van het Umfeld en emoties die worden opgeroepen door het Umfeld. 

Dezee subjectieve karakteristieken zijn ingedeeld aan de hand van twee 

dimensies:: intensiteit en valentie. Intensiteit heeft betrekking op de relatieve 

sterktee van de reactie. Valentie betreft de evaluatieve richting van de reactie: 

positieff of negatief. 
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Hett literatuuronderzoek laat zien dat de invloed van het Umfeld op 

reclame-effectenn in veel grotere mate afhankelijk is van de perceptie van het 

Umfeldd door het publiek dan door objectieve kenmerken van het Umfeld zelf. De 

resultatenn voor objectieve karakteristieken zijn niet consistent en vaak niet 

significant,, terwijl de resultaten voor subjectieve karakteristieken overwegend in 

eenn duidelijke richting wijzen. Het onderzoek laat bovendien zien dat het Umfeld 

voornamelijkk van invloed is op reclameherinnering en attitude ten opzichte van 

dee reclameboodschap (Aad). 

Tweee belangrijke relaties tussen het Umfeld en reclame-effecten worden 

zichtbaarr door het literatuuronderzoek. Ten eerste blijkt dat de valentie van een 

reactiee op het Umfeld een positief effect heeft op Aad. Dit resultaat komt overeen 

mett de mood congruency theorie, waarbij de idee centraal staat dat emoties die 

wordenn opgeroepen door een stimulus kunnen worden overgedragen naar 

anderee stimuli in de buurt van de stimulus. Ten tweede blijkt dat de intensiteit 

vann een reactie op het Umfeld een negatieve effect heeft op reclameherinnering. 

Ditt resultaat komt overeen met de idee van een gelimiteerde cognitieve 

capaciteit,, hetgeen inhoudt dat mensen maar een beperkte hoeveelheid 

informatiee op een bepaald moment kunnen verwerken. De idee is dat wanneer 

mensenn meer intense reacties ervaren ten opzichte van het Umfeld, zij de 

informatiee in dit Umfeld ook beter zullen verwerken, waardoor minder cognitieve 

ruimtee beschikbaar is voor het verwerken van de informatie uit de 

reclameboodschap,, wat weer leidt tot een lagere herinnering. 

Dezee laatste conclusie wordt ter discussie gesteld. Het negatieve effect 

vann intensiteit op reclameherinnering blijkt voornamelijk te zijn gevonden in 

experimentelee studies, terwijl studies die zijn uitgevoerd in een natuurlijke 

settingg overwegend een positief effect rapporteren. Zoals hiervoor al is 

beargumenteerd,, hebben experimenten een aantal beperkingen die de 

bevindingenn kunnen beïnvloeden. Hoofdstuk Vier behandelt dit discussiepunt in 

meerr detail. 

HoofdstukHoofdstuk 3: Tijdschriften 

Hoofdstukk Drie heeft betrekking op het effect van Umfeld op print-

advertenties.. Het onderzoek dat in dit hoofdstuk centraal staat, behandelt de 

invloedd van de intensiteit en valentie van mentale reacties op het Umfeld op 

reclameherinneringg en Aad (Moorman, Neijens, & Smit, 2002a). Naast het effect 
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vann intensiteit en valentie, is gekeken naar de invloed van thematische 

congruentiee tussen tijdschriften en advertenties. Advertenties worden vaak 

geplaatstt in titels die passen bij het product waarvoor wordt geadverteerd. Of 

dezee passendheid daadwerkelijk leidt tot betere reclame-effecten is echter 

zeldenn onderzocht. 

Omm het effect van zowel de intensiteit en valentie van mentale reacties op 

hett Umfeld als thematische congruentie te onderzoeken, zijn in de normale 

oplagee van drie verschillende tijdschriften steeds drie dezelfde advertenties 

geplaatst.. De tijdschriften en advertenties zijn zo uitgezocht dat in elk tijdschrift 

minimaall één congruente en één incongruente advertentie is geplaatst. De 

mentalee reacties en de reclame-effecten zijn gemeten met behulp van face-to-

faceface interviews met een representatieve steekproef uit het abonneebestand van 

dee drie ti jdschriften. 

Dee resultaten laten zien dat de bij print de valentie van mentale reacties 

opp het Umfeld ook een positief heeft op Aad, vergelijkbaar met het effect dat veel 

televisiestudiess rapporteren. In tegenstelling tot de meeste televisiestudies 

vindenn we geen effect van intensiteit op reclameherinnering. Twee mogelijke 

verklaringenn voor deze discrepantie in resultaten worden gegeven. Ten eerste is 

dezee studie uitgevoerd met behulp van een natuurlijk design, in plaats van een 

experimenteell design; ten tweede is er een groot verschil in de mate van pacing 

vann informatie tussen tijdschriften en televisie. Een lezer van een tijdschrift kan 

zelff de snelheid en het moment van informatie-overdracht bepalen, terwijl dat 

bijj televisie wordt bepaald door het medium. Dit verschil in pacing kan een 

belangrijkee invloed hebben op de wijze waarop mentale reacties ten opzichte 

vann het Umfeld van invloed zijn op reclame-effecten. Vooral het effect van 

intensiteitt kan anders zijn in een print setting, omdat mensen de mogelijkheid 

hebbenn om te stoppen met lezen wanneer ze intense reacties ervaren en kunnen 

doorgaann als de intensiteit van deze reacties wat is getemperd. 

Tott slot laat deze studie zien dat advertenties in een congruente omgeving 

significantt beter worden onthouden dan advertenties in een incongruente 

omgeving.. Dit komt overeen met de idee van priming, welke inhoudt dat 

congruentee informatie meer aandacht trekt en beter wordt verwerkt, omdat de 

lezerr al mentaal bezig is met het onderwerp. 
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HoofdstukHoofdstuk 4: Programma Betrokkenheid 

Zoalss eerder vermeld, staat het ter discussie of de resultaten van Umfeld 

experimentenn wel extern valide zijn. Met name de relatie tussen intensiteit en 

herinneringg zou kunnen verschillen in een experimentele setting vergeleken met 

eenn natuurlijke situatie. In de werkelijkheid is het onwaarschijnlijk dat mensen 

veell aandacht zullen schenken aan mediuminhoud waar ze geen interesse voor 

hebbenn en kunnen ze snel worden afgeleid door externe factoren. Zodra mensen 

meerr betrokken raken bij de mediuminhoud zullen ze meer aandacht besteden 

aann die inhoud. In experimenten is er echter weinig verschil tussen de 

hoeveelheidd aandacht die respondenten schenken aan Umfeld waarbij ze 

betrokkenn zijn en Umfeld waarbij ze niet betrokken zijn. Dit komt doordat 

respondentenn niet zelf kunnen bepalen wat ze te zien, horen of lezen krijgen, er 

sprakee is van een geforceerde blootstelling en afleiding van externe factoren is 

gecontroleerd.. Deze verstorende effecten zijn wellicht nog sterker in 

experimentenn voor televisie, omdat dit medium doorgaans wordt beschouwd als 

eenn medium waarbij mensen laag betrokken zijn en waarbij afleiding dus snel 

kann plaatsvinden. 

Dee studie die centraal staat in Hoofdstuk Vier onderzoekt in een 

natuurlijkee situatie de relatie tussen de intensiteit van betrokkenheid bij 

televisieprogramma'ss en aandacht voor en herinnering van daarin geplaatste 

commercialss (Moorman, Neijens, Smit, 2002b). De studie is uitgevoerd tijdens 

hett Europees kampioenschap voetbal, gehouden in 2000 in Nederland en België. 

Ditt evenement bood een interessante setting voor dit onderzoek omdat het 

niveauu van programmabetrokkenheid op natuurlijke wijze varieerde tussen 

verschillendee typen wedstrijden. Mensen waren hoger betrokken bij de 

wedstrijdenn waar het Nederlands elftal deel van uitmaakte en lager bij de 

overigee wedstrijden. Vier wedstrijden van EURO2000 werden vooraf geselecteerd 

opp basis van het verwachte niveau van programmabetrokkenheid. Een dag na de 

wedstrijdd werden computergestuurde telefonische vraaggesprekken gehouden 

mett mensen die de wedstrijden hadden gezien. In tegenstelling tot de 

bevindingenn van de meeste experimenten laat deze studie zien dat aandacht 

voorr en herinnering van reclameboodschappen stijgt naarmate mensen meer 

betrokkenn zijn bij de programmaomgeving waarin deze boodschappen worden 

uitgezonden. . 
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HoofdstukHoofdstuk 5: Gewone Televisieprogrammering 

Dee resultaten van het EURO2000 onderzoek laten zien dat Umfeldeffecten 

inn een natuurlijke omgeving kunnen verschillen van effecten in experimentele 

studies.. Omdat de resultaten van de EURO2000 studie echter tijdens een 

bijzonderr evenement zijn verkregen, zijn deze mogelijkerwijs niet 

generaliseerbaarr naar gewone televisieprogramma's. De belangrijkste 

doelstellingg van de studie in Hoofdstuk Vijf is om te onderzoeken of de positieve 

effectenn van intensiteit op aandacht en herinnering ook van toepassing zijn op 

alledaagsee televisieprogrammering (Moorman, Neijens, & Smit, 2003b). Naast 

hett effect van intensiteit is ook het effect van valentie op Aad onderzocht. Ten 

slottee was het doel van deze studie om te onderzoeken of het effect van Umfeld 

varieertt tussen verschillende commercialposities. 

Voorr dit onderzoek is gebruik gemaakt van data van een grootschalig 

telefonischh onderzoek. De dataset bevatte onder andere informatie over de mate 

vann aandacht die mensen hadden geschonken aan een grote variëteit van 

televisieprogramma'ss en evaluatiescores voor deze programma's. Daarnaast 

bevattee de dataset ook informatie over de hoeveelheid aandacht die mensen 

haddenn geschonken aan de commercials uitgezonden binnen deze programma's 

enn de mate van herinnering van en waardering voor deze commercials. 

Overeenkomstigg met de intensiteithypotheses werd een positieve relatie tussen 

dee mate van aandacht voor het programma en aandacht voor en herinnering van 

dee commercials gevonden. Tevens werd, overeenkomstig mer de 

valentiehypothese,, een positief effect van programmawaardering op Aad 

gevonden.. Het effect van Umfeld bleek niet te verschillen voor commercials 

geplaatstt in het begin, midden of einde van het reclameblok. Wel was het effect 

vann Umfeld sterker voor programma-onderbrekende reclameblokken dan voor 

reclameblokkenn tussen programma's. Dit kan worden verklaard vanuit de 

gedachtee dat reacties ten aanzien van het Umfeld meer prominent zijn wanneer 

hett programma nog niet is afgelopen, waardoor deze reacties ook een sterkere 

invloedd uitoefenen. 
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Belangr i j ks tee Conclusies 

Doell van dit proefschrift is inzicht te verkrijgen in de invloed van Umfeld 

opp reclame-effecten. Drie tekortkomingen van voorgaand onderzoek zijn 

blootgelegdd en worden aan de orde gesteld in vier studies. Het 

literatuuronderzoekk in Hoofdstuk Twee laat zien welke kenmerken van het 

Umfeldd de belangrijkste invloed uitoefenen, welke effecten het Umfeld kan 

bewerkstelligenn en wat de richting is van deze effecten. Het onderzoek in 

Hoofdstukk Drie geeft inzicht in Umfeldeffecten in een tijdschriftensetting in 

plaatss van een televisiesetting. De twee studies in de Hoofdstukken Vier en Vijf 

latenn zien welke effecten Umfeld heeft op televisiecommercials in een natuurlijke 

situatiee in plaats van een experimentele onderzoekssetting. Acht belangrijke 

conclusiess kunnen op basis van deze onderzoeken worden getrokken. 

Tenn eerste laten alle vier de studies zien dat het Umfeld waarbinnen 

reclameboodschappenn worden geplaatst van invloed is op reclame-effecten. 

Dezee relatie is gevonden voor zowel televisiecommercials als 

tijdschriftadvertenties. . 

Tenn tweede laat de literatuurstudie zien dat de mentale reacties die door 

hett Umfeld worden opgeroepen, bijvoorbeeld de betrokkenheid of emoties die 

mensenn ervaren, de belangrijkste predictoren zijn van Umfeldeffecten. Deze 

mentalee reacties kunnen worden geclassificeerd aan de hand van twee 

dimensies:: intensiteit en valentie. 

Tenn derde laat de literatuurstudie zien dat het Umfeld met name van 

invloedd is op de wijze waarop reclameboodschappen worden verwerkt. 

Verwerkings-effectenn waarop het Umfeld van invloed blijkt te zijn, zijn aandacht, 

herinneringg en Aatj. 

Tenn vierde kan worden geconcludeerd dat de valentie van een mentale 

reactiee op het Umfeld een positief effect heeft op Aad. De literatuurstudie in 

Hoofdstukk Twee, de tijdschriftenstudie in Hoofdstuk Drie en de televisiestudie in 

Hoofdstukk Vijf tonen ieder deze relatie aan. 

Conclusiee nummer vijf behelst de relatie tussen de intensiteit van door het 

Umfeldd opgeroepen mentale reacties enerzijds en aandacht en waardering voor 

reclameboodschappenn anderzijds. Zowel de literatuurstudie als de twee 

televisiestudiess laten deze relatie zien. 
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Tenn zesde kan worden geconcludeerd dat het effect van de intensiteit van 

doorr televisieprogramma's opgeroepen mentale reacties, verschillend is in een 

experimentelee onderzoekssetting dan in een natuurlijke setting. Deze conclusie 

iss gebaseerd op het verschil in resultaten van de literatuurstudie en de twee 

empirischee televisiestudies. De literatuurstudie behandelt met name 

experimentelee studies en laat een negatieve relatie tussen intensiteit en 

reclameherinneringg zien, terwijl de empirische studies het effect in een 

natuurli jkee setting onderzoeken en een positieve relatie tonen. 

Dee zevende conclusie luidt dat Umfeldeffecten niet voor elk mediumtype 

gelijkk zijn. Deze conclusie is gebaseerd op de tijdschriftenstudie waarin, in 

tegenstellingg tot de televisiestudies, geen significante relatie is gevonden tussen 

dee intensiteit van mentale reacties op het Umfeld en reclameherinnering. 

Dee laatste conclusie heeft betrekking op de plaatsing van een reclame-

uitingg ten opzichte van het Umfeld. Hoofdstuk Twee laat zien dat wanneer een 

reclame-uitingg wordt geplaatst in een tijdschrift dat thematisch congruent is met 

dee advertentie, deze beter wordt onthouden dan wanneer de uiting is geplaatst 

inn een incongruente omgeving. De resultaten in Hoofdstuk Vijf laten zien dat de 

invloedd van intensiteit en valentie op aandacht, herinnering en Aad sterker zijn 

wanneerr commercials zijn geplaatst in een onderbrekend blok dan wanneer ze 

zijnn geplaatst in een blok tussen programma's in. Op basis van deze resultaten is 

dee achtste conclusie geformuleerd: Umfeldeffecten zijn afhankelijk van de 

plaatsingg van de advertentie ten opzichte van de omgeving. 

Discussie e 

Zoalss in het begin van deze samenvatting al werd beschreven, is men er 

opp het gebied van mediaplanning algemeen van overtuigd dat het Umfeld 

waarbinnenn een reclame-uiting wordt geplaatst van invloed is op de effectiviteit 

vann die uiting. Het zal dan ook niet als een verrassing komen dat de eerste 

conclusiee van dit proefschrift luidt dat Umfeld een effect heeft op de impact van 

reclame-uitingen.. De overige zeven conclusies zijn waarschijnlijk interessanter 

voorr de lezer, omdat deze betrekking hebben op de vraag die veel vaker ter 

discussiee staat, namelijk wat voor effect Umfeld dan precies heeft. Dit 

proefschriftt biedt verschillende inzichten over het effect van Umfeld op reclame-
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effecten,, maar kent ook een aantal beperkingen waardoor nog niet alle vragen 

zijnn beantwoord en vervolgonderzoek noodzakelijk is. Elk van de vier 

onderzoekshoofdstukkenn in dit proefschrift eindigt met een eigen discussie, 

waarinn de specifieke beperkingen van de studie die in dat hoofdstuk centraal 

staat,, worden behandeld en suggesties voor verder onderzoek worden gedaan. 

Opp drie van deze suggesties wordt hier ingegaan. 

Hett eerste onderwerp waar toekomstig onderzoek zich op zou kunnen 

richten,, is de positieve relatie tussen de intensiteit van mentale reacties op het 

Umfeldd en aandacht voor en herinnering van commercials, zoals gevonden in de 

Hoofdstukkenn Vier en Vijf. Deze resultaten zijn opmerkelijk, aangezien tot op 

hedenn met name een negatieve relatie is gevonden, voornamelijk toegewezen 

aann een beperkte cognitieve opslagcapaciteit. De huidige positieve resultaten 

wijzenn erop dat deze theoretische verklaring wellicht niet van toepassing is op 

Umfeldeffectenn in een natuurlijke situatie. In plaats daarvan lijkt het erop dat de 

aandachtt die een televisieprogramma trekt, voorkomt dat mensen hun aandacht 

naarr iets anders verplaatsen als het programma wordt onderbroken door 

commercials.. Dit zou kunnen worden verklaard door een theoretisch concept dat 

inn de internationale literatuur attentional inertia wordt genoemd. Deze theorie 

steltt dat naarmate kijkers langer gefocust zijn op het televisiescherm het 

waarschijnlijkerr wordt dat zij gefocust zullen blijven op het scherm als het 

programmaa wordt onderbroken, bijvoorbeeld door een commercial. De 

resultatenn van de studies in dit proefschrift lijken deze theorie te ondersteunen, 

maarr de data staan niet toe om het onderliggende theoretische mechanisme 

directt te onderzoeken. Toekomstig onderzoek, bijvoorbeeld met behulp van 

observaties,, is noodzakelijk om te bepalen of de positieve effecten inderdaad 

wordenn veroorzaakt door attentional inertia. 

Eenn ander mogelijk interessant onderwerp voor toekomstig onderzoek is 

dee modererende invloed van bepaalde reclamekarakteristieken. De resultaten in 

ditt proefschrift zijn gegeneraliseerd over reclame-uitingen, zonder rekening te 

houdenn met specifieke kenmerken van de uitingen zelf. Het is belangrijk om te 

beseffenn dat reclameboodschappen in grote mate variëren wat betreft stij l, 

inhoudd en onderwerp, waardoor ze zeer verschillende effecten kunnen hebben. 

Dee invloed van het Umfeld op het effect van al deze verschillende typen 

reclameboodschappenn zou daarom ook anders kunnen zijn. 
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Tenn derde, is het belangrijk om het onderzoek naar Umfeldeffecten ook 

voorr andere mediumtypen dan alleen televisie uit te voeren. Het onderzoek in 

Hoofdstukk Twee toont aan dat Umfeldeffecten op tijdschriftadvertenties 

verschillenn van effecten op televisiecommercials. Een plausibele verklaring voor 

ditt onderscheid is het verschil in pacing tussen televisie en tijdschriften. Deze 

hypothesee is echter niet bewezen, omdat wij de twee mediumtypen niet direct 

hebbenn vergeleken. Toekomstig onderzoek is noodzakelijk om de verschillen in 

Umfeldeffectenn te kunnen verklaren en daarbij ook te kijken naar andere 

mediumtypen,, bijvoorbeeld het Internet. 

Dee conclusies van dit proefschrift, hebben belangrijke implicaties voor de 

mediaplanningspraktijk.. Tot nu toe vinden onderhandelingen over de inkoopprijs 

vann reclameruimte met name plaats op basis van het bereik van een doelgroep 

mett een bepaalde samenstelling en grootte: hoe groter het bereik, hoe hoger de 

prijs.. De prijs voor 30 seconden uitzendtijd tijdens de Super Bowl, de grootste 

publiekstrekkerr in de Verenigde Staten, is om die reden inmiddels al gestegen 

naarr 2.2 miljoen dollar. Hierbij moet worden bedacht dat het onzeker is of 

mensenn de commercial ook daadwerkelijk zien. Adverteerders betalen alleen 

voorr de kans dat hun doelgroep de commercial te zien krijgt. 

Dee resultaten van dit proefschrift laten zien dat het Umfeld van een 

reclameboodschapp niet alleen een publiekstrekker is, maar ook invloed heeft op 

dee impact van de reclameboodschap. Een advertentie die wordt geplaatst in een 

Umfeldd waar het publiek intenser en positiever op reageert, zal een groter effect 

hebbenn dan een advertentie die wordt geplaatst in een omgeving waar minder 

intenss en positief op wordt gereageerd. Reclamedoelstellingen kunnen dus 

snellerr worden gehaald wanneer rekening wordt gehouden met de wijze waarop 

dee doelgroep reageert op het Umfeld. Door in mediabereiksonderzoek en 

mediaplanningsmodellenn naast de kwantitatieve impact ook de kwalitatieve 

impactt van Umfeld mee te nemen, kan een meer efficiënte en ontwikkelde 

manierr van mediaselectie ontstaan. 
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DANKWOORD D 

Inn de hieraan voorafgaande pagina's wordt herhaaldelijk betoogd dat de 

contextt waarin iets gebeurt, van grote invloed is op de wijze waarop dat 

gebeurt.. Dit geldt ook zeker voor de totstandkoming van een proefschrift. In de 

jarenn dat ik aan mijn proefschrift heb gewerkt, heb ik het geluk gehad omringd 

tee zijn geweest door velen die ertoe hebben bijgedragen dat dit proefschrift er 

überhauptt is gekomen. 

Edithh Smit maakte mij als eerste enthousiast voor het idee om te gaan 

promoveren.. Later vormde zij als co-promotor, samen met promotor Peter 

Neijenss een stabiel en eensgezind 'ouderpaar', onder wiens supervisie het 

onderzoeksprojectt tot wasdom is gekomen. Beiden ben ik erg dankbaar voor hun 

advies,, steun, geduld en vooral ook het vertrouwen dat zij de afgelopen jaren in 

mijj hebben gesteld. Ik hoop in de toekomst nog vaak met z'n drieën samen te 

werken. . 

Promoverenn wil nog wel eens het imago van 'saai' of 'een eenzame 

bezigheid'' hebben. Dit heb ik nooit zo ervaren, dankzij een grote schare van 

geweldigee 'collega's'. Veel inspiratie en kennis heb ik opgedaan tijdens de Ph.D. 

clubs,, maar evenzogoed tijdens talloze lunches en vele lange avonden in de 

kroeg.. Voor alle inbreng, steun en gezelligheid dank ik vooral (in order of 

appearance)) Tijs, Mark, Thorn, Sudeep, Danielle, Kim, Moniek, Claes, Martin, 

Irene,, Jochen en Roderick. 

Hett onderwerp van dit proefschrift heeft veel raakvlakken met de praktijk. 

Ikk vond het erg prettig af en toe met mensen uit het veld van gedachten te 

kunnenn wisselen over hun visie, werkwijze en nieuwe ontwikkelingen. Vooral 

Johnn Faasse, Lex van Meurs, Costa Tchaoussoglou, Alke BaGler, John Rodenburg, 

Renatee Tromp en Olchert Vels hebben mij veel inspiratie gegeven. 

Hett onderzoek in dit proefschrift kwam tot stand dankzij verschillende 

samenwerkingsverbanden.. De medewerking van Quote Media, SWOCC, 
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Interview/NSS,, Initiative Communications en Unilever stelde mij in staat om het 

empirischee onderzoek op een grootschalige en natuurgetrouwe wijze uit te 

voeren.. Ook heb ik veel hulp gekregen van 'mi jn ' (voormalige) studenten 

Mariekee Sopers, Sonja ten Cate, Sander Bruggelling en Femke de Veer. 

Heell veel dank wil ik uitspreken aan mijn lieve, trouwe vrienden en 

familie.. Wat had ik zonder jullie moeten beginnen? Ik ben blij en trots dat 

Maaykee en Babette straks naast mij staan. Trots ben ik ook dat Maayke de cover 

vann dit proefschrift heeft ontworpen, vanzelfsprekend, maar toch bijzonder. 

Tott slot bedank ik drie mensen in gedachten. Angela, jouw inbreng was 

velee malen groter dan alleen het bedenken van de titel van mijn proefschrift. 

Pappaa en Mamma, jullie vormen de basis van al mijn zijn. Dit proefschrift is voor 

jull iee drieën! 

Amsterdam,, augustus 2003 







Itt is generally assumed that the medium context in which 

advertisementss are placed (Vmfeld), does not only allow an 

audiencee of a certain composition and size to see the ads, 

yett also influences how the ads affect the audience. 

Althoughh this belief is widespread, our knowledge about 

thee effect of the context on advertising impact is still rather 

limited.. For example, what is it about the context that cau-

sess the effect? Are context effects caused by objectively 

noticeablee characteristics, such as content, genre or style? 

Doess a commercial always perform better in a sitcom break 

comparedd to a talk show break? Or are context effects more 

dependentt on the perception of the individual audience 

members?? Does it matter whether the context induces 

involvementt or whether people like the environment in 

whichh the ad is embedded? Equally little is known about the 

directionn of effects. Does context-induced involvement sti-

mulatee people to pay attention to embedded ads, or does it 

distractt them? Do people remember an ad better when it 

matchess its environment, or is a non-matching ad more eye-

catchingg and therefore better remembered? Do people 

appreciatee an ad more when they like its environment, or 

doess it induce annoyance? 

Thee aim of this dissertation is to identify how context influ-

encess advertising effects. It presents an overview of the 

mostt critical context factors, and the underlying mecha-

nismss explaining their effects. Moreover, it empirically 

exploress how these context factors influence advertising 

effectss in real-life, focusing on ads in magazines and on tele-

vision.. The book offers insights for media planning and 

givess directions for further research in this area. 
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